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Stripping 
Extehof Masonry
by Patricia Poore

NE DAY/ the phone rings and it's a reader asking how to I get the clinging, flaking remnants of old white paint 
off his red brick. There's no easy answer. Another 
phone call, another day. This time somebody wants to 

know how to get the romantic, old-fashioned look of clinging, 
flaking remnants of white paint on red brick, without waiting 
a hundred years for paint to weather. There's no easy answer.

I THINK the first caller should let time do the job. I 
understand love of the pristine, the need to "finish" the job. 
But for one thing, I sympathize with the second caller. I 
enjoy the imperfection of old things. For another, I've 
become aware of how downright practical it is to do nothing if 
you can get away with it. Making things new again is expen
sive and awful mistakes are made in the name of restoration.

This article will help youTO GET BACK to exterior stripping: 
decide whether you have to or really want to, and tell you how 
to do it right if you must.
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to be therel on summer nights, 
we'll sit in rocking chairs on 
the century-old porch with own
ers Frank and Yolanda Brown, 
the cool night air comes tumb
ling down the mountain.

OF COURSE, if you run an inn or 
bed-and-breakfast yourself, and 
you'd welcome other OHJ sub
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OHJ readers.)
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(We've found

HERE'S WHAT we need to knowt
(1) Name of inn or guest house;
(2) Complete address; (3) own
er's name (if you have it); (4) 
Most important, what you think 
is special about it.

as

WE'LL FOLLOW UP with a detailed 
questionnaire to the owner.
Send your nominations to:
Tricia Martin, OHJ, 69A Seventh 
Avenue, Brooklyn, NY 11217.

MOUNTAIN HOUSE doesn't turn up 
in most B&B books (not yet, 
anyway). But you can be sure 
it will be in our special new 
Inns Guide.

ISSN: 0094-01 78
NO PAID ADVERTISING

ALL OP US at OHJ look forward 
to owning copies of the new 
Guide ourselves 
sharing it with youl

THERE HAVE to be lots of other 
secret places.«.places whose 
reputations are local. We want 
to include them. But we need 
your help, we've already found

and to

Patricia Poore & Clem Labine
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teneil $toryi/Q Philadelphiaby Esther Widemsn

—HEN WE FIRST MOVED to Philadelphia in 
I A| 1969, we bought a house that had been 

divided into five apartments, then de- 
converted to a one-family house in the 1950s. 
We kept up the roof, worked in the garden, and 
painted the exterior to keep the wood from 
rotting. That was the extent of our interest 
in old houses. But, after getting acquainted 
with The Old-House Journal and reading about 
how others had restored old homes to their 
original splendor, we began to think about 
restoring our home.

including deeds and records of sales. Before 
they had moved in, the house had been occupied 
by a single family for over 50 years. Before 
that, during the 19th century, another family 
had occupied it for 50 years. We were only 
the fourth owners!

THE HOUSE WAS VERY DIRTY and dilapidated, but 
it had large rooms and lots of potential.
Of course, we started with the major work — 
new heating system (gas, hot water), new 
kitchen, floor sanding, and new plumbing and 
electricity. The house had once been lit with 
gas, but when we bought it, the dining room, 
kitchen, middle parlor, and the bedrocwns were 
lit only by bare light bulbs. Over time, we 
replaced all the bulbs with gas chandeliers 
adapted for electricity. We were able to buy 
one large fixture from a neighboring house of 
the same period, and another from the French 
Embassy in Philadelphia.

BECAUSE THE HOUSE has two parlors, we decided 
to turn one into a music room that would

accommodate my pipe organ and 
grand piano. We began by 
scraping off the layers of old 
wallpaper. Surprisingly 
enough, the walls had never 
been painted! Underneath the 
paper, the original stencil
ling, well over a hundred 
years old, was still visible! 
Although the stencilling was 
faded and scarred, the design 
and color sheme of the orig
inal frieze was still visible, 

The Widcman's home as it appeared in 1910. enabling us to reproduce it.

IT ALL STARTED with the bathroom on the second 
Over the course of two years, we tookfloor.

out the shower, installed a 6-foot bathtub, 
refinished the pine panelling, and added a 
marble sink to the room. It was quite 

But by the time webeautiful and successful, 
had finished we decided to sell this house and 
buy another one — one with more original 
details that we could bring back to life.

10 E SUCCESSFULLY BID for a corner house 
just two blocks away, here 
on Woodland

is one of a set of twelve
Terrace. It

Itallanate twins built in 1861. 
These buildings share a common 
wall and are mirror images of 

Corner houses —one another, 
ours is the last one left in
this group — have grand 
porches. We didn’t realize 
what a treasure we had until 
the family we purchased the 
house from turned over all the 
original documents,

The Old'House JournalJan-Feb 1985 3



Top left: Though faded, the frieze was visible enough to be celled.
To the left is the outline of the original mirror. The Widemans were
able to replace it with one that fit the outline perfectly. Top right:
The stencil was traced, then cut from a sheet of Mylar. Bottom left:
Esther puu the finishing touches on the painted ceiling medallion in
the music room. The room is large enough to accommodate her
grand piano, harpsichord, and 12-fool-tall pipe organ.

Above: The finished ceiling medallion. Esther, who opened an antique 
shop not long after she and her husband bought the house, hasdecorated 
the (talianate twin with period furnishings.

T TOOK ME SEVERAL YEARS to decide to tackle 
the job, but after I studied several sten
cilling books and practiced on the back 
stairway and the hallway to the third floor, 

I felt competent enough to go to work on the 
music room. Although the original frieze had 
been painted in two shades of green, we de
cided to repaint it in shades of blue. To 
preserve the original stencil and colors for 
future owners, we dated a portion of the 
frieze and papered over it.

i I PLANNED ONLY the central portion. I en
larged a classical-style motif resembling a 
plaster ceiling medallion and painted it in 
shades of brown. But by the time I completed 
this, I realized It was too small for the 
room. I enlarged it and tied in the blue from 
the frieze with a leaf motif. The small 
circular tile patterns were inspired by 
encaustic tiles from an entryway of another 
old house. The tracery patterns, my own 
design, were added to enlarge the medallion 
even further. In the end we had over an 
80-inch spread across the center of the 
celling — much more in scale with a 23-foot 
room than the medallion we had originally 
planned onl

BY TRACING THE DESIGN and then cutting it out 
of a sheet of Mylar, I was able to reproduce 
the music room frieze. Once the frieze was 
completed, I decided to supplement the wall 
decoration with a ceiling medallion I designed 
from a combination of 15 different Victorian 
stencils adapted from the stencilling books I 
had read.
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Above: The stencilling in the entryway was 
reproduced from ghosts found under old wall
paper. Right: These two photo^aphs, taken 
in 1922, show the gallery and iris garden that 
were once located off the middle parlor.

The other parts of the house were
The vents for these

F ALL THE FORMAL ROOMS, only the middle 
parlor had its original mirror. We looked 
for several years for a suitable mirror 
for the music room before finding one,

Jim had to refinish the frame and buy new 
mirror glass for it, but it perfectly fit the 
lines of old paint left around the original 
mirror.
parlor include an old pressed-tin ceiling, 
possibly installed in the late 1880s along 
with the Lincrusta wainscot in the hallway, 
which continues all the way to the third 
floor.
only working fireplace.

nursery.
heated with coal stoves, 
stoves are still in the fireplace walls.

OW, RESTORING the finishing touches has 
become our main interest. We were 
recently able to buy a documented bedroom 

and dining room set made by Schindler, Roller 
and Company in 1869. This furniture was made 
for Andrew Campbell in Brooklyn, New York, and 
came to Philadelphia through his granddaugh
ter, who lived in our neighborhood for many 
years. I had collected marble sinks, tiles, 
and tubs for several years (I opened a small 
antique shop around the same time we bought 
the house), so we now have two finished 
bathrooms with antique marble washstand sinks, 
one with a painted bowl. I found a carved 
cherry arraoire with a marble sink in it and 
had our carpenter install it on a long wall in 
the dining room with shelving for storage. 
Although it's not original to the house, it's 
just the kind of thing that might have stood 
there originally.

OR US, THE HIGH POINT came when our 
house was shown in the Philadelphia In

i'" quirer magazine section last year. The 
color photograph showing the two of us relaxed 
in the music room reflects very little of what 
our lives have really been like the past few 
yearsl Now we don't just "keep up" with the 
roof or the outside paint job — the house is 
a major part of our lives. We still have work 
to do — Jim is currently restoring the orig
inal standing-seam metal roof with the help of 
a local roofer — but we have begun to enjoy 
having guests for the first time since we 
bought it six years ago. The house was seen by 
over 500 people during the Philadelphia Open 
House last year, and we recently entertained 
the Philadelphia Chapter of the Victorian 
Society in America at a musicale. These 
events, and others that I hope to plan, are my 
dream come true for this old house.

Other interesting features in the

The middle parlor also contains the

ORIGINALLY, the front parlor and all the 
bedrooms above were centrally heated, through 
vents in the fireplace, by a coal furnace in 
the basement. All the mantels in this side of 
the house are different. The main parlor 
mantel is made of white marble. The bedroom 
above the parlor has a painted wooden mantel 
with an inset mirror. The bedroom above that 
on the third floor has an Eastlake mantel with 
inset mirrors and two beautiful tiles showing 
children at play. This room must have been a

Jim and Esther Wideman on the porch of their 1861 Italianate villa.
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My Old-House Disc(
The Screw Gun

J
1

by Jonathan Poore

AVE YOU EVER tried to nail a Sheetrock 
patch into a hole in an old plaster ceil
ing? Even if you’ve neatly cut back the 

loose plaster to the nearest joist, you end up 
with a face full of plaster dust and debris, 
because the hammering causes the surrounding 
plaster to crack, crumble, and fall. By the 
time you get the Sheetrock patch secured, you 
have a bigger hole than before, and the debris 
caught behind the Sheetrock Keeps It from 
laying flat.

isn't continually stalling, which would cause 
it to burn out prematurely. So even though 
it's possible to use an electric drill as a 
screw gun, you’d be letting yourself in for a 
lot of problems: You'd have to control depth 
by eye, and the continual stalling would be 
bad for the motor.

THE SOLUTION to this problem, I've recently 
discovered, Is to use a screw gun. 
f indt

What a
Contractors take this tool for granted, 

but a lot of homeowners haven't even heard of 
it. Some people assume it's like a nail gun, 
but the two tools are totally different. A 
nail gun literally shoots nails, and so can be 
very dangerous in an occupied building or in 
the hands of scmieone who doesn't know what he 
or she's doing; a screw gun drives screws in a 
completely safe and controlled manner.

THERE’S YET ANOTHER advantage to a screw gun: 
It's reversible, so you can take the screw 
back out just as quickly and easily as it was 
put in.

CREW GUNS were designed as a contractor's 
tool, intended for fastening Sheetrock to 
metal or wood studs. The depth adjustment 

allows the screw to countersink itself just 
barely below the surface of the Sheetrock 
without breaking the 
paper. The screw gun 
can rapidly and consis
tently drive many 
screws to the same 
depth without breaking 
through the paper face.
And because its magnet
ic tip holds the screw 
in place, you can oper
ate a screw gun with 
one hand. When you add 
to its speed and convenience the fact that 
there’s no hammer impact to jar or damage 
fragile plaster or woodwork, a screw gun be
comes a real asset in working on an old house.

IT'S IMPOSSIBLE to name all the old-house 
applications of a screw gun, but here are just 
a few:

sBASICALLY, a screw gun is an electric-powered 
screwdriver. It resembles a common variable- 
speed electric drill, except for one important 
difference. At the business end of a screw 
gun, where the chuck for the drill bit would 
be, there's a magnetic screwdriver bit sur
rounded by a little sleeve. By adjusting the 
sleeve in or out, you control the depth to 
which the screw is driven. This screw bit 
turns only when pressure is applied to it.
When the screw has been driven in the desired 
distance, the sleeve bottoms out, releasing 
the pressure on the bit. This allows the 
motor to spin free without driving in the 
screw any further.

ecRtw— 
HtAO 
pote MOT 
PftCAKs 
PAPEP?.

Fa a. '■

BESIDES CONTROLLING the depth to which the 
screw is driven, the clutch mechanism spares 
the motor from being forced to a grinding halt 
whenever a screw has reached its proper depth. 
Because it can spin free, the screw gun motor

IfCLEA€>e LOCKlMd: COLLA4?.

1) PLASTER TO WOOD LATH
Used in conjunction with plaster washers and 
Sheetrock-to-Sheetrock screws, a screw gun can 
refasten plaster that has separated from its 
wood lath.
screws hold very well, even to wood lath.)

SHEET ROC-k TO 
6HetTROCk eCRtW'—;

ApjU-bT BT
ROTATIM^,-----------

(The coarse threads of these

TO SCREW 
E.M(3|A^E.S OLUTC4H NW3CT7 LATH

0c2,

sueeve bottoks out
OM AMP

CLUTCH - ^--------L-SCREW^ w/PLA^rrCR washers

2) PLASTER AND WOOD LATH TO JOISTS OR STUDS 
Plaster washers and slightly longer screws 
(generally available with conventional threads

'yy Vy
✓ V
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knock the cabinet apart even moref as well as 
damage the surrounding plaster. Screws will 
hold much better than nails anyway, and a 
screw gun can make internal repairs in the 
cabinet and also resecure it to the wall. 
(Hardwoods often need to be pre-drilled to 
avoid splitting, but that's often the case 
with nailing as well.) Slender finishing 
screws with small heads can be used in areas 
which might show.

only) can be used to rescue plaster and lath 
assemblies that have separated from joists or 
studs.

I------ PLA^n-ER. i LATH
A^&EHBUYK-STU06

/»/OR. 71!I

ecjcew^ W/ PLAS-TEJt 6) MISCELLANEOUS NEW WORK
A screw gun is good for installing nailers for 
new shelving and cabinetwork on existing plas
ter. It's also excellent, both for speed and 
strength, when assembling plywood cabinetry, 
such as kitchen cabinets.

3) SHEETROCK PATCHES
The screw gun can be used with conventional 
Sheetrock screws to fasten Sheetrock patches. 
The surrounding (existing) plaster can be 
secured first, using the methods described 
above. The Sheetrock patch can then be fas
tened with the screw gun. There are several 
major advantages to using a screw gun for this 
process:
• No hammering is involved.
• You can fasten the Sheetrock to the lath in 
areas where there is no stud or joist.

KERB ARE many different screw sizes and 
types available for use with a screw gun.
A) The most common type of screw is a 

standard drywall screw with a sharp point (for 
puncturing the paper face on sheetrock) and 
threads designed to go into wood, 
screws are available from 1 to about 3 inches 
in length.
B) The self-tapping screw with a round head, 
sometimes called a 'teks' screw, is used for 
joining light-gauge metal studs together.
C) The self-tapping screw with a flat head is 
used for fastening Sheetrock to light-gauge 
metal studs.
D) A Sheetrock-to-Sheetrock screw is a fairly 
specialized variety of fastener, but it has 
many applications in an old house (as dis
cussed above).
E) A finishing screw should be used only on 
woodwork, because the head is so small, 
were used on Sheetrock, the head would pull 
right through the paper face.

T
These

!

O C44CETR06K- TO 
SHCETROC4C 
&CREW& 
PKIVEW iLTTo 
LACTH

6HteTROC)C
PRIVEW J 

lUTO JOl^>T :
Lj

• If you misalign the level of the patch with 
the adjacent plaster, the screw can be backed 
out instantly, so the patch can be shimmed or 
trimmed to make it align properly. If the 
patch had been nailed in place, you'd have to 
tear out the Sheetrock (destroying it in the 
process) and start over.
• A screw gun enables you to do a major 
Sheetrock patching job quickly; the more 
extensive the work, the faster the screw gun 
pays for itself in time saved. It doesn't pay 
to buy a screw gun to put in one Sheetrock 
patch, but if you're rescuing plaster and 
installing Sheetrock patches in several rooms, 
a screw gun is a sensible investment.

If it

A SHEETROCK. SCREv/ FOR WOOP

PAAl HEAD ('TtRS) SCREW 
SHEET METAL TP SHEET METAL

^ FOR. 
(METAL ETUPS)

SHEETROCK. TO SHEETROC-I^ 
SCRtv/

SHEETROCK. €>CRE 
SHEET metal I

4) FURRING OR LAMINATING OVER CRUMBLING 
PLASTER
Occasionally you may have to cover over a 
badly deteriorated plaster surface by install
ing sheetrock, stamped metal celling panels, 
or the like, 
the existing plaster first, but that can be a 
very messy demolition job.) 
materials are to be applied over furring or 
laminated directly to the plaster, a screw gun 
is essential, 
causing the plaster to crumble any further.
If Sheetrock is being installed, the screw gun 
makes for a fast, neat job, because the plas
ter won’t be disturbed by any hammering, 
metal ceiling must be nailed to the furring, 
but the nails are so small they don't require 
heavy pounding to drive them.)

E ^ FlMiE>HIMCi 6CREV/

THE SCREWDRIVER TIP on the end of the screw 
gun is replaceable. Several tip sizes are 
available to match the screw being driven.
For example, a finishing screw takes a smaller 
tip than a regular drywall screw. The tips 
also eventually wear out, and can be replaced 
easily by just pulling out the old one with a 
pair of pliers and slipping in the new one. 
It's usually a good idea to keep a few spare 
tips on hand in case one gets damaged or 
excessively worn.

IT TOOK ME A WHILE to decide to get a screw 
gun because, like any good power tool, it's 
expensive, 
again!

(It's usually better to remove

Whether the new

It can fasten furring without

(A

But now I’d never be without one 
It's a tremendous time-saver.

5) REPAIR OF OLD BUILT-IN-PLACE CABINETWORK 
Built-in cabinets in old houses were most 
often actually built in place rather than fab
ricated somewhere else. This makes them sub
ject to the movement and deterioration of the 
surrounding plaster and lath. Repairing an 
old cabinet with hammer and nails can often

CONSIDERED a contractor's tool, high-quality screw guns are not gen
erally available at hardware stores. Therefore, we’re offering our readers 
the screw gun chosen and tested by the author. See the inside back cov
er of this issue.
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Tl)e Ruipford Coipproipise
A Safe Modification For Victorian Fireplaces

by Jim Buckley

W
HEN WE BOUGHT our 1880 house, its five 
coal-burning fireplaces were all in ter
rible shape — and that's including the 

ones that hadn't been bricked up or used to 
vent gas space heaters In the bad old days 
when our home was a rooming house. Our insur
ance agent looked things over, shook his head, 
and wrote a special clause in our fire policy, 
one that voided it if we used the fireplaces.

THE NEXT FEW YEARS were very frustrating. 
Fireplaces dominated every room, and it 
offended us that they weren't functional, 
make them safe and bring them up to modern 
building codes, they'd have to be made deeper, 
which meant obliterating the original hearths 
and plaster mouldings above the mantels.

To

THAT OPTION was unacceptable to us. There 
seemed to be no way out, until a friend of 
mine brought me The Collected Works of Count 
Rumford. I read it, and in a bTTnding flash I 
had the solution: Rumford fireplaces. They're 
tall, graceful, and above all shallow. They'd 
fit perfectly within my fireplace openings; 
all I'd have to do is change the insides of 
the fireboxes.

“We live in an 1880 vintage Queen Anne Stick-style brick Victori
an Italianate house, if you can imagine that.”

THE ACCEPTED AUTHORITY for fireplace design 
today is the American Society of Heating, 
Refrigeration, and Airconditioning Engineers 
Handbook. This book states that a modern 
fireplace requires a flue at least l/12th the 
size of the fireplace opening. If a damper is

I// &' P.
9TAlMLEe& 6TEC.L PLUEOUNT RUMFORD, an American, developed his 

fireplace in England around 1795. He 
understood that fireplaces produce radiant 

heat, and came up with a design to take 
advantage of that effect. His fireplaces were 
shallow, with widely angled covings and light- 
colored masonry materials. He experimented 
with the shape of the throat "to find out and 
remove those local hindrances which prevent 
the smoke frc^ following its natural tendency 
to go up the chimney."

e •V OR-S'A**' CLAY TILE ELUE
N|

nue. BEPPEP lu wMIM RepRACTPRY

tOCxSf |Wf)UlAriM& 
REEF2ACTPPY ?jMOK.e 
CHAMBER LIMiMfi

BRICK cHiMwer

4

V
w

RUMFORD ROUNDED THE BREAST and reduced the 
size of the throat to a narrow slit, 
throat is streamlined, measuring only about 
l/20th the size of the fireplace opening, 
forms a nozzle through which the smoke and air 
flow at an increased speed, and acts like a 
check valve against backdrafts.

PAMPERThe

It •ftJMPPRP VEMTURI 
TYPE THROAT 
(ZOPO' IM9ULAriU(q

refractory)

4^" X V FIREBRICK

iKJCjULATlua CA'bTABLE 
refractory

PEM6E REFRACTORY 

Eyt^jT. HEARTH

o m
D

2^ «■6M0KE
CHAMBeR BRICK

■'J-LikJIWG,
N

L
In

3000 
IM6UL. REFRACTORY
6UBFLOOR3M0ICE chamber- throat

PLAM ABOV'E pampcp. SECTIOM
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used at the throat, the ASHRAE Handbook recom
mends it be tvice as big as the flue — that's 
about four times as big as a Rumford throat.
MO wonder modern fireplaces are inefficient: 
With their square lintels and sharp angles, 
they have to be deep and have gaping, 
sized flues to keep them from smoking.

over-

How To Rumford'ize A Fireplace
HE MORE I READ RUMFORD'S WORKS, the more 
convinced I became that they offered the 
definitive fireplace design. So r went 

ahead and built a Rumford in my house. I've 
since done many more, and want to share what 
I've learned with the readers of OHJ. Con
struction requires several refractory materi
als that are not commonly used by homeowners 
or home-improvement contractors, but they're 
generally available from firms such as 
plibrico and A.P. Green. I use a 2000-degree, 
insulating castable refractory cement for 
casting the throat and smoke chamber, and 
3000-degree refractory for some fireplace 
subfloors. I’ve found that i can mix refrac
tories In a 5-gallon plastic bucket, using a 
1/2-inch drill with a drywall mixer blade. It 
pours easily with the aid of a metal scoop.

I ALWAYS DIG OUT the firebox floor and replace 
it with 3000-degree castable refractory. 
Refractory cement is made in a wide range of 
insulating capacity and density — the more 
insulating capacity the cement has, the softer 
it is. so, if there's any wood within 4 
inches of the hearth extension, I pour a fire
place subfloor of softer 3000-degree refrac
tory cement, then pour a denser refractory 
floor over that. The finish floor of the 
fireplace needs to be relatively hard, because 
it will be subjected to such abuses as pokers 
and falling embers.

T

Author Jim Buckley poses with the tools for the job. Left to right: 
half-inch drill with drywall mixing blade, bucket of refractory mor
tar, throat form with wooden blocks, firebrick and grate, smoke 
chamber form with bottom and legs, and 8-in. stainless steel flue 
pipe with metal-cutting sew.

POUR THE SMOKE CHAMBER NEXT, because you have 
to be able to get the form out the bottom. My 
plywood form is fitted to the inside of the 
firebox; it is about 18 inches wide at the 
base, 24 inches high, and 6 inches deep, it 
forms 1-inch-thlck front and back walla in an 
8-inch rough smoke-chamber opening (a standard 
size here in Columbus) . A platform that just 
fits the rough opening (usually 8 inches by 24 
inches) holds the form in place on wooden 
legs, 10 inches above the firebox lintel.

USING THE METAL SCOOP, pour the 2000-degree, 
insulating refractory through a hole in the 
wall, located just at the top of the form.
The mixture has to be wet enough to fill 
voids, but not so wet as to compromise its
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AVING LIVED with Rumford 
fireplaces for a while,
I feel compelled to tell 

you how wonderful they are. 
{Ot course, I'm not biasedl) 
our brick Victorian house 
always felt cold when the 
outside temperature was low, 
even though the furnace kept 
the Inside air temperature a 
constant 65 degrees, 
is poor insulation, and so 
our wall temperature was 
usually about halfway be
tween the 65-degree inside 
temperature and the cold 
outside temperature. 
it got to be zero outside, 
the walls would be only 
about 35 degrees, and we'd 
feel cold.

H we now can feel comfortable 
even at 60 degrees, 
like being in the sun on a 
60-degree spring day. 
feels warm, but step into 
the shade — or in this 
case, the next rocwn — and 
60 degrees feels cold.

It's

It

PEOPLE OFTEN want to compare 
fireplaces with stoves. 
Stoves are basically air 
heaters, so you rely on con
vection to help heat adjoin
ing rooms, or you can use 
fans to circulate the warm 
air much like a warm-air 
furnace does. Fireplaces, 
however, heat only what they 
'see'; you can't pump 60- 
degree, warm air to help 
heat a 60-degree, cool ad
joining room. On the other 
hand, you can't lose radiant 
heat through infiltration or 
convection.

Brick

When

RUMPORD first articulated 
the concept of radiant heat:
"One must never forget that 
it is the room that heats 
the air, and not the air 
which heats the room." 
other words the radiant heat 
from the fireplace heats people and 
faces such as the wall across the 
Supplementing our heat with fireplaces that 
warm us directly and keep our walls warmer,

In SO IF YOU LIVE in a big, 
drafty brick house with high 

ceilings, and the kids and cats are going in 
and out all the time, a Rumford or two (or 
five) may be the secret to preserving your 
wintertime comfort.

sur- 
rocxn.

strength; try making it just a little too wet 
to make a ball and hold in your hand, 
material should be just barely pourable: if 
your mixture's too thick, it won't pour even
ly; too thin, it pours too fast. (To be per
fectly honest, I wasted a lot of expensive 
refractory in my experiments with mixing con
sistencies and setting times, 
burn out my first smoke-chamber form because I 
left it in too Long and couldn't get it out.)

fM BRickS'PIR.E-e>K\CK
r-----lM5ULA.TlM^i

refractoryThe

I even had to

THE INSULATION VALUE of the refractory is 
necessary if your smoke-chamber walls are only 
4 inches thick, so that the heat transfer 
through the casting and 4 inches of brick is 
equivalent to the 8-inch walls required by 
most codes. After about three and a half 
hours, pull the form. (You might have to use 
a hammer to get it down and out through the 
hole.) Do it too soon and the casting will 
fall apart; too late and you'll have to bur 
the form out.

EXI6T|M<3| HEAsRTH

PLAM AT FLOOR
n

(Charcoal applied to the top of 
the form works best because it burns down.)

Keep your joints small, no wider than 1/16 
inch.
the common brick chimney wall with insulating 
castable refractory.
walls should be a minimum of 8 inches thick, 
and even then it's a good idea to place 
insulating castable between the firebricks and 
the structural wall (especially if there's any 
wood on the back side of the fireplace).
Excess fireclay mortar can be washed off the 
brick faces with water and

THE FORM FOR THE THROAT uses 24-gauge sheet- 
metal for the curved part, 
this form is time-consuming because of the

Fill the void between the firebrick and

Remember that firebox

The Floor And The Throat some
ITH A SHOP PENCIL OR CHALK, draw the 
firebox plan on the refractory floor.
For fireboxes up to 28 inches wide, i use 

1-1/2 standard firebricks per course for the 
back and both covings. (A standard firebrick 
measures 4-1/2 inches by 9 inches, which makes 
each course 13-1/2 inches long.) Using a 
level, lay the firebrick with fireclay mortar.

a sponge.

(Construction of
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ly can be patched with the same refractory, 
using a trowel. The casting may also need a 
little cutting and trimming with a trowel to 
make a smooth transition with the firebox and 
to make sure the throat is well formed.

MAKE A DAMPER out of a 3/16-inch-by-3-l/4- 
inch-by-16-inch steel plate; fasten a steel 
bar handle to it with a cotter pin, (you can 
also have a metal worker fabricate a conven
tional damper, one hinged to a metal frame). 
The damper can be inserted through the throat 
and a mortar ledge formed of refractory 
cement, so that the damper can open up and 
back, as if it were hinged at the back to the 
smoke shelf.

&rttL PLAVt

VMThe firebox requires only m firebricks for each course. Note the 
thinness of the joints; the excess fireclay mortar will be washed off 
after the firebox has been completed.

a: '■•ri -
, 5HAPEP 
■ WELPEP 

TO ertu. 
PLATE.

■ >:

j
r. I?

•<relatively complex geometry.) For the 
smallest part at the top, the throat must be 
l/20th of the area of the fireplace opening. 
For a 20-inch-wide fireplace with a 13-1/2- 
inch back, the throat is 13-1/2 inches wide by 
about 2 inches deep. For a 28-inch-wide fire
place (still with a 13-1/2-inch-wide back), 
the throat is 13-1/2 inches by about 3 inches. 
The form must also be short enough so that 
when its supporting platform is taken away, it 
can be dropped down about a foot and removed.

cxnrtfs.< PIKI

ItepRACrOI^Y LE.Pd2iE
)40LPe» PAHPC-R- 1V4 
PLACE.Kv' a

n>

6TEEL
Vi

PAMPeR PBTAIL^p1! 7
N ' SMOKLE CHAMBER4

\

Flue FactsI'j

OR THE FLUE, I use either modular, 8-inch- 
by-8-inch, clay-tile flue liners or 8- 
inch, rigid, 24-ga., stainless-steel flue 

pipe. With clay-tile liners, I like to fill 
voids between the tile and brickwork with 
insulating castable refractory; leaky butt 
joints and random air spaces scare me. stain-

FZCOP* (W4ULATIM<<, REFI^CTOEYI

‘bHE.E.T METAL 
-THPOAT FORM 

TlRt BRICIC [U PLACE
K

WOOP <S»UPPoer THROAT 
FORM

Safety ConsiderationB
Kn

HERE are three national model codes in the United States. 
Most state and local codes are based on them, and they’re 
all pretty much the same when it comes to masonry hre- 

places. They aren't written with Rumfords in mind (because they 
require deep fireboxes and large throats), but they should be fol
lowed in safety-related matters. The law, your insurance covaage, 
your house, and maybe even your life may depend on your build
ing a safe fireplace that meets code and gets a building permit.

TCA%»TIMG( THROAT
INSERT THE THROAT FORM up into the firebox.
(It will extend a bit into the smoke chamber 
— see drawing.) positioning it somewhat 
toward the front of the smoke chamber's 
opening will make it easier to get the damper 
in later. Make sure the form fits tightly 
against the firebox on all three sides, and 
that the the bottom of the form is lined up 
precisely with the bottom exterior edge of the 
fireplace. Pour the refractory to the top of 
the form so that the two castings overlap.

GET A COPY of your state or local code and become familiar 
with it. In old houses, wood framing generally an’t kept 2 inches 
away from chimneys, as is now required; smoke-chamber walls 
and sometimes the firebox walls and hearth aren’t as thick as re
quired. The ordinal gas-buming fireplaces in some houses are to
tally unsafe for woodburning. (1 have found wood joists running 
into the flue, tile hearths laid right on wooden floorboards in the 
firebox, and paper and wood trash behind the masonry.)

PULL THE FORM after about three and a half 
hours.
tory to fill the entire breast area, or it 
fails when the form is removed.

Sometimes it's hard to get the refrac-
- Jim Buckley

But it usual-
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less steel makes an excellent flue because 
it's smooth and round, and has lapped joints. 
Just make sure you get the male ends down so 
that any creosote dripping down the pipe stays 
Inside the flue. As an added precaution, 
because wood framing is often right up against 
old chimneys, I pour insulating castable re
fractory around the outside of the pipe, fill
ing the voids.

YOU CAN USE A CLAY CHIMNEY POT to finish off 
the chimney. Sometimes a 40-foot-high chimney 
that's 12 feet above a steep slate roof can be 
pretty scary. But the view's great! Figure 
out the type of scaffolding and safety harness 
arrangement that's safest for your situation, 
and use it,

Satisfying The Codes

A
MA4>0Wfty CAP
TMIM©LE. MOR.TAR&P 
Iki PLACE

FTER I FINISHED my first fireplace, I 
named it the "Victorian Rumford Compro
mise.

ronistlc to put a 200-year-old fireplace in a 
100-year-old house. And besides, I built it 
about 12 inches deep, rather than Ruraford's 
recommended one third of the width, because it 
was only 20 inches wide.

4-
After all, it was somewhat anach-k

«■ rtUE- MCT MOKTAfSCP 
!M PLACEA ^ -i

CHIMME.Y DESPITE THE BENEFITS of Rumford's design, most 
building codes require fireplaces to be 20 in. 
deep.
this requirement was adopted in the 1940s, 
more or less arbitrarily, as a guide for the 
builders who rarely had engineers or archi
tects designing their fireplaces.

kA I did some research and learned that

A
proper OKIEWTATICM 
^ FLUE 3C>(MTe>

TO GET the required building permit, I had to 
appeal to the Columbus Building Regulation 
Commission. First i had to satisfy them that 
I understood the code and that ray fireplace 
complied with all the safety-related issues. 
Then I argued the differences in the Rumford 
design, showing that the heat transfer through 
my insulating, refractory-lined smoke chamber 
and 4 inches of brick would be as safe as that 
of the 8-in. walls required by the code.

PtTAIL AT TOP OF CHIMMEr

YOU SHOULD BE AWARE that all this hardened 
mortar inside your chimney makes this work 
irreversible; if your chimney needs rebuilding 
after you finish this job, the mortar will 
have to be chipped out by hand — a nearly 
impossible job. whichever liner you use, fit 
it to the top of the sipoke-chamber casting 
through the pour hole, brick up the hole, and 
pour more refractory from the roof (or the 
upstairs fireplace, if available), seating the 
flue at least 1 foot deep in refractory.

I'M VERY FAMILIAR with insulating castable 
refractories, and i don't use the poured flues 
that are currently being franchised under 
various names. Most unlined chimneys here in 
Ohio are only one-brick-square (8 inches by 8 
inches), and I need an 8-inch flue. A poured 
flue wouldn't have sufficient wall thickness 
to have structural integrity; besides, I'd 
have to pour the refractory overly wet to make 
sure I didn't have any voids in such a thin 
casting.

TO MAKE A LONG STORY SHORT, the entire Commis
sion gathered early one July morning in 1982 
for a burn-in." They were well pleased with 
the demonstration, and I went into the busi
ness of building Victorian Rumford Compromises 
for other old-house owners. it

I ALSO DON'T USE flexible stainless steel 
because it's much thinner and more expensive 
than rigid pipe. Most bends in old chimneys 
occur so downstairs flues can go around up
stairs fireplaces, but you can usually gain 
access to these bends through the upstairs 
fireplace opening by taking out part of the 
side of the firebox, stainless-steel flues 
should be riveted together with stainless- 
steel rivets.

WE BROKE A FEW mortar caps because the stain
less-steel flue pipe expands when it gets hot. 
So now we use a standard 8-inch thimble as a 
sleeve.
and mortar the sleeve to the brickwork, 
off the stainless-steel flue pipe about 1 inch 
above the masonry cap, so you don't see it 
from the street, 
an electric circular saw with a metal-cutting 
composition blade.

Since writing this article, Jim has begun building modular com
ponents of the Rumford fireplace in his shop, to reduce the 
time and labor required for installation. Now these all-masonry 
Rumford comportents (firebox, throat with damper, & smoke 
chamber) can be custom built and shipped with dialled instal
lation instructions to contractors and homeowners anywhere. 
Call OT write Jim Buckley at Flue Works, Inc., 86 Warren St., 
Columbus, OH 43215. (614) 291-6918.

Run the flue pipe through the sleeve
Saw

Cut the stainless steel with
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Ihe Aei Dec€ licEfE
by Waller Jowers

N THE WELL-MANICURED neighborhoods ot many 
cities, amidst the becolumned Neo-classi
cal homes ot the well-to-do, there is of
ten one oddball house 

flat roof, curved glass walls, and, most 
obviously, no hint of classical architectural 
details like columns and pediments.

THOUGH MANY PEOPLE believe these houses were 
built around the time of the Apollo moon land
ings in the 1960s, they were actually built 
closer to the time of Buck Rogers' comic strip 
space travels. These are 1930s houses; exam
ples of the style that was called, at that 
time, "modern" architecture. Today, we call 
the stark, unadorned (and usually white) ones 
International Style, we call the jazzy, whim
sical ones Art Deco.

a house with a

RT DECO GETS ITS NAME from an inter
national exhibition of industrialA design, the Exposition des Arts Dec- 
oratits, held in Paris in 1925. This

exposition focused attention on a new design 
aesthetic that featured elements of Egyptian, 
Aztec, and Mayan art, as well as stylized 
low-relief figures, and Cubist-influenced 
geometric designs, 
these ideas in new ways, and use machine-age 
materials to create a fresh, eclectic, 
"moderne" look that had no historical ante-

The idea was to combine

The moderne look caught on in a big 
way in the 1920s and 1930s, though the term 
"Art Deco

cedent.

didn't catch on until the 1960s.

ART DECO ARCHITECTURE is a familiar part of 
the American cityscape; almost everyone is 
aware of the Empire state Building, 
of us have been in an Art Deco movie theater, 
or have passed an Art Deco roadside diner.

And most

BUT HOW WAS the Art Deco Style applied to 
residential architecture? First, in the 
shapes of the houses: Art Deco houses In
variably have flat roofs. Visual emphasis 
in Deco residential architecture is most of
ten horizontal, rather than vertical, as is 
the case with Art Deco skyscrapers. (This 
horizontal, streamlined look is typical of 
the Art Moderne subgenre of Art Deco architec
ture.) Many of the corners aren't square in a 
Deco house; the exterior and interior walls 
are often rounded into curves. Staircases 
usually curve, too.

MACHINE-AGE ENGINEERING brought new materials 
and new shapes to Art Deco houses, the same 
way the invention of the circular saw allowed 
changes in the shape of 19th-century 
buildings.

Many elements of the Art Deco skyscraper style are evident in this 
ca. 1930 house. The smooth facade, the narrow casement windows, 
and the flat roof are all characteristic of the style. The most striking 
Art Deco feature, though, is the repeating low-relief design on the 
bay window spandrels. This four-storey house displays much more 
vertical emphasis than later, streamlined Deco houses.

TWO NEWLY-MANUFACTURED MATERIALS, colored 
Structural glass sheets (sold under the trade 
names Vitrolite and Carrara Glass), and 
translucent glass block (sold as Insulux] 
were very popular in Deco houses.
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This rendering of a 1931 house shows some Art Deco design elements 
■■ a streamlined, horizontal visual emphasis, a large expanse of glass in 
a curved exterior wall, and a fanciful spiral staircase.

LARGE EXPANSES of glass block were common; 
these window-walls allowed light into the 
house without sacrificing privacy. A favorite 
placement was in the curve of an outside wall, 
especially the wall adjacent to the staircase. 
Operating sash were often factory-style 
casement windows, and "porthole" windows were 
common. The porthole windows, along with 
tubular steel railings, combine to give some 
of these streamlined houses a nautical look.

Art Deco building often exhibit a strong visual emphasis on the 
entryway. The curved walls flanking the entrance of this small apart
ment house guide the eye to the double doors. The large expanse of 
glass block in a curved outside wall is another Deco feature.

THE MODERN 1930s SURFACE FINISH was flat, 
simple, and easy to keep clean. In keeping 
with this, exterior walls were most often 
stuccoed, though they were frequently a light- 
colored brick or, in some instances, painted 
brick. Interior walls were plaster, though 
kitchen and bathroom walls were often over
laid with ceramic tile or, in some instances, 
structural Vitrolite or Carrara Glass.

HE ART DECO AESTHETIC of using new 
machine-age materials in unprecedented 
ways is most evident in the interior of 
these houses. In a 1935 Architectural 

Record article, J.E. Burchard stated: "Early
modern houses were created principally for a 
well-to-do intelligentsia and gave rise 
therefore to the impression that opulent 
exotic woods and gleaming unusual metals were 
the essence of modernism, were indeed 
necessary to make otherwise simple designs 
bearable." Interior appointments in Deco 
houses range from grand to glitzy to kinky to 
undeniably tacky.

STAIRCASES ARE THE VISUAL FOCUS in many of 
these houses; many Deco design elements are 
brought together here. The stair tower illus- 
strated on this page is a monolith of rein
forced black terrazzo, poured and polished in 
place, with nonslip carborundum treads. The 
rail is brush-finished aluminum. The stair is The quint^sential Deco stair tower -• a sweeping curved staircase 

surrounded by a wall of glass block. The stair is poured-in-place 
black terrazzo, with carborundum treads and an atuminum rail 
.. . very early high tech.

incorporated into a curved, glass-block wall, 
and the stairwell curtain is a yellow antique 
satin. Quite an eclectic, "moderne" mix.
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This Deco house has a central glass atrium -- you can look right through 
to the back yard! The long, low lines and the nautical look of the house 
give the impression of a submarine surfacing.

This period room, with its multi-colored tile floor and Cubist-inspired 
furniture and lighting fixtures, is a showplace of Art Deco design. 
The fireplace is typically simple and unadorned, but there is nothing 
understated about the multifaceted miiror overhead!

DECO FIREPLACES represent another departure 
from earlier traditional designs, Just as you 
won't see classical columns on a Deco house 
facade, you won't see columns on the fire
place surrounds. No triglyphs, gargoyles, or 
carved mouldings, either. Host Deco fire
places are merely rectangles cut into the 
wall, with simple structural glass, marble, or 
metal hearths and surrounds; though there are 
some zippy designs with angular mirrors built 
into the surround. Most of these fireplaces 
have no mantel, or utilize the projection 
of the surround as a mantel.

IN ANY DECO HOUSE, one notices the unusual 
uses and arrangements of materials. The in
terior designers loved slick, shiny surfaces; 
and in some houses, the baseboards are glazed 
ceramic tile. Multi-colored marble or tile 
floors are common, as are two- and three-color 
tile or structural glass walls (especially in 
bathrooms). Some Deco houses have tile- 
floored rooftop sundecks, complete with roof
top fireplacesl The simple, angular gecnnetry 
of the Art Deco style also found its way into 
garden and terrace designs of the period.

THOUGH ART DECO HOUSES are not as numerous or 
as obviously “old" as earlier types of houses, 
they do represent a definite architectural 
style, as well as a cultural phenomenon of 
the not-too-distant past.

A
RT DECO WAS THE LAST architectural style 
to encourage the use of ornamentation and 
decoration in buildings; some people say 
it was the last architectural style. By 

almost any measure. Art Deco was the last 
style to acknowledge the need for beauty, or 
at least the need for a sense of humor, in 
architectural design. These houses, which are 
so often egregiously altered due to their 
relative "newness" deserve the same attention, 
respect, and protection as our older (but no 
more historic) houses.

A house grown from crystals? This prismlike quality is often seen 
in Deco artifacts (graphic art, jewelry, glassware), but not so often 
in the houses of the period.

Special thanks to James Draeger (a true fountain of Deco know- 
hdge). Amanda Gross, and Mark SCurtevant. Without their special 
insight and hysterical approach to historical research, this article 
might have been possible, but not nearly so much fun.
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CARE OF PIGMENTED STRUCTTJRAL GLASS MODERN GLASS BLOCK

GLASS BLOCKr in sizes and patterns matching 
most of the 1920s and thirties block, are 
still available from:

(Vitrolite and Carrara Glass)
IGMENTED STRUCTURAL GLASS was first 
manufactured in 1900, but it enjoyed its 
greatest popularity during the height of 
the Art Deco style period, the 1920s and 

This glass, sold under the trade 
names Vitrolite and Carrara Glass, has not 
been manufactured for several years.

Pittsburgh Corning Corporation 
800 Presque isle Drive 
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvaniathirties. 15239

Write for a current brochure and installation 
specifications.WHAT DO YOU DO if the pigmented glass in 

your Deco house needs repair or replace
ment?
Preservation Brief 12 offers the following 
suggestions:

The National Park Service's

I REPAIR OF CEMENT JOINTS (the equivalent of 
grout joints): Re-"grout" with modern sili
cone joint cement, color-matched to the orig
inal by mixing the compound with tinted poly
ester resins.

I PATCHING CHIPS OR CRACKS IN THE GLASS: 
solvent (isethyl ethyl ketone, methyl isobutyl 
ketone, or acetone) applied behind the glass 
with a syringe, then gently pry off the glass 
with a broad, flat tool (such as a 
nail-puller). Or, apply solvent, then use 
piano wire to saw the glass loose. CAUTION: 
THESE SOLVENTS ARE EXTREMELY FLAMMABLE, AND 
THEY IRRITATE THE SKIN. STORE THE SOLVENTS IN 
FIRE-SAFE CONTAINERS, AND WEAR RUBBER GLOVES 
AND GOGGLES WHEN YOU WORK WITH THE SOLVENT.

Use

AA «eem—An)us* PaMm —f REINSTALLATION OF GLASS PANELS: 
glass and the underlying substrate of dirt and 
old mastic, then reinstall the glass, using: 
(a) a modern silicone mastic, for small appli
cations (large quantities of this mastic are 
quite expensive), or (b) hot-melt asphalt mas
tic (this is the material used to install 
structural glass in the ‘20s and *30s).

§ REPLACEMENT OF MISSING OR DAMAGED GLASS 
PANELS:
"jobbers" to find out if they have any old 
structural glass in their inventories, 
one has any old glass, you must...

S(and«4 StockStandard Btoc*Clean the

These six glass block patterns are available from Pittsburgh Corning.

iCMfPAMliC
6in

r-It's worth a try to call local ivitioun’MivIS V

rt(« I vntOiiTt 1 
ON WC«V 1

SS l;C » 32* ViTIOuri

If no «OOC OOC* 
... WT*.

I SUBSTITUTE MATERIAL FOR MISSING OR DAMAGED GLASS PANELS: 
glass," marketed under the trade names of 
Spandrelite and Vitrolux, is the closest thing

It is available in 
Paint the

A new product, "spandrel

vittotirt MvaMrvOf (a*•NiiPfStiNO C0(0> ONCKiMO
H M
VAUS AND 

Kau •, I O'
to the genuine article, 
several colors.

MTHIOCm WAUS and CfUNC
Other options: 

back side of a piece of plate glass to match 
the color of the existing glass; or try 
appropriately colored plastic.

Kitchen and bathroom details from the 1937 Vitrolite catalog. 
Note the use of glass blocks in the bathroom wall.
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EVER BEFORE in the history of American 
design had so many forces come together 
to create such an all-encompassing art 

The exuberance of the 1920s/ the Paris

NJ
form.
Exposition des Arts Decoratifs, and machine- 
agei mass-production capabilities combined to 
make Art E)eco the first real wave of indus
trial design. During the height of the Deco 
period, objets d'Art Deco could be found in 
every room, closet, and cabinet of an Art Deco 
house. In fact, the rooms, closets, and cab
inets themselves might have been high-style 
Art Deco. The style touched everything from 
knick-knacks to floor wax, lipstick to 
loconotives.

HI
I

DECO KITCHENS often look like they were 
designed in wind tunnels. The walls, the 
counters, the furniture, the appliances all 
appear to be built for speed. Raymond Loewy 
(the man who designed the Studebaker Avanti) 
designed refrigerators for Sears. General 
Electric made Art Deco waffle irons. The 
Saunders company marketed a two-tone solid 
Pyrex laundry iron, aptly named the "silver 
Streak." Stoves, blenders, juicers, even 
tables and chairs looked like they were 
designed for aerodynamic efficiency.

. #

This "wind tunnel" kitchen was entered in a 1935 
design competition.

I s‘I r

t
i

.V-

The triple-streamlined central bay of this 1930s trendy trailer 
shows how modeme design elements found their way into 
almost everything. (The two outer bays fold up for transport.)

A Vitrolite catalog kitchen with white walls, yellow ceiling 
and counters, and blue window trim.

15-w:

kt ■

,1^

Two hot irons of the period. Above is General Electric's 
Art Deco waffle iron. At right is Saunders Company's 
“Silver Streak.”
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Though dining room decoration was usually restrained even 
in houses of the Art Deco period, some snazzy details slipped 
in. There is nothing traditional about this Formica-topped 
table, or the “moderne” chairs.

BATHROOMS WE5RE ANOTHER gleaming, 
slick, streamlined showcase for 

, Art Deco residential architecture, 
y In Libbey-Owens-Ford*s 1937 
'• Vitrolite catalog, the writer says 

of kitchens and baths: "Upon no
other rooms in the modern hcmie have architects 
and manufacturers of fixtures and equipment 
lavished more attention. Thus we have today 
kitchens and bathrooms furnished with fix
tures, cabinets, utility equipment and 
accessories, all reflecting a high degree of 
beauty and mechanical perfection." High- 
contrast, multi-color patterns in Vitrolite 
and ceramic tile are characteristic of the 
Deco bath. Bullet-shaped faucet handles, 
angular shower heads, and mechanical- 
looking medicine cabinets are common. Robe 
hooks look like Klingon space cruisers.

Above: The alternating horizontal bands of Vitrolite are 
pear! grey and Chinese red. The shower curtain is sQver 
metallic cloth Fixtures have red plastic handles. Below: 
A typical use ' glass block in the bath.

A Vitrolite catalog bathroom. The tub surround is imitation 
marble Vitrolite; the walls are pale yeUow.
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Red and orange, yellow and brown, red-white-and-blue 
radios,..These fanciful Bakelite numbers date from the 
late 1930s. Bright, high-contrast color schemes in the 
marbled plastic cases create a striking visual effect.

The designers of this Art Deco recreation room went for the 
full effect: Vertical and horizontal tube lights, a stylized 
fountain on the bar, feline-^in upholstery. The cocktail- 
glass pattern set into the Formica floor exemplifies the 
fascination post-Prohibition designers had with co^tail 
paraphernalia.

DINING ROOMS were the most traditional room in 
the houses but some homeowners couldn't resist 
the urge to dine around a chrome-and-glass, or 
chrome-and-plastic, table like the one shown 
on the opposite page.

THE DESIGNERS OF THE ERA were 
fascinated with cocktail and 
smoking paraphernalia. So what 
better room to make into a true 

Art Deco showcase than the recreation room? 
The rec room shown on this page is a fine 
high-style example: Tube lights! Leopard-
skin upholstery! A stylized fountain painted 
on the bar! But the true Art Deco decadent 
indulgence is on the floor — a varying 
cocktail-glass pattern set into the Formica!
A 1935 Bakelite ad shows an entire rec room 
made out of Bakelite plastic products. Not 
the homely brown Bakelite that electrical 
plugs are made of — but the swirly, marbled, 
iridescent Bakelite that was used to make the 
colorful, snazzy (and now quite valuable) 
radios shown on this page.

NO ROOM WAS UNTOUCHED by the Deco design 
Influence. The bedroom suite shown at right 
is made of burl maple, with a white and brown 
enamel contrasting finish on the drawers and 
doors. The 1937 Vitrolite catalog shows some 
"modern furniture" made with Vitrolite.

ART DECO LAMPS, glassware, silverware, and 
clothing (cocktail dresses, of course) 
are fairly common sights in antique stores 
around the country. The furniture, and the 
architectural pieces are less common. If 
prices and availability are any indication, 
then Art Deco pieces of all types are enjoying 
a new popularity.

WE HOPE some of these pieces are being snapped 
up by owners of Art Deco houses who are deco
rating their houses in the original style,

A "modem” bedroom suite from 1935. The rounded cor
ners and high-contrast finish are typical of period designs.
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Restorer’s Notebook
THE SCIENTISTS at Forest products Labs (USDA) 
in Madison, Wisconsin, suggest using a thick 
oil primer coating, one "heavy enough to cover 
the grain" on exterior wood, followed by two 
coats of latex. They say it'll give you a 
ten-year (or more) paint job.

Two Helpful Products
HESS TWO PRODUCTS should be of interest to 
the OHJ readers. The first is called 
"Duro Tub 'N Sink Jelly," It removes 

stubborn rust stains on sinks and tubs with 
little or no elbow grease. Its active ingre
dient is phosphoric acid, so be careful to 
avoid any skin contact. Just wipe it on the 
tub or sink, let it sit for 5 to 10 minutes, 
and rinse it off. It's available from Loctite 
Corp., Automotive and Consumer Group, Dept. 
OHJ, 44S0 Cranwood Court, Cleveland, OH 44128. 
(216) 475-3600.

Charles H. Wilson 
Mechanlcsburg, penn.

A Soldering Shortcut
N RENOVATING an old townhouse, I had to put 
a shutoff valve in a vertical waterpipe that 
ran frcxn the basement. I shut off the water 

supply to the pipe, went to the top floor, and 
ran the fixture for this water line. Then I 
went back to the cellar and cut the half-inch 
copper water line. The remaining water in the 
line began dripping into a bucket I'd posi
tioned below the pipe, and I decided to have a 
cup of coffee and wait for the drip to stop.

THE SECOND product is called "Kilz," and it's 
designed to hold back stains on plaster walls 
prior to painting with a latex paint, 
keeps crayon, lipstick, smoke and charring, 
ink, pencil, and grease stains from bleeding 
through the new paint job. 
the grain of the wood, and it dries quickly — 
you're ready to recoat in 30 to 45 minutes. 
It’s available from Masterchem Industries, 
Dept. OHJ, P.O. Box 2666, St. Louis, NO 63116. 
(314) 772-3979.

IIt

"Kilz" won't raise

AFTER FINISHING my coffee and one-too-many 
doughnuts, I returned to the pipe and saw that 
it was still dripping. This was an old build
ing with many branches of water lines running 
in the walls for all four floors 
somewhere was continuing to release water. I 
waited a few minutes, but the water kept on 
c<^ing. Against my better judgment, 1 went 
ahead and soldered the shutoff valve into the 
moist water line. Needless to say, the slight 
dripping of water spoiled my soldering, and 
the joints leaked when I ran a test on it.

Michele M. Schiesser 
Fredericksburg, Va.

a fixture

Simplifying Staining
CLEAN BLACK FELT chalkboard eraser and 
some tin pie plates are valuable tools for 
staining woodwork, doors, and other flat 

wooden surfaces.
A

Pour
the stain in the plate, 
dip the eraser in the 
stain, and rub it 
across the wood, 
member not to stain 
more wood than you can 
wipe off with a dry 
cloth before the stain 
gets dry and dark.) 
found that, as opposed 
to using a brush, this 
method was much faster and wasted less stain.

I DECIDED TO BACK OFF and give the problem 
some more thought. Regretting having ever 
started this "easy” project, I was having my 
third cup of coffee when my attention focussed 
on the partially eaten doughnut in my hand. 
Eurekal If the doughnut could soak up the 
coffee, why couldn’t it soak up the drip?

(Re-

INSTEAD OF WASTING A GOOD DOUGHNUT, I plugged 
the drip with rolled-up bread, using a pencil 
to force it into the vertical section of the 
pipe. Then I quickly assembled my soldering 
parts and sweated the valve onto the pipe.
The bread absorbed the small amount of water 
for the time I needed to do the job. When I 
turned the water on again, there were no leaks 
— and the water pressure blew the bread 
through the pipe and out the open faucet on 
the other end.

We

Sheryl Connell 
El Dorado, Kansas

Joseph V. Scaduto 
Lynnfield, Mass.Latex Priming

ATEX PAINT is excellent for color retention 
and for non-hardening over time. But its 
big drawback is weak bonding; it roust be 

applied over a primer or itself (if clean).
The primer you use must be alkyd or oil-based. 
"Latex Primer" Is a contradiction in terras. A 
water-base "primer" will do very well on card
board (i.e., drywall), but it simply won't 
penetrate wood or plaster surfaces sufficient
ly for a good bond.

L
Tips To Share? Do you have any hints or short cuts 
that might help other otd-house owners? We’U pay $15 for 
any short how-to items that are used in this “Restorer’s Note
book” column. Write to Notebook Editor, The Old-House 
Journal, 69A Seventh Avenue, ft’ooklyn, NY 11217.
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HY LAHHY .JONKS 
OU'VE
BEEN SHOPPING 
for that perfect old 

house on a hill, and you've 
found one that you like. Every
thing is perfect, except for a 
giant crack in the living room 
wall. Will the house slide 
down the hill during the next 
big rain?

Y

You've been living in anOR CONSIDER THIS: 
old house for some time, and now you've 
decided to finish the basement.

ARCHITECTS
It would be coordinate the aes-

easy, except for all those columns in the way. 
you don't know anything about forces and 
moments, clear spans and live loads. So, who 
you gonna call...?

thetic features and mechani
cal systems in a building. 
engineer evaluates the appropriateness of 
each mechanical or structural system for a 
particular building, then specifies the items 
needed, and their proper installation.YOUR FIRST THOUGHT might be to call a building 

contractor.
pie out there who seem to have almost magical 
abilities to fix things, 
these, a contractor isn't the right person to 
evaluate the situation and make decisions. 
Generally, you hire a tradesperson when you 
already know what needs doing — when there's 
an assignment.

There are some skilled tradespeo-
LET'S USE AN EXAGGERATED (but true) example to 
make the differences between architects and 
engineers even more clear...

But in cases like

A 100-plus-year-old octagon house with 
a large domed roof that was added twenty years 
after the house was built, 
pulling itself apart, and the house needs new 
plumbing, heating and air-conditioning, and 
insulation.

GIVEN:

The domed roof is

IF THERE ARE DESIGN DECISIONS to be made — 
decisions about the feasibility of a project, 
the planning of a project that involves the 
structure or aesthetics of your house, then 
you need a design professional. 
architect or an engineer.

IF YOU WANT the house ready to move into, you 
need an architect to evaluate the whole struc
ture and design the interdependent additions 
of plumbing, heating plant, and insulation. 
He'll deal with the suitability of the materi
als and machines, the sequence of the job, and 
the aesthetic effect of the changes.

That means an

Which Design Professional?
T'S HARD TO DRAW A LINE between what an 
engineer does and what an architect does. 
First and foremost, there are individual 

differences.
I IF YOU JUST WANT to fix the dome, you need an 

He will specify materials andSome architects understand engineer.
techniques necessary to stabilize the dome — 
things like steel girdles and wire trusses.

structure and mechanical systems as well as 
And some engineers are sen-many engineers, 

sitive enough to offer sympathetic solutions 
to design probems, aside from being able to 
size a beam or a heating plant.

IF YOU HAVE all of the above problems, you 
should hire an architect. When it comes down 
to specifying the answer to the dome problem, 
the architect can always engage the services 
of a consulting structural Engineer. And, if 
the heating, electrical, and utility systems 
are ccMoplicated, the architect may call in a 
consulting Mechanical Engineer.

BUT GENERALLY, an architect is more concerned 
with the interrelationship of design and sys
tems .
ic, structural, and mechanical considerations. 
An architect can make an overall evaluation if 
you want to know the feasibility, approximate 
cost, or aesthetic or structural implications 
of, say, an addition to, or the replacement of 
a mechanical system.

An architect is concerned with aesthet-

F YOU OPEN THE PHONE BOOK to "Engineers," 
you'll find a bewildering array of titles 
and specialties. Here is a list of defin

itions, some of which overlap:
I

AN ENGINEER has Specific technical knowledge, 
and can help with a particular problem or con
troversy regarding a structural or mechanical 
system. Generally, compared to an architect, 
an engineer is more of a specialist.

An engineer who spe-• STRUCTURAL ENGINEER: 
cializes in the design or redesign of struc- 

Some states require special licensingtures.
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for people who use the title Structural Engi
neer. These engineers usually act as consul
tants to architects, and provide designs, 
drawings, and specifications for structural 
items in the building plans. They also pro
vide some supervision over parts of the 
project for which they have written specific
ations, Most of the same services offered to 
architects are available to contractors and 
homeowners.

cutting through joists to make an instal
lation.
infamous for this.)

(Plumbers and electricians are

FOR SETTLEMENT PROBLEMS, you may need an engi
neer to design a system and specify components 
for foundation underpinning, new footings, 
channelling groundwater away from a house, 
monitoring cracks in masonry, or leveling a 
building. To correct man-made damage, an 
engineer can inspect framing, specify the size 
of a new girder, or design a reinforcement 
system for a load-bearing wall.

• MECHANICAL ENGINEERS An engineer specializ
ing in the invention, design, construction and 
adjustment of machinery. When they deal with 
buildings. Mechanical Engineers deal with the 
mechanical systems: heating, ventilation, air
conditioning. Special training and licensing 
breaks this category down into specialties 
such as HVAC Engineer and Electrical Engineer.

WHAT IF A CONTRACTOR tells you that the only 
way to keep your basement dry is to completely 
excavate two sides of your foundation so the 
foundation walls can be waterproofed? You may 
want a consulting structural engineer to tell 
you if you need some temporary shoring around 
the foundation walls before excavation can 
begin. We know of cases where contractors 
undermined foundations, and the house dropped 
right into the hole.

OTHER FAIRLY COMMON old-house restoration jobs 
that might be best planned by an engineer: 
chimney stabilization and rebuilding, or 
adding onto a house when the soil conditions 
on the building site are particularly tricky 
{i.e., very sandy, very wet, or heavy clay).

• FOUNDATION ENGINEER: An engineer specializ
ing in foundation problems. He may recommend 
suitable foundations for a proposed or exist
ing building. For most projects involving 
residential-size structures, a Structural 
Engineer can handle foundation problems,

• CIVIL ENGINEER: An engineer involved in the
design of fixed, often public, works such as 
highways, reclamation projects, harbors, water 
works, industrial facilities, and building de
sign. (prior to WW ii there were two major 
designations for engineers: Military and Civ
il.) About 60% of all practicing engineers 
call themselves Civil Engineers. The remain
ing 40% claim a more specialized title; i.e., 
Electrical Engineer or Mechanical Engineer. 
Most Structural Engineers consider themselves 
as falling under the broad definition of Civil 
Engineer.

BEFORE YOU HIRE AN ENGINEER, you should do a 
little homework. Connie Neuman of ACEC sug
gests that homeowners (or potential buyers) 
make an effort to understand the problems with 
the house as clearly as possible. ideally, 
you should be able to call up an engineer and 
say something like, "Excuse me, but the south
east corner of my house seems to have settled 
about six inches. It's a nine-inch wide lime
stone foundation, and it's on a clay soil with 
poor drainage. This side of the house is 
heavily loaded because of a cantilevered tur
ret, and I suspect that the builders of the 
house failed to use a proper footing, I'm 
prepared to spend whatever amount of money i 
must to correct the situation, and there's no 
hurry. When can I schedule an appointment?"

Any engineer can con- 
When an engineer calls himself a Con-

• CONSULTING ENGINEER: 
suit.
suiting Engineer, it generally means that he 
is in private practice and is available as a 
consultant in his specialized field, 
are, of course, consulting engineering firms. 
Structural Engineers often call themselves 
Consulting Engineers.

There

• PROFESSIONAL ENGINEER (P.E.): 
by many states to define an engineer in any 
branch of engineering who is licensed by the 
state.

A term used BUT IN THE REAL WORLD, most people are likely 
to say something like, "One corner of my house 
is lopsided, and there's a big crack. I don't 
have much money to spend because 1 just put on 
a new roof, but water is still coming in this 
crack. What should I do?"

A HOMEOWNER with residential-scale problems 
probably won't need the services of most en
gineering specialists. A homeowner is likely 
to need the advice of a Structural Engineer, 
if he or she needs an engineer at all.

YOU DON'T HAVE TO BE PARTICULARLY SAWY about 
things structural to give an engineer some 
idea of what is wrong. (If something looks 
wrong, it usually is.) ^d during your 
preliminary discussions with an engineer, you 
should advise him of any special constraints 
on the project: Budget, time, the need to
preserve the architectural details of the 
house, once you've done this, the engineer 
will have some idea of what you need done, and 
whether or not he or she can do it.

What They Do
OWEVER SERIOUS a Structural problem may 
seem to you, most house-size problems are 
not very complex to an engineer.H House

problems that call for an engineer's advice 
almost always fall into one of two categories: 
natural settlement, or man-made damage. Selecting An Engineer
SETTLEMENT PROBLEMS involve footings and 
foundations, shrinkage, and shifting caused by 
rotted structural members, 
can be caused by overloading structural 
components, or by a tradesperson randomly

P
UT TOGETHER A SHORT LIST of engineers you 
might consider hiring for your project. 
You'll want the names of several; after

Check
Man-made damage

all, prices and experience do vary, 
with your local preservation group, or call
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your State Historic preservation Office 
(SHPO). Even if neither of these agencies 
will recommend an engineer, they should be 
able to give you the names of some engineers 
who have worked on old-building restoration 
projects. YOU can also write or call the 
American Consulting Engineers Council in 
Washington, D.C. They should be able to rec
ommend an engineer in your area who has expe
rience in old-house restoration. Above all, 
before you hire any engineer, check his refer
ences! Try to find people who have recently 
completed a project similar to your own.

THE ACBC'S POINT IS WELL TAKEN: 
design things, they don't build things, and 
design is a creative process, not a commodity. 
If you need an engineer, your first priority 
should be to hire an engineer who is skilled 
and experienced in projects like yours, 
you are restoring an old house, you want an 
engineer with experience and expertise in 
restoring old houses; you don't want a veteran 
of several insensitive gut renovations, 
should expect the engineer's fee to be fair, 
but this should not be your first priority. 
Sort of like choosing a doctor.

Engineers

If

You

ONCE YOU HAVE your short list, call a few 
engineers and discuss your situation with 
them. When you find someone with good 
references who seems to understand the 
project, schedule an appointment with that 
person at your site. Some engineers will 
charge to visit your site, others will charge 
a low fee (or, if you're lucky, no fee) for 
the initial consultation, if, after the 
initial consultation, you are convinced that 
you’ve found your engineer, hire him. If you 
don’t think you can work with this person, go 
back to calling the people on your list.

AN IMPORTANT BIT OF PROTOCOL: For the reasons
cited above, engineers don't like the term 
"bid." They really hate the term "low bid," 
so don't ask them to bid on your job. They 
will respond to an "invitation To Submit 
Information" .

HERE'S WHAT YOU GET CHARGED FOR: The engi
neer's visit to the site, his technical iden
tification of the problem, an analysis of the 
building and written recommendations. The in
spection and written report will take several 
hours of the engineer's time and may cost sev
eral hundred dollars. The cost for an engi
neer's services ranges from about $55 to $90 
per hour, if the project is relatively simple 
(an inspection, or specifying the size of a 
load-bearing member), the engineer will pro
bably charge you for about four hours' work.

WHAT IF YOU HAVE a large, complicated, or 
unusual project? in such cases, you should 
arrange for two or three engineers, or repre
sentatives from two or three engineering 
firms, to make an on-site inspection of your 
project, while you will be faced with consi
derably higher initial consultant's fees, it 
might be worth the cost to hear different 
opinions, and get several quotes for the 
design work that needs to be done. When you 
get quotes from engineers or engineering 
firms, bear in mind that each of them will be 
quoting a price for a design plan, and that 
design plans are seldom alike. Don't be too 
impressed by a low quote; make sure you choose 
the plan best suited to your project.

YOU CAN SAVE yourself money doing some of the 
prep work yourself. For instance, if you know 
some basement panelling has to come out before 
the engineer can inspect the foundation, go 
ahead and pull it out before he gets there.

UST BECAUSE you've hired a specialist to 
come in and suggest the best course of 
action doesn't mean you can't do some or 

all of the repair work yourself. You can use 
the engineer's report to guide you through 
your project. in fact, Lowell Christy, of 
Christy - Cobb Engineers in Birmingham, 
Alabama, says that in three-quarters of the 
residential projects she works on, the repairs 
she recommends are done by the homeowner.

J
SOME WORDS OF CAUTION; Don't hire inspectors, 
planning people, and the like, who work for 
the city, county, or utility company and 
"moonlight" as consulting engineers. And 
don't hire one of their relatives either! 
sometimes, there's a conflict of interest 
here. ("Well, I can't approve that, but I've 
got a brother-in-law who can bring it up to 
code for you...") A lot of costly and 
irreparable damage has been done to old 
buildings by underqualified "para-engineers" 
who aren’t licensed, and don’t carry liability 
insurance.

FOR MORE INFORMATION:

The American Consulting Engineers Council has 
a book available for $5 ppd., entitled, A 
Guide bo the Procurement of Architectural and 
Engineering Services. TT you're considering 
hiring ^ engineer or an architect, you should 
get a copy. Its step-by-step approach is easy 
to understand. Write to: ACEC, Dept, OHJ,
1015 Fifteenth St., N.W., Washington, D.C. 
20005. (202) 347-7474.

IF YOU HIRE an engineer (or para-engineer) to 
inspect a building, and he also happens to own 
a construction company, it's always in his 
best interest to find big problems with your 
house.

M

How They Charge
BARGAIN is that which is excellent, not 
that which is cheap.
American Consulting Engineers Council

You're not looking 
You're seeking 

which comes when you engage

So says the
Special thanks to Connie Neuman, Director of Information and 
Communications for the American Consulting Engineers Council, 
Washington, D.C.: Lowell Christy, of Christy-Cobb Engineering. 
Inc., 1031 S. 21 St., Birmingham, Al.35205. (205) 251-0499; and to 
David C. Fischetti, P.E., 109 Brady Court, Suite 200, P.O. Box 835, 
Cary, NC 27511. (919) 467-3853. Both private firms specialize in 
consulting work on historic buildings.

(ACEC) .
for the cheapest design job.
'design value, 
the most qualified firm at a fair price. 
Remember that extra time (and cost) in the 
design phase can save money in the long run by 
reducing maintenance or replacement cost.

They continue:

I H
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My Life With
Beehive Oven
by Barbara Hood 
Hammondaport, New York

A follow-up to
last month’s article on
building brick bake ovens

UR LOCAL Landmark Society offered a very 
enjoyable and informative class on fire
place cooking, and I'd like to share what 

I learned with the OHJ readers. The first 
thing is the firing of the oven. It takes 
about one hour's worth of a good blazing fire 
to get the oven hot enough to bake bread 
(approximately 375 to 425 degrees). The smoke 
from the fire at first turns the oven bricks 
black, but as the temperature of the bricks 
increases, the smoke burns off and the bricks 
are clean again. By that point your oven is 
hot enough for baking. The next step is to 
clean out the oven. Do this as quickly as 
possible; the longer the door is open, the 
more heat you lose.

one for high temperatures, at least over 600 
degrees, with no liquid or mercury in it.) 
We've also found that the oven can retain a 
good deal of heat: 32 hours after one firing, 
the temperature was 125 degrees.

o
WHEN THE TEHPERATURE'S RIGHT, it's time to do 
some baking. Bread requires the hottest oven, 
so start baking that first. As the bread 
cooks you can then go on and bake cakes, quick 
breads, and puddings. Unfortunately, the 
brick oven isn't good for baking lots of 
cookies; you have to keep opening the oven, 
and that cools it down too quickly. While all 
those goodies are baking, you can also have a 
nice big pot of chowder or stew cooking on the 
crane over the open fire.

A LONG-HANDLED, shovel-like implement called 
an ash peel is used to clean out the ashes and 
any unburned wood, I prefer to shovel the hot 
ashes into the fireplace 
rather than the ash pit.
This way, the smoke and 
gases can go up the chimney; 
that's better than having 
them infiltrate into the 
room, which is what happens 
if you shut up the ashes in 
a flueless ash pit. (Sur
prisingly, historians aren't 
quite sure how ash pits were 
used.) After cleaning out 
the oven with the ash peel, 
dip a fireplace broom in
water and whisk it around in the oven. This 
removes any remaining ashes and keeps your 
food from getting dirty.

ANOTHER WAY to use your fireplace is to cook 
over hot coals on the hearth. When the fire

in the fireplace is 
producing a nice bed of 
red coals, take the ash 
peel and shovel the 
coals onto the hearth. 
Set a dutch oven on the 
coals, put the cover 
on, and pile more coals 
on top of it. I par
ticularly like the 
dutch oven for making 
small cakes and muf
fins. Another method 
of cooking on the 

hearth is with open pots or spiders. You set 
them up the same way, except you don't cover 
them with lids and coals. They're great for 
making sauteed dishes.

TO CHECK the temperature of the oven, put your 
arm straight into the oven as far as you can. 
Be careful not to touch anythingl If you can 
leave your arm in for a count of seven, the 
oven should be around 400 degrees. If your 
arm gets too hot before you reach seven, leave 
the door off for a while and check again. The 
bricks hold a tremendous amount of heat; we've 
had our oven reach over 600 degrees. (You 
might want to add a modern touch by checking 
the temperature with a stove thermometer. Use

Design Ideas
AM SURE each person's fireplace and oven are 
unique in some way.
we built it ourselves, along with the entire 

When we decided to build an authentic 
Saltbox house, I began looking for old houses 
with intact fireplaces and ovens.

I I know ours is because

house I

I found
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quite a few, and in photographing and measur
ing them I learned that each one was different 
in some way. 
tion, concerning the front edge of the fire
places, 1 think will be of special interest to 
OHJ readers.

One variation in our construc-

I DON'T LIKE the modern look of the square 
edge of the brick on the surface (illustration 
k at right). The old fireplaces used corner 
bricks (B). At the time we were building, 
corner bricks weren't available. Some masons 
tried slicing off part of the brick (C), but I 
didn't like the appearance of the cut surface: 
It was brighter in color and the circular saw 
marks were visible. Our solution was to cut 
angles on the ends of the bricks and mortar 
the edges together (D).

I'VE INCLUDED in this article some of the 
recipes I've used and liked. Oven owners 
should always try new things; experiment a 
little, it's usually worth it. One evening

after baking I put some oatmeal in a bean 
crock and closed the door until morning, 
oatmeal cooked slowly all night long, 
still warm in the morning, and deliciousl

The 
It was

My Beehive-Oven Recipes bles. Add «ggs, beating after each. Add the n 
1/3 cup sugar & the remaining flour 'A cup 
at a time to make a soft dough. Knead on J 
lightly floured board about 10 inin. until ^ 
smooth. Shape into a hall, put in greased 
bowl, turn to grease top, cover, and let rise M 
until doubled, about 1)^ hrs. Punch down 
and divide in half. Roll each half to about a
12- bv-8-in. rectangle. Spread with butter, 4^ 
sprinkle with cinnamon filling. Roll from 4^ 
long side tightly. Slice each into 9 rolls and 
place in two 9-in. round pans or one 9-by-
13- in. pan. Cover and let rise until almost 4s; 
doubled, about 45 min. Bake at about 350 
degrees for 25 to 30 min., until browned.

PIONEER MEAL BREAD
2 cups pioneer meal (equal parts corn meal, 

rye flour, & wheat flour)
2!^ cups unbleached flour 
1 cup whole wheat flour
1 pkg. Of cake yeast
3 ibsp. butler
2 ibsp. honey
Dissolve yeast in cup warm water with Vi 
tsp. sugar, and let set for 8 to 10 min. Mix 
pioneer meal with the unbleached flour and 
wheat flour in a large bowl. Mix 1-2/3 cups 
warm water with the butter & honey. Add 
yeast mixture to water mixture and add to 
flour. Beat together thoroughly. Add more 
unbleached flour; just enough to make the 
dough firm enough to handle. Turn out on 
floured board and knead about 10 min., un
til smooth. Shape into ball, put in buttered 
bowl, turn to butter lop, cover, and let rise 
until double, 1 to 1 Vi hrs. Punch down, di
vide in half, and shape into 2 loves. Place in 
greased bread tins, cover, and let rise for 45 
to 60 min., until almost double. Then hake 
at about 375 degrees for 40 to 60 mins.

■tl

DELICATE NUTMEG CAKE
'A cup buller 
cup shortening 

1 cup sugar
1 tsp. vanilla 
3 eggs, beaten
2 cups sifted flour 
2 tsp. nutmeg 
1 tsp. soda 
1 tsp. baking powder 
V* tsp. salt 
1 cup buttermilk
Cream butter & shortening. Gradually add 
sugar, creaming until light. Add vanilla and 
eggs; beat well. Sift dry ingredients and add 
to creamed mixture alternately with butter
milk; beat well after each addition. Pour in
to one 9-by-13-in. or two round, greased t 
pans. Bake at 350 degrees for 35 to 40 min. 
for 9-by-13-tn. pan; 25 to 30 min. for two , 
round pans. (This cake could be baked in T 
■ he brick oven or the dutch oven.) May be 
finished by sifting powdered sugar on the 
cooled cake or a broiled frosting. Mix 3 tbs 
melted butter, 3 tbs. brown sugar, 2 tsp 
cream, and Vi cup chopped nuts or shred 
ded coconut. Spread on warm cake & broil 
To broil topping, heat the ash peel by lay 
ing it in the fireplace, right in the hot coals 
When very hot, hold it over the topping, al 
most touching, until the topping starts to 
bubble.

Here's the best reason in the world for 
having a beehive oven: homemade cin
namon buns, just begging to be scarfed!

CINNAMON BUNS
1 pkg. or cake yeast 
14 cup scalded milk
l/i cup buller, cut in small pieces
2 cups flour 
14 tsp. salt
2 eggs
1/3 cup sugar 
2'/5 cups more flour 
Cinnamon filling;

14 cup soft butter 
Va cup white sugar 
!4 cup brown sugar 
2 tsp. cinnamon 
nuts (optional)

Dissolve yeast in Vi cup warm water with Vi 
tsp. sugar. Lei set for 8 to 10 min. In large 
bowl combine milk & butter. Cool to luke
warm. Add yeast mixture, 2 cups flour, 2 
tbsp. sugar, and salt. Let stand covered in a 
warm place for yi hr. or until mixture bub-

CORN CHOWDER
4 to 6 strips of bacon, cut into small pieces
1 small onion, chopped 
4 potatoes, cubed
2 cups corn cut from cobs & milk 
4 cups milk
3 tbsp. butter
1 carrot, grated
Put bacon in iron kettle over open fire and 
cook slowly until crisp. Add onion & cook 

y ^owly another 5 min., stirring often. Add 
potatoes, corn and corn milk scraped from 

^ cobs, carrots, butter; salt & pepper to taste. 
y Heat slowly to let flavor develop. If fresh 
U corn is gone, use 1 cup kernels and 1 cup 

creamed corn. (I always double this recipe 
-■ it’s even belter the second day!)

1
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stripping continued

To Strip Or Not
OT STRIPPING MASONRY is cheaper, easier, 
and less risky than stripping it, so let's 
start with some good reasons not to strip. 

First of all, maybe the building was meant to 
be painted. Painted brick was quite popular 
in the 19th century, sometimes for a poly
chrome paint scheme, and sometimes to follow 
a European tradition of dark red paint with 
mortar joints “pencilled" in white.

OFTEN BUILDINGS were painted — at the time of 
construction or soon after — for more practi
cal reasons. Cheaper, less attractive, more 
permeable bricks may have been used by the 
mason on a budget who expected the building to 
be painted. Early in the life of the build
ing, water penetration may have been solved 
with a barrier of paint, which is less 
permeable than most brick. Or maybe the paint 
is later still, masking additions to the 
building. So, stripping may reveal ugly 
bricks, mismatched repairs or additions, or 
even architectural detail that turns out to be 
sandpainted wood, and not masonry at all.

N

The owner intended to repaint anyway, but look what stripping 
revealed: patches, bad pointing repairs, and wood trim.

pressure will build up under the paint layers, 
and when the paint flakes, it will take some 
masonry with it. Look for signs of this 
happening. The masonry should be stripped 
with a commercial paint stripper, washed, 
repointed where necessary, and repainted with 
a high-quality latex masonry paint. Note: 
paint will not stick to a powdering surface.

ON THE OTHER HAND, there are some good reasons 
to strip masonry. The building may not have 
been painted until late in life, and then for 
a poor reason: It was dirty. Also, natural 
brick is, especially to our eyes, almost 
always prettier than a flat coat of paint.
And once the paint is off, the long-term 
maintenance of the bulding is simplified: you 
no longer have to paint every few years.

you MUST STRIP failed paint from masonry 
before you can repaint. Depending on the 
degree of failure, you may have to completely 
strip the masonry. (There's no need to get 
every last bit off if you intend to repaint.) 
For practical rather than aesthetic reasons, 
you should strip masonry if;

(1) The paint is badly chalking, flaking, or 
loose. Find the causel Flaking is most often 
due to moisture penetration and retention.

(2) The masonry has been "sealed" with an 
extra-heavy buildup of paint layers, or by 
gloss oil-based paint or aluminum/oil paint.
In such a case, the masonry can't give up 
moisture and salts that accumulate in it.

D-I-Y?
HEN A BUILDING must be stripped, most 
owners hire a contractor. Exterior 
masonry stripping is difficult and 

hazardous. Besides needing specialized 
knowledge, the applicator works with strong 
chemicals, sometimes several storeys up. 
professionals have experience and skill, a 
source of materials, and expensive extras such 
as scaffolding. The right masonry-stripping 
contractor should also know all about collect
ing and disposing of the effluent that comes 
off the building.
ONCE YOU'VE MADE the decision to strip, the 
contractor should do a test patch. This will 
settle the unique specifications for the job, 
as well as establish a "control" by which the 
rest of the job will be judged. Determine:

w

(1) The type of stripper to be used.
(2) The concentration to be used.
(3) The dwell time, or optimum time for the 
chemicals to sit on the masonry.
(4) The optimum pressure/volume of rinse 
water.

Disposing of Waste
HATS COMING OFF the building U a chemical strong enough to strip paint, 
mixed with the softened paint itself. The paint sludge that comes off old houses 

contains lead (among othn things) and is classified as a toxic waste. Flushing sludge 
into the soil will contaminate the ground around the house for many years to come. 
The sludge will contaminate well water. Flushing it down the sewers may contaminate 
water sources and is illegal — you will be fined if you’re caught.
LEGALLY, it's the responsibility of the owner or architect to specify waste disposal 
procedures as part of the contract. Most contractors are not upfront about the disposal 
details, so press it: Make the final payment contingent upon your receiving a copy of 
the h<nartIoiis waste manifest. That way, you’ll be heeding EPA regulations — and be- 
udes, it’s the moral thing to do.
CATCHING the effluent is no big deal. Generally, it's contained in weighted tarps cov* 
ered with absorbent straw. Then it’s put in Sb-gal. drums and a waste hauler is paid to 
dispose of it properly. The cost to the customer is about $125 p» drum — a propor
tionately small cost, as a residential-size job may generate only one drum.

W
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7) visibility of the surface
8) the angle of "hit"SANDBLASTING only three to five years 

(you're back to a maintenance 
schedule worse than paint
ing), and applicator error 
can leave streaks or varia
tions in surface gloss across 
the facade.

TO THOSE OF US who have 
been dragged to see hun
dreds of awful sandblasting 

mistakes, it seems incredible 
that there should still be 
any need to warn against it. 
Yet we've prepared this arti
cle partly in response to the 
recent reader questions that 
have come by phone and in the 
mail, asking whether sand
blasting is okay, people 
have been told by contractors 
(who have major investments 
in blasting rigs) that sand
blasting "is the only method 
that will work." Others have 
heard that sandblasting 
causes problems, but don't 
know the alternatives.

ALL of these factors signifi
cantly change the effect of 
the blasting on the surface. 
And there's no way sandblast
ers can control all of them. 
The machinery is heavy, the 
scaffold has to be moved; all 
workers become fatigued.

NEED HOPE REASONS not to 
sandblast? 
prohibited by the Secretary 
of the Interior's Guidelines 
for Rehabilitation -- a con
demnation from people who 
know, and you won't get your 
investment tax credit. 
Because of the environmental 
hazard of flying abrasive, 
it's now banned by many 
municipalities.

It's strictly

WHEN THE DUST clears, the 
masonry will be changed. Ag
gregate is exposed as the 
softer clay is blasted away. 
Depending on which material 
is harder, the relationship 
between the masonry units and 
the mortar will have changed, 
altering the character of the 
surface. The "skin" is re
moved, often exposing a more 
permeable core. Blasting 
increases the surface area of 
the wall, and so it will now 
get wetter than before, and 
it will beccxae dirtier more 
quickly. With no crystalline 
planes to refract light, the 
surface reflectivity changes, 
sometimes even resulting in 
an apparent change of color.

F THE CONTRACTOR is smart, 
he or she doesn't call it 

sandblasting anymore. 
fact, sand may not be the 
abrasive used, 
alternative grits has gotten 
ridiculous; ground slag, vol
canic ash, almond and walnut 
shells, rice husks, corncobs, 
ground coconut shells, glass 
beads, crushed eggshells, 
microballoons, powdered lime
stone, chopped plastic, 
doesn't matter; any grit 
blasted at high enough pres
sure to remove paint will 
ham the surface underneath. 
"Waterblasting" is popular; 
this is when the sand is car
ried by water instead of air. 
It has the advantage of 
letting the operator see the 
surface, as opposed to being 
surrounded by a cloud of 
dust, but it doesn't soften 
the blow, 
word "featherblasting," and 
silly things like, "don't 
worry, I put talcum powder in 
the sand."

ISO ONCE MORE, let's review 
the case against sandblast- 

in abrasive blasting.

And in

The list ofing.
sand or another abrasive is
shot against the building in 
a high-pressure jet of air or 
water.
the paint, but as the abra
sive doesn't know where the 
paint film stops and the 
masonry starts, it always 
removes some of the building, 
too.
lose control; in fact, with 
high pressures, it is impos
sible to keep control, 
sider the variables:

This quickly removes

ItIT CAN'T BE FIXED. Clear 
sealers (which the blaster 
will almost surely try to 
sell you) can't be recom
mended because they often 
make the problem much, much 
worse. Moisture will get 
into porous masonry somehow; 
it always does. But sealed 
masonry won't be able Let it 
back out anymore, instead, 
the water will build up 
hydrostatic pressure behind 
the coating, and when it pops 
out, it will take some mason
ry with it. Also, clear 
sealers run from not effec
tive at all to effective for

It is all too easy to

Con-

1) type, condition, and hard
ness of masonry
2) density, hardness, size, 
and shape of the abrasive
3) the pressure
4) the constancy of the pres
sure used
5) the distance from nozzle 
to surface
6) the skill of the operator

We've heard the

THE WATER RINSE will introduce water into the 
masonry.
the house, however, so be sure to inspect the 
pointing.
entry, at least do a temporary joint-filling 
job with caulk or soft mortar, 
a finished pointing job. 
better to repoint after the stripping opera
tion, YOU will be able to see better to match 
the mortar color, and the rinsing will have 
dislodged any loose mortar.
water, finish up at least a month before the 
first potential frost, 
masonry will damage it.

others close to pH neutral, in virtually all 
of the commerical preparations, sodium hydrox
ide (lye) is not used, as it often causes ef
florescence later. (Efflorescence is a whitish 
"bloom" on the masonry caused by water-borne 
salts coming to the surface.)
SOME CHEMICALS manufacturers recommend a 
dilute acid afterwash to neutralize the 
caustic stripping chemicals. This is done 
after the sludge has been rinsed away, and is 
followed again by a dear-water rinse. Other 
preparations don't need the neutralizing 
afterwash, especially if the masonry is not to 
be repainted.

You don't want to introduce it into

If you are worried about water

It need not be
In general, it's

Because of the

Water freezing in the

HOWEVER, if you do intend to repaint, you must 
neutralize and rinse thoroughly, or the paint 
will not stay on. do not repaint until the 
masonry is completely dry. If you have any 
doubts, hold off on painting for six months or 
a year, to allow the masonry to rid itself of

The Method Of Choice: Chemicals
HEMICAL TECHNOLOGY for strippers is not as 
diverse or complex as that for masonry 
cleaners.

are alkaline formulations,c Generally, masonry strippers 
some quite basic,
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near you, contact Prosoco at 1040 Parallel 
Parkway, Dept. OHJ, Kansas City, KS 66104; 
(913) 281-2700.

residues (efflorescence can be simply brushed 
off the surface).

THE PROPRIETARY CHEMICAL strippers are much 
more expensive than lye-based strippers, but 
they are worth it in lowering the risk to the 
building. With lye, removing residue becomes 
all the more critical. And neutralizing with 
strong acid would probably damage the mortar. 
It virtually cannot be neutralized enough to 
allow repainting. Proprietary strippers con
tain additives which increase surface activity 
(where the paint is) while avoiding deep pene
tration into the masonry.

WHEN YOU CHOOSE a proprietary formulation, you 
are buying a ccxnpany's experience, avoiding 
the labor and hazard of mixing your own ingre
dients, and lowering risk for your building.

ANOTHER manufacturer who distributes nation
wide is Diedrich Chemicals—Restoration 
Technologies. Again, the products are 
guaranteed and he prefers to sell only to 
distributors, contractors, and architects. 
For a free brochure or to get the name of a 
local contractor using Diedrich products, 
write to 300A East Oak St., Dept. OHJ, Oak 
creek, wi 53154; call (414) 764-0058.

SOLMICA Chemical Mfg. is a smaller company 
with a cCMiunendable track record. The company 
head, a chemist with experience in masonry 
restoration, sells only to fifteen or so 
trained applicators, who operate "franchises." 
Work Is guaranteed, and each dealer is trained 
by the manufacturer. Contact Solmica Chemical 
Mfg. at 6240 Wiehe Rd., Dept. OHJ, Cincinnati, 
OH 45237; (513) 631-0076.

THE MOST WELL KNOWN Stripping products are 
from the Sure-Klean line, manufactured by 
proSoCo. proSoCo prefers to sell direct to 
the contractor; the company guarantees its 
chemicals and wants to know who is using them. 
They maintain four regional offices, not only 
for sales, but also to answer technical 
queries. A technician will even visit the 
site if a problem crops up. For product 
information or a list of qualified contractors

FOR THE WHOLE JOB contracted out, expect to 
pay about $1 to $1.50 per square foot for 
chemically stripping paint from brick; more if 
there is a lot of masking or an extra-heavy 
buildup of paint.

outdoor work because of its quick evaporation. 
If you used an off-the-shelf solvent stripper, 
small areas would have to be power-rinsed 
about ten minutes after each application.

For every masonry'Stripping horror story that involves some 
rare and unforeseen variable, there are many jobs that go without 

a hitch. All we see in print are the exceptions, accompanied by expla
nations of the failure which are ever more technical and, sometimes, 
far-fetched. It seems only fair to give space to the oth« side — the 
straight-forward job. MOST OUTDOOR strippers are alkaline (pH ba

sic). They work more slowly, and this is what 
we recommend. We further recommend that the 
stripper be mixed from raw chemicals, as op
posed to buying ready-mixed concoctions. The 
only ready-mix we could find locally cost fif
teen to twenty dollars per gallon. Our home
made stripper cost around fifty cents per 
gallon. Keep in mind that the mix should be 
applied in a layer at least 1/8-inch thick, so 
it doesn't cover nearly as much as paint does 
per gallon.

I FIND IT hard to advocate the do-it-yourself application of lye un
der any circumstances: It’s risky for the building and dangerous for 
the applicator. But “the proof is in the pudding.” These people have 
successfully used the method on several brick buildings — and served 
their major concern of saving money.
MAYBE this is an alternative for the predictable job.

— P. Poore

Lye Stripping FOR US, homemade stripper has certain advan
tages over ready-mix:
1. It is much cheaper.
2. It can be mixed on a flat rooftop, reducing 
significantly the amount of weight to be car
ried up.
3. It can be left on a wall longer without 
forming a super-glaze.

by Adrian Lonnecker & David Miller

ISTORIC preservation publications are full 
of warnings about "improper" procedures on 
brick walls.H They are short, however, on 

proper," especially when it comes towhat' s
stripping paint from brick.

SANDBLASTING is taboo, as are other abrasive 
methods. We stripped our building with chemi
cals and rinsed with cold water under high 
pressure. The latter did damage some of the 
mortar, which may have soon needed repointing 
anyway, but the bricks stood up very well. It 
cost us dearly to do this job, mostly because 
we lacked a methodology, even with the advice 
of professional paint chemists. If you are 
planning to strip bricks with chemicals, this 
article could save you thousands of dollars 
and help you avoid damage to your walls.

HERE is a list of what you'll need to dupli
cate our method:
1 bag bentonite clay
one 100-lb. barrel caustic soda (lye) 
a washtub on legs with drain spout 
a 5/8-in. automotive heater hose, 50 ft, long 
a drill-pump
a 1/2-in. vari-speed electric drill 
1 gallon vinegar 
a valve (see illustration)
AND:
respirator(s) 
long rubber gloves 
rubber or plastic suits 
rubber boots 
heavy-duty garden hose

THE TYPE of paint stripper most of us are 
familiar with uses methylene chloride as an 
active ingredient. This isn't so suitable for
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washtub use. We went through four of them, so if you 
have a big job, a good chemical-resistant pump 
would be required. Just make sure the shaft 
is 1/2 inch or smaller, so you can use the 
drill to drive it. The caustic reacts with 
aluminum, so don't use any aluminum fittings.

Lye'-Stripping
Tools

THE APPLICATOR should be suited up "to the 
max," and the tub should be higher than the 
wall if possible. All workers in the area 
should wear goggles. It's alkaline, but post 
"DANGER; ACID" signs to better warn people 
below. Keep vinegar and a live hose ready for 
first-aid.

driil'pump

MAKE NOZZLES by hammering the end of 5/8-in. 
copper tubing, after inserting a piece of 
thick sheet metal to maintain an opening of 
sufficient size.

copper-tubing
nozzle OUR RIG would throw the mixture two to four 

inches and cover a wall thicker and quicker 
than any other way. Once we perfected this 
method, burns were drastically reduced.
Spills were drastically reduced, too. And it 
really worked well on details.

BY THE WAY, protect your soil with plastic 
sheets. The caustic and paint sludge will 
kill grass and shrubs. Collect the sludge and 
dispose of it properly.

THE RINSE: Test for the amount of time needed 
for the chemical to work. We have left it on 
overnight. When the mud gel is dry it stops 
working, so it is imperative that it goes on 
thick to stay wet. Rinse first with the 
garden hose, so the high-pressure wash won't 
blast chemical at you. We hired a water 
blaster, and carefully supervised him so he 
wouldn't blast out too much mortar. Catch 
effluent in the plastic and pump it away if 
necessary. If you do not get all the paint 
off the first time, you're in trouble. The 
paint on the brick has acted as a barrier so 
that the bricks didn't soak up the chemicals. 
But subsequent applications tend to leave un- 
rinsable residues.

WE BASED our stripper on a formula from a 
chemists 
33 lbs. water (lukewarm)
1.85 lbs. clay
6.11 lbs. sodium hydroxide crystals (lye)

handbook:

SAFETY: Wear a respirator. The lye crystals 
should be handled with rubber gloves, as a 
speck will drill a hole in your skin. Like
wise, the diluted mixture will eat your flesh 
if not rinsed immediately. We experienced 
burns on our arms. This was due to our early 
ignorance, crude application techniques, and a 
lack of rubber sleeves. (Ready-mix alkaline 
strippers will burn you with equal vigor.)
And no joke -- ALWAYS wear eye protection.

DRYING OUT: If you get it all in one pass, 
there will be less residue. If you let paint 
that has been through the process stay on the 
wall, it can be extremely difficult to remove 
later.

TO MIX 5 GALLONS: Measure water and put in a 
clean plastic 5-gal. pail. Sprinkle clay into 
water while agitating with paint agitator pow
ered by the 1/2-ln. vari-speed drill. Mix as 
furiously as possible for about five minutes, 
as this will cause the clay to gel. The 
mixture should start to thicken at this point. 
Now carefully sprinkle in the crystals while 
slowly mixing. (Never add water to crystals, 
only crystals to water.) Before all of the 
crystals are added, the mixture will turn to 
"oatmeal," but don't be alarmed. Continue 
agitating the stiff mix, for it will eventual
ly get less thick as you add the rest of the 
crystals. Beware: the mixture will self-heat 
(like drain cleaner); it can be used in this 
state. Now you should have a really thick 
gel, perfect for vertical application. To mix 
larger batches, we used the 15-gal. steel 
drums that the crystals came in.

A dilute acid rinse will help neutral
ize alkaline residues, but will eat the mor
tar. (Editor's note: Lye stripping makes more 
sense for buildings that will remain unpaint
ed . Residues will interfere with the adher
ence of new paint.]

THIS STRIPPER will take paint off wooden 
details, but will bleach and roughen the sur
face. (Editor's note: Wood will retain alka
line residues that cause new paint or varnish 
to blister and fail. Lye is not recommended 
for use on exterior wood.) It is obviously 
not to be used on interior woodwork.

A QUESTION: Should you strip at all? Why not 
just repaint? It certainly would have been 
cheaper for us. Some random notes: Soft, per
meable bricks are more difficult to work with, 
paving-quality or hard-fired bricks and high- 
cement-content mortar would be ideal. Soft, 
high-lime-content mortar can survive quite 
well, provided the paint is softened suffi
ciently to be removed with one power rinsing.JtL

APPLICATION: We tried brushes, brooms, roll
ers, buckets, pitchers, and spray guns, but 
found a pump works best, we used what is 
called a "drill pump," designed for household
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Floor-Refinishing KitRust Stains in Clawfoot Tubs
E RECENTLY READ about a floor-refinishing 
kit that sounds too good to be true. It 
comes with fine steel wool« plastic 

glovesr and two liquidst one for cleaning the 
floor, the other for restoring the color and 
the finish. We would like to lighten the 
color of our floors, but we are anxious not to 
sand them. Is this kit indeed as good as it 
is advertised to be?

ATELY, when cleaning ny clawfoot tub, 1 
seem to be bringing out rust-like stains. 
I've tried all kinds of products -- from 

bleach to rust remover — to get rid of the 
stains, but they only seem to get worse, 
you help?

L
Can

— Cindy Wells Carrolton, Ga.

New York, N.Y.—Barbara and Bob LewisRUSTING IN CLAWFOOT BATHTUBS after long per
iods of disuse is a common problem. Unfor
tunately, there’s not much you can do about 
it. Porcelain naturally wears thin, allowing 
moisture to penetrate 
it and cause the cast 
iron underneath to 
begin to rust.

THERE'S NOTHING "too good to be true" about 
the floor finishing kit you saw advertised — 
and there's probably nothing wrong with it 
either. Refinishing liquids are available 
from several companies and are sold in large 
hardware stores or building supply stores. The 
solvents in them clean the floors, remove wax, 
and reamalgamate the old finish to some 
extent. These people have turned it into a kit 
by including steel wool and gloves. If you do 
buy the kit, or use another type of refinish
er, be sure to do a test patch in an out-of- 
the-way place.

WE DON'T ADVISE that 
you try to refinish 
the interior of the
tub with any of the 
epoxy-based porcelain repair products on the 
market. They wear through and chip easily.

ONE WAY YOU CAN PREVENT the wearing away of 
your porcelain is to use a nonabrasive cleaner 
— we recommend Bon Ami. Bon Ami's old-fash
ioned Cleaning Powder scrubs with feldspar, so 
it won't scratch the porcelain like cleansers 
with silica. Tar on an Old Copper Roof

AM RENOVATING a 1930s house with a copper 
roof. The previous owner applied tar to 
most of the seams and other areas where he 

thought there might have been leaks. But the 
tar has not prevented leaking and at present 
needs to be removed in order for the roof to 
be repaired. Do you know of a preparation 
that can be used to remove tar from copper?

1
Removing Carpet Mastic from Wood
E JUST PURCHASED a 100-year-old house 
that has wall-to-wall carpeting. We're 
removing the carpet, but some of its 

backing is sticking to the wood floor. How 
can we remove this sticky backing from the 
floor?

—James L. Wiegerink Los Angeles, Calif.

WE KNOW A CHEMIST who spent the better part of 
a year trying to find a way to remove tar from 
the copper roof of a major New York City 
landmark. He concluded that there was no 
cost-effective way. Solvents and dry ice (to 
embrittle the tar) were used with some suc
cess, but it was slow going.

YOUR ROOP MAY BE SALVAGED and repaired 
correctly, even with the tar patches. Perhaps 
some of the roofing can be replaced, while 
other areas are saved to keep the cost down.
A competent roofer who specializes in metal 
roofing can tell you what's involved and what 
it will cost.

— Muriel Doll Northpoint, N.Y.

WE RECOMMEND that you remove the sticky, black 
carpet backing from your wood floor with a 
chemical solvent. Be sure to scrape off as 
much of the backing as possible with a sharp 
handscraper (the kind Sears sells with remov
able blades is good), so that the solvent 
won't soak the black stuff into the floor.

START WITH A MILD SOLVENT SUCh aS paint 
thinner. Be sure to try a test patch in an 
inconspicuous place first, especially if you 
are trying to save the original finish. Other 
solvents, from gentle to harsh, are naphtha, 
lacquer thinner, and acetone. Remember, all 
of these chemical solvents are flammable and 
should be handled with care. And don't forget 
to wear glovesl

Cteneral interest questions from subscribers will be answered 
in print. The Editors can't promise to reply to all questions 
personally—but we try. Send your questions with sketches or 
photos to Questions Editor, The Oid<House tlournal, 69A 
Seventh Avenue, Brooklyn, NY 11217.
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Restoration Products by Larry Jones iill
Woodwaiter-A Dumbwaiter for Firewood Weathertamers Catalog

Now here’s an item that would have 
been a welcome gadget if it’d been 
around in the 19th century. It you seri
ously heat and cook with wood, you’ll 
surely appreciate the Woodwaiter. Basi
cally a small electric dumbwaiter, the 
Woodwaiter is an easy way of moving 
wood from the cellar to the hearth.

The Woodwaiter lifts 125 lbs. of stan
dard 16-in. firewood. There are two de
signs; the Pop-up model has a trap door 
that opens as the woodbox comes up to 
floor level. The Permanent Woodbox 
model is grooved pine with an angled 
hinged top into which the Woodwaiter 
delivers a load of wood.

The units are designed for homeowner 
installation and can be installed in any 
house with sufflcient clearance. The 
wood box sizes range from 18 in. to 26 
in. square and are priced from $679.50 
to $1,062 FOB Lennoxville.

For more information and a free bro
chure contact W.B. Fowler Industries 
Inc., 9 Haskell Hill Road, Lennoxville, 
Quebec, Canada JIM 2A3.
(819) 562-8510.

Brookstone currently has a very good 
Fall and Winter catalog out entitled 
Weathertamers ... For The Energy Con
scious. Here are a few items you and 
your old house might And useful: 
small alarm that tells you when the 
basement is flooding; foam-insulating 
blankets for single-glazed windows; and 
attractive wool hearth rugs to protect 
your wood floors from hot coals.

For cooking on your wood or coal 
stove there is a Super Griddle and a cast- 
iron kettle, 
doors on
with a variety of woven fiberglass 
gaskets.

For a free copy of the Brookstone 
Weathertamers catalog, write to Weath
ertamers, Dept. OHJ, 630 Vose Farm 
Rd., Peterborough, New Hampshire 
03458. (603) 924-7161.

a

■
€3.\ -

You can seal up leaky 
your wood and coal stoves

Thatched roofs are rare in this coun
try, but Warwick Cottage Enterprises is 
changing all that with the introduction 
of their Warwickshire Thatched Roof 
Coverings. This is real water reed 
thatch, installed exactly as it’s been for 
centuries by master thatchecs (not some 
new product made from soda straws)!

Wes Warwick, general partner in the 
new firm, has done a quite impressive 
job in getting fire-retardant Class ‘A’ 
and treated Class ‘C’ rating certifications 
for the thatch, and in creating a very 
good thatching manual (available for 
$3). Even if you’re not interested in 
having your Queen Anne thatched, 
you’ll appreciate all of the intricacies 
of the craft, which are profusely illus
trated in the manual.

John Cousins and Alan Lewis, master 
English thatchers, have been imported 
by the Warwick firm not only to apply 
the thatching in a traditional manner 
but also to train American apprentices 
in the craft. They dress the thatching to 
the roof, using a leggett tool, to a mini
mum thickness of 12 in. Ridge caps, a 
truly distinctive woven feature, are 
made from sedge, a type of reed similar 
to water reed. Thatching is applied over 
the battens and plywood sheathing on 
roofs having a minimum slope of 45 de
grees (12:12). The cost of this type of 
roof is about $2500 per square (100 
square feet).

To find out more contact Wes War
wick, Warwick Cottage Enterprises, 
Dept. OHJ, 2944 Greenhedge Ave., 
Anaheim, CA 92806. (714) 630-9251.

New Thatch Roofing 
Comes To America

From the late 1600s well into the 
1800s, thatch roofing could be seen 
buildings &rom Massachusetts to far- 
western territories such as Utah. Al
though there are few remaining struc
tures here today that originally had such 
roofs, Wes is finding terrific interest for 
thatching on new commercial and 
idential structures as well as outdoor 
museum structures.

Far from being short-lived, water reed 
thatching can last as long as 70 years, 
will withstand 110 mph winds, is not 
affected by mildew and fungus, is water
proof, handles high heat and snow well, 
insulates to an R 11.8, and bugs don’t 
like it.

on

res-
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The catalog contains one of the most 
extensive lines of cast-iron, masonry 
heater bake oven, and cookstove parts 
we’ve found. There is a cast-iron oven, 
numerous
dampers, and even a complete stov 
cooktop. There are a number of fire 
place, heater, and bake-oven plans 
ranging in price from $5 to $15.

Here’s an interesting item: Did you 
know that some early fireplaces, beehive 
ovens, and chimneys were laid up with a 
clay rather than lime-based mortar? 
An eariy form of refractory mortar 
often consisted of 3 parts sand and 1 
part day. It was used for inner com
mon brick exposed to high heat but not 
exposed to weather, Maine Wood Heat 
currently offers a high quality and hard- 
to-fmd Finnish clay-based heater mortar 
that is less brittle and rigid than cement- 
based mortars and is designed for use in 
inner heat-stressed walls of fireplaces. 
Also available is high-quality refractory 
mortar for use on firebrick.

Because Finnish Heaters are construct
ed differently from conventional fire
places, Maine Wood Heat offers a com
plete assistance and training program.

For more information contact Maine 
Wood Heal Co., Inc., Dept. OHJ, P.O. 
Box 640, RFD 1, Norridgewock, Maine 
04957. (207)696-5442.

Finnish Fireplaces & Parts
You can build these heaters yourself, 

and if you want to find out more about 
the system and Us requirements, send 
$2 for their catalog and price list. Their 
illustrated step-by-step construction 
manual contains technical drawings 
and a materials list and sells for $15.

Many of us have heard of Rumford 
fireplaces, but have you ever heard of 
Finnish style, wood-fired, masonry 
heaters? Albert and Cheryl Barden of 
Maine Wood Heat Co. are masters at 
designing and building this 200-year-old 
system of hlgh-efficlency masonry heat
ers, bake ovens, cookstoves, and fire
places since founding their firm in 1976.

You may recall that the Rumford fire
place and shallow firebox is designed to 
radiate heat out into a room, retaining 
little heat in its thermal mass.
Finnish design takes the opposite ap
proach; a deep rectangular firebox 
radiates heat into itself for maximum 
temperature and combustion effi
ciency, Through a sophisticated down- 
draft technique, heat from the fire is ab
sorbed and slowly radiated from the 
entire mass of the heater. All of this 
means
carefully built and fueled twice a day 
for 1-1/2 hours for each bum, can serve 

the primary heat source for a tight, 
well insulated, sin^e-famlly home. The 
heaters are capable of generating as 
much as 50,000 BTUs per hour, an 80% 
efficiency rate. Once the bum is com
pleted and dampers are closed, the 
entire mass of the heater will radiate 
heat for the next 12 to 24 hours.

hinged access door designs,

The

that these masonry heaters, if

as

Completed Finnish style fireplace with 
jack arch and cast iron doors.

The basic concept is a simple counter 
balancing bed frame that attaches 
eurely to the Door with screws. When 
not in use, the bed simply raises into a 
closet or cabinet wall that’s from 16-1/2 
in. to 23-1/2 in. deep (depending on the 
model). There’s even a Murphy Sidebed 
that r^ses into an opening only 44-1/2 
in. high.

Murphy beds have a number of fea
tures that make them attractive for use 
in older houses. First, the bed takes up 
very little space and can be designed 
into a wall, placed behind period-style 
doors that match the rest of the house, 
or with a little ingenuity, fitted into an 
old armoire. Secondly the bed itself 
uses conventional springs and mattress- 
ing, which make it comfortable to 
sleep on, unlike those folding beds and 
sleeper couches we’ve all gotten aching 
backs on.

Murphy Beds arc priced from $332 to 
$803. You can order the Murphy Bed 
direct from the manufacturer and they 
will pay the freight. When you write for 
a free catalog be sure to check out their 
line of Cervitor Compact Kitchens, too. 
Murphy Door Bed Co., Inc., Dept. OHJ, 
40 East 34th St., New York, NY 10016- 
4595. (212) 682-8936.

Remember Murphy Beds? se-

Even if you’ve never heard of a 
Murphy Bed, chance are you’ve seen 
the Marx Borthers or the Three Stooges 
fold themselves into one. This won
derfully American invention, technically 
known as the Murphy In-A-Door Bed, 
wasthe turn of the century in San Fran
cisco. He had a problem common to 
many old-house owners — not enough 
space. His bed took up most of the 
space in his one-room apartment, 

he began experimenting with a fold
ing bed to free up additional space.

In 1900, Murphy applied for his first 
patent and the Murphy Door Bed Cc.

off and rolling. Eighty-four years 
later the company is still going strong, 
making it one of the oldest furniture 
firms in America. By 1918, Murphy 
had invented an ingenious pivot bed 
that swung out from a closet and 
lowered to a sleeping position. Shortly 
thereafter he created another space- 
saving devise, the first compact kitchen 
called the Murphy Cabrinette.

Today, Murphy Beds are available in 
standard sizes: twin, double, queen and 
king. All of the beds use standard-size 
bedding and go up fully made, no stor
ing pillows or bedding during the day.

invented by William L. Murphy at

so

was
i

Murphy Beds can be mounted in cus
tom-built cabinetry that suits your 
/louse, or fit into a wall behind doors
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More On Vapor Barriers Installing an air/vapor barrier is rela
tively simple. Six-mil polyethylene is 
set into a bed of non-hardening caulk 
and stapled directly to the exposed 
studs of the interior walls around the 
perimeter of the house. Great care is 
taken to overlap and seal the poly sheets 
and to avoid punching holes in the plas
tic when finishing the wall installation.

Bill warns that electrical systems are 
one of the largest sources of air infil
tration in most houses. Outlets and 
switches should be located on interior 
walls wherever possible, and ceiling- 
mounted light fixtures abandoned in 
favor of interior wall-mounted fixtures. 
The total elimination of recessed ceiling 
lighting and exhaust fans in exterior 
ceilings that are to have vapor barriers 
and insulation is also recommended. 
These units can’t be sealed to the point 
where they won’t leak air without 
over-heating and creating a fire danger.

I talked to a Vermonter named Bill 
Hulls recently, a builder, inventor, and 
energy specMist who runs the Energy 
Conservation Equipment Company. We 
were discussing air infiltration prob
lems, and he told me about a Canadian 
book entitled A Double Wall Retrofit 
Project, by I.H. Warkentin (available 
from Enei^ Conservation Equipment 
Co. for $5.95 ppd.). The book deals 
with the creation of a two-layer, insulat
ing exterior wall structure on an exist
ing 1906 Winnipeg (Manitoba, Canada) 
house. Particulariy interesting was the 
unusual installation of a continuous 
polyethylene air/vapor barrier seal, and 
construction of a double-wall insulating 
structure (pioneered by the National 
Research Council of Canada). To 
simplify things, an old house was wrap
ped in plastic and new, insulated walls 
were built around it.

Now don’t jump to conclusions! 
We’re not suggesting that you try all of 
the energy-conserving measures that 
were canied out in this house. But 
there are a lot of very good techniques 
illustrated and backed up with facts and 
figures that could help you tighten up 
your old house. Here are some of the 
benefits you could expect: Elimination 
of drafts and cold spots, slower fluctua
tions in temperature, a healthier winter 
atmosphere with higher humidity, 
cooler house in the summer, a quieter 
house that will retain heat longer, re
duced heating and cooling costs, control 
of air quality and ventilation rates, and 
perhaps a higher resale value.

over-

Air/vapor barrier film and boxes 
shown sealed into place over insulation.are

Not until the 1970s did we begin to 
fully appreciate the value of continuous 
air/vapor barriers.

Even though we stuff insulation into 
every nook and cranny, we’re — at best 
- simply filtering the air as it comes in 
(infiltration) and goes out (exfiltration). 
And it comes and goes through an enor
mous number of little openings, which 
we hardly bothered to look for In the 
cheap-energ>' days.

The single biggest obstacle, of course, 
to installing an effective vapor barrier in 
an old house is that interior walls have 
to be removed. This simply isn’t cost 
effective or desirable unless the original 
perimeter walls and ceilings are damaged 
beyond repair or missing altogether. If 
they are, you have an excellent oppor
tunity not only to reduce infiltration 
but also to add additional insulation 
without increasing the overall project 
cost very much.

a

Plastic vapor barrier is sealed around 
boxes and edges with non-hardening 
Tremco Sealant.

HiPI Where electrical boxes must penetrate 
vapor barriers. Energy Conservation 
Equipment Co. sells new patented air/ 
vapor barrier boxes to be installed be
fore the vapor barrier. The air-tight 
boxes are made in Canada and designed 
to enclose electrical boxes and be sealed 
to the vapor barrier. There is a type of 
air/vapor barrier box to fit all conven
tional electrical boxes. A box for a 
single outlet or switch sells for $1.10, 
and a ceiling box is $1.20 plus postage. 
For a complete listing of the available 
electrical boxes write for a free price 
sheet. Dealer inquiries are invited. En
ergy Conservation Equipment Co., 
Dept. OHJ, P.O. Box 161, Worcester, 
VT 05682. (802) 229-4236.

Chimney Sweep Brushes
Keeping chimneys and flues free of 

soot and dangerous creosote build-up is 
a job that many old-house owners 
finding they can do themselves for less 
than the cost of hiring a chimney-sweep.

A firm here in Brooklyn that’s been 
in business well over half a century 
makes a high-quality line of chimney 
cleaning brushes and accessories and 
sells them at reasonable prices.

are

Round, square, and even rectangular 
brushes are available made from wire, 
fiber, or nylon. A 6-in. round chimney 
brush sells for $11, and the 6 in. x 6 in. 
square model is $i6.50. Twisted flex
ible wire handles and fiberglass exten
sion rods sell for $5.50 and $7 each for 
the 3-1/2 ft. length. O

For a free brochure and a set of 
chimney cleaning instructions, write to 
Ace Wire Brush Co., Inc., Depl. OHJ, 30 
Henrv St., Brooklyn, NY 11201.
(718) 624-8032.

y
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The Emporium

RKAL ESTATKSPOOL BEDS.Iite 19th century, 1 pair, very good cond. 
S200. Porch baluster*. 19!>i L, turned, approx. 45. tlOO 
for all. (201)-439-3529.

COOKSTOVE, 1912 Glenwood K with gas sidecar, 
never burned wood or coal, ortginaj grates, never used, 
shelf-top and warmlnf oven lop, completely restored. 
$2,000. Parlor stove, 1924 Herald Base Heater, currently 
heals 6-room house. $750. Front double doors with 
etched glass panels, door opening 56 in. x 84 in., panels 
14 in. X 43'A in. wth arched top. $600. Joe Lurie, Box 
458, W. Upton, MA 01587. (61^ 529-3719.

FOR SALE
NEW MARKET.MD — 18th-Century restoration,ideally 
situated near Wa^ington it Baltimore, the favorite of 
antique buffs. Unique home with original working FP, 
random-width floors, steeped in history. Attached an
tique shop. $175,000. Jackie Meriwether, Long and 
Foster Realtors. (Ml) 831-4015.

JIM THORPE, PA —The original Odd Fellows Building 
in historic district. Prime location, in exc. cond. & beau
tifully restored vrith many original features preserved. 
1st and 2nd floors contain 4 air-conditiorted offices with 
excellent rental income. $106,000. Mieke Hupkes, Bill 
Rehr« Realtors. Palmerton, PA 18071. (215)626-4822.

FRANKLIN STOVE, mid-19th century. Can be used as 
a fireplace insert or free standing. Firebrick lining. 
Uniquediseppearing doors. As pictured in “Fire on the 
Hearth” by Josephine Pierce, p. 57. Excellent. MOO. 
(201) 439-3529.

PANELLED DOORS, Ihkk walnut veneer on pine, c. 
1900, panelled around perimeter of door, unpainted, 
ready tor any finisfa. Various si»s up to 86 in. tall and 
36 in. wide. RR 1, Box 597, Hamburg. NJ 07419. 
(201)827-4547 after 6 PM.

25-FT. ROOF CORNICE, Vktorian, very ornate, exc. 
condition. $2,200. (201) 432-0455.

225 RED CLAV ROOFING TILES, ISW m. x 9% in. 
(12 in. X 8 in. exposure. 150 sq.ft.). Square profile with 
interlocking rib edges, manufactured 1910 by National 
Roofing Tile Co., Lima, Ohio. Alto, 130 r^id EPS in- 
sulatiui boards (new), 24 in. x 36 hi. x IM In. Premium 
grade with lapj^ edges tnd waffle face, R~6. Best 
offers. Saks, 117 E. Penn St., Long Beach. NY 11561. 
(516) 431-6245.

HUNDREDS OF WOOD PATTERNS, many mahogany, used for foundry castings. Make offer. Ornate (sh^ls& 
ftoril} east-fron fireplace front with water jacket. 36 in. 
W X 34 in. H. Make offer. P. Behr, Reservoir Rd., RD 
S. Box 313, Quakertown. PA 18951. (215) 536-4717.

PARLOR SET. Vktorian, 1850s-60s, includes settee, 
Mr. ti Mrs. chairs, plus 4 “Company” chairs. Pale blue 
upholstery, in exc. cond. M.H. Cronben, 240 JSt., Salt 
Lake City, UT 84103. (801) 363-4156; 363-4483.

COMPLETE INTERIOR of 1883 mansion available. 
Pair exterior oak entryway doors with bevels. Matching 
pair vestibule oak-ptneli<d doors with slakied glass — 
.... morning tCMie, other evening scene. Pair raised- 
panel cherry pocket doors. Cherry mantel with 17 ornate 
1881 tiles. Mucfamore.all excellent. Scherer’s Antiques, 
PO Box 6305, Uncoln, NE 68506. (402) 423-1582.

25 OLD CAST-IRON flower urns, most are 21 to 26 
In. in diameter x 31 in. tall, 5 kinds. $120 each; wj han
dles $160 each. New cast-iron handles, 2 kinds, 19 hi. L, 
exact copies of originals. $30 pr, $45 pr. for large sise. 
5 early 190Ds all-iron park benches, Iron slats, seat, li 
back, w/ curled arms. $130 each. (813) 536-2133.

BATTENBERG LACE CURTAINS, 8 panels 24 ki. W 
X 72 in. H, 4 panels 36 in. W x 80 hi. H. Handmade 
museum-quality lace, with matching pattern. Exc. 
cond. $2,500. $1 plus SASE for photo. Sandra Wmge, 
123 S. Bench St.. Galena, IL 61036. (815) 777-9321.

12 DOUBLE-HUNG WINDOWS, c. 1890. some with 
original glaa. No charge — you must arrange removal. 
Have beM stored in a garage. N. Winslow. PO Bos 373, 
Chadds Ford, PA 19317.

DU PA RQUET cast-iron gas stove, 3 ovens grill. Waste 
King Universd. Yours for the asking (516) 627-3451 
between 9 AM and 4 PM.

ROOF TILE, Impe-iai Fist Tile, pven, approx. 8 in. x 
12 in. X 1 in., caps and ends also available. Will sell in 
large or snail orders. Rearonably priced. O. Sullivan, 
320 Madison. Lynchburg, VA 24504. (604) 846-5049.

ATHEN STOVE WORKS No. 33, 1890s? (17 hi. D x 
26 in. W X 30 in. H), 3-bumer w/oven, Vesta model 
(gas). $100. 1920s Sears Prosperity No. 116 300, 3- 
bumer gas w/ov«n gr cover (13 tn. D x 2) in. W x 36 hi. 
H). $75. 1920s kitchen cupboard bottoms, 2 w/por- 
celain-covered tops, 1 w/out. $50 to $75. In Milwaukee. 
Leistkkow, 902 S. Madison. Green Bay, W1 54301.

ETCHED GLASS — Replace broken or cracked glass 
items. Your design accurately duplicated. Will also etch 
a pkture of your house or any building on glaaa. Prices 
moderate, will vary with sue. send information for cost 

Eileen Erkkson, 219 N. 3rd SL, Box 27, 
Montevideo, MN 56265.
estimate.

RESTORATION SERVICES OPELIKA, AL— Late Vktorian in historicdisirkt.one- 
family ownership since construction in 1900. Features 
antique gaslight & electric combination chandeliers, 11 
different li magnil 
li curved beveled 
mUlwork tv/ hand-carved newel poMi, heart pine floors, 
6 BR, 3 baths, reception area, situated on large lot. 
$175,000. Patty Martin, Odom Real EUate, (205) 
749-1208; 745-2980.

TREADWELL. NY — 1864 vintage gristmill withmlU- 
wright't shop. Oneof 3being considered fornomination 
to the Nat'l Roister out of 1000 mill stes surveyed 
through a grant from the New York Slate Division of 
Historic Preservation. Victorian home, insulated barn. 
$100,000. C. Cmtro, SUrRoute. Treadvell.NY 13846.

GOFF, KS — 1868 frame church, in Nem^a Valley. 
NE Kansas. 1600 sq.ft, plus 750-sq.ft. lofl. Good cond., 
insulated, new plumbing, wiring, nearly-new roof, elec, 
range, fridge,pot-belliedwood stove. Reasonably priced. 
Owner. (913) 866-5420.

GETTYSBURG, PA — 80-year-old brick vernacular 
Queen Anne with 4 RR, baths, magnificent shade 
trees, located near historic Gettysburg. Modestly prked 
at $67,500. Randall R. Insfcip Real Estate. Inc./Better 

(717)334-7675.

WASHINGTONVILLE, NY -EsUte. 195-r acres. Main 
house is c. 1810 Federal mansion with 3rd floor ex-Einded in Second Empire Style. Adam-style details, 8 

R, 7 baths, stately reception rooms. Carriage house 
with 2 apts., caretaker's house, bams, and ouitmildings. 

$600,000. Lin Garber, Carisen Agency, Inc., Realtors. 
(914) 496-9133.

KHOECK’S ROOFING, founded 1885, installers of 
date tr day tile rooCing. Consultation, restoration, re
pair, and new work for the western and centrd slates. 
Kroeck's RooTing, PO Box 38309, Colorado Springs, 
CO 80937.(303) 528-1223.

SAL-CO PAINTING and Decorating. Restoration paint
ing work. Will travel, will work by hour or contnei. 
Sd-Co. PO Box 2742, Nacogdoches, TX 75961. (409) 
560-6736.

TOTAL BUILDING REHABILITATION, dl phases of 
reconstruction, design and consultation, masonry strip-f-ing and cleaning, tuekpolnting. Charles Shiver, 625 
x>wery Rd.. Chelsea, MI 48118. (313) 475-7532.

iHcent mantels, stained glass windows 
J glass pkture windows, ornate oak

one

CONSULTATION for owners tr potential owners of 
historic buildings, Including Nat'l Register nominations, 
tax act certification, archilecturd designs, research, fc 
technical assistance. Free estimates. Steven McQuillin, 
Independent Preservation Consultant, 3515 Atchwood 
Ave.. Cleveland. OH 44109. (216) 749-3515.

WINTER IS PLANNING TIME: Plan your old-house 
construction pro^t now lor spring execution. Our ex
pert architecturd Ir preservation services can help. Res
toration gi remodelling design, research, technkal tt 
historka! advke, Cc more. Allen Charles Hill, AIA, 25 
Englewood Rd.,Winchester.MA01890. (617) 729-0748.

Hmnet and Gardens.

STENCII..S — Custom-cut stencils for painting or glass 
etchh^ or sairdblasting from your existing or new pat
tern. iMstgn services attd glass sandblasting also available. 
Designs on Glass, 1204 Andrews Ave., Lakewood, OH 
44107. (216)226 4054.

SLATE L TILE ROOFING, custom copper work, metal 
fabrkating, concrete shingles. Restoration work, in- 
spertioiis, and consultations Servicing IHinois. Wiscon
sin, and Minrresoti. Bob Smith Slate & Tile Roofing, 
(608) 269-6808 or Chkago (312) 238-2113.

LANDSCAPE RESTORATION,design and consultation 
services to enhaiwe your building with landscapes and 
gardens appropriate in style and period. An alternative 
to the modern landscw formula. Free brochure. His- 
tork I.andscapes, 954 Washington Rd., Rye, NH 03870.

THE FINISHING SCHOOl, - 2-sesston clasaes in mar- 
Ueiztog, grainin|. fc wdlglazing. Lecture, demonstra
tion, complete notes, photographs, Ic supervision by a 
master of students' work on prepared objects ti archi
tecturd surfaces. 1 Elm St., Great Neck, NY 11201. 
(516) 487-2270; 466-4759.

THE HISTORY STORE has expanded to Baltimore. 
Our second retag store is now open 10 AM to 5 PM. 
Mon. • Sal. to serve old-house renovators with antique 
mantels, doors, shutters, hardware, and other aichitec- 
turd Items We also custom-order reproductions and do 
research. 1736 .Miceanna St.. Bdtimore. MD 21231. 
(301)342-1676

CHICAGO, IL — 1892 greystone mansion in historkd 
Wkker Park. Over 4000 sq.ft. Grand oak staircase. FP, 
stained glass, ti hardwoods. Smants'quarters 3rd floor. 
Renid apt. In basement, lofted garage. 16 rooms, IVt 
baths, mostly restored. Enough wm-k left to allow for 
your touch. Cart Seitz, Burton Realty. (312) 583-8445.

VICTORIAN PLANS lor bouse, coltues.Aables, sheds, 
garages, kennels, & birdhouses in Gothk, Italianate, 
Stick Style, Queen Anne, Easllake, and Colonial Revival 
styles. M lor brochure li calendar. Building Cemterva- 
ti(H), 6326 W. Wisconsin Ave., Wauwatosa, Wl S32I3.
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ARLINGTON. VA — 7*room, 2-itorey brick home, 
ciMtoni'buiU In 1936 on l^^-acre secluded wooded lot. 
Extensive well-established 
of azaleas, rhododmdrons, 
ers. Attractive neighborhood 4 mi. from downtown 
Washington. $245,000. James Matlack, 2700 N. 25th 
fit. Ariington.VA 22207. (703)52fi-3573arter 5:30 PM.

ATHENS, GA — Elegantly restored 2’A-storey Victorian 
on acre lot In historic district. Parquet doors, marble 
mantels, working gas li electric chandeliers, cast plaster 
cornices b reiljni medallions. Completely renovated 
kitchen wing, 4 baths. 2 furnaces, central air. 2BR 
guest house. $186,000. Janies Carter. (404) 546-6986.

SHELBOURNE, VT - Nat’1 Registn, 25-acre building 
site adjoining large estate on Lake Champlain. Landscape 
plannH by Olmsted and Pinchot. Minutes to 
Includes sweeping view of easements on surrounding 
landscape. $500,000. Black Walnut Trust, Box 1027, 
Buriington. VT 05402. (802) 862 1066.

FALL RIVER, MA - Cair-Osbom House, 1843 Greek 
Revival, N.R., 16 rooms * carriage house, I4acresovN- 
looking Mt. Hope Bay. Mansion approx. 50 ft. x lOO ft. 
Period landscaped gardens. 50 min. from Boston, 20 
min. from Providence, 30 min. from Newport. Suitable 
forBitB. (617) 678-7276.

ALBION, ID — College campus on State and Nal’l Reg
ister offered for sale by the city of Albion. 10 mL from 
Pomerelle Ski Area. 4 maioi buildings on 26.1 acres. 
For more information: Anne Phillips, 823 8th St, 
Rupert, ID 83350. (208) 436-5611; 436-9378.

pluitings many varieties 
other snnibi and wild flow- OLD-HOUSE WEEKEND AT 

Old Sturbridge Village March 30-31
Come join an all-star faculty in Massachusetts — including the Editor & Publisher of The 
Old-House Journal! Last year's spring weekend at OSV was a great success, and this year 
the topics cover an even broader range;
• Dating a Building 
a Conserving & Repairing Old Plaster
• Recreating Painted Finishes
• Restoration Sources

• New England Interiors 1750-1870
• Energy Conservation
• Paint-Stripping Primer
• Preserving Decorative Painting & Stencilling

Presentations given by Patricia Poore, Editor, & Clem Labine, Publisher, Old-House Journal; 
Andrew Ladygo, Conservation Workshop, S.P.N.E.A.; Abbott Lowell Cummings, Yale 
University; Darla Olson, Conservation Artist; John Obed Curtis, Jane Nylander, & Marylou 
Davis, Curators at Old Sturbridge Village.

airport.

• Meet other old-house people <& lecturer$ during lunchet and the Conference Banquet 
at the Bullard Tauem on the Village Green

• Special craft demonstrationsa Admittance to all Village buildings

Cost per registrant is $85, $75 for OSV members. Add $15 for Banquet. To register or for more informa
tion, contact Secretary for ^>ecial Events, Old Sturbridge Vill^e, Sturbridge, MA01566. (617)347-3362.

BOOKS b PUBLICATIONS POSITION WANTED
UPSTATE NY — 20-room Victorian needs mijor res
toration. SUb has originri oak, twass, slate, stained glass, 
marble, etc. No painted woodwork. Shady an^l village 30 ml. southeast of Rochester. Many rough 
spots, but $27,500 buys you lots of room b some 
awesome potential. Owner wants cash. Box 83, Clifton 
Springs, NY' 14432.

MRS. WELCH'S COOKBOOK, a facsimileoflheoriginal 
printed in 1884. Includes over 270 pp. of recipes, health 
care, food preparation, and entertaining hnts. Hard
bound, $14.95, soflcover, wire bound, $9.95, plus 
$1.50 postage per copy. Mail ordws to Iowa Chapter, 
Victorian Society in America, 2940 Cottage Grove, Des 
Moines, lA 50311.

FULL OR PART-TIME in Bay Area. Calif. Carp«itry. 
cabinet shop, or restoration/raiovation. 3 summer's 
rehab expMMce, have also built over 20 pieces of fur
niture to order. Dependable, hard-working, 39 yearsold. 
relocating in Jan. Have tools, transportation, good ref- 

. Doug Temkin, 1325 Willird, San Francisco, 
CA 94117. (415) 863-6963.

INNS b HISTORIC HOUSES

PALMER INN — Historic tum-of-the-centu^ home 
stored to its Victorian grandeur. B & B, private baths, 
bakonies, library, and parlor for our gueris. 5 min. to 
Mystic. Enjoy gracious elegance b quiet charm of the 
Pdmer Inn. 25 Church St.. Noank, CT 06340. (203) 
572-9000-

corner in

erences.

WANTED

ANTIQUE PHONOGRAPHS. Coilector/reslorer is look
ing for old wind-up phonographs to buy, complete or 
not. and also odd parts such as horns, needle-beads, etc. 
Michael Glkksman. 147 Highland Ave., Middletown, 
NY 10940. (914)343-0136.

FRENCH BEDROOM SUITE. UuU XV or similar, 
ornate country style. Age not Important, reproductions 
ok. but only superior quality, please. Smd photo, ask
ing price, number of pieces, Cc dimensions. Also desire 
compatible fireplace mantel, wood or marble. Robert 
Fisher. 8131 Orchard St., Olmsted Falls, OH 44138.

CENTER FOR ARCHITECTURAL CONSERVATION 
ng information on research labs which perform 

work on historic building materials. Types of lab analysis 
information being gathered include terra cotta, brick, 
mortar, moisture, lighting roofing, cast iron, wrought 
iron, stucco, wood, sandstone/panilc, piaster, insula- 
lion. paint, & concrete. Smd information to Rod Gary, 
Center lor Archileclural Conservation. Georgia Institute 
of Techimlogy, AtlanU. GA 30332. (404) 894-3390.

re-

or

is seek!

ARCADIA. CA — Early Georgian r^lka in Williams
burg vernacular. Solid brick and reinforced masonry 
construction with high ceilings, hardwood mouldings, 
etc. Top qudity materials, workmanship, b detailing. 
On *^4 acre in one of ^uthern Caliiornia's (iitest 
residential areas. With ancillary wng a total of 12 

plus 3 baths, and elevator. Property ncludes 
detached 9-car masonry garage. Asking $465,000. 
Owner. (818) 445-1618.
rooms

FREE ADS FOR SUBSCRIBERSCOTTON VALLEY, LA - Pre-1939 Victorian bouse. 4 
large rooms, kitchen. bathroom, large entryway b 
hallway. Floor seals in good shape. Needs s<wne restora
tion. one acre with large pecan trees Ir shrubbery hi 
anali town. $18,000 firm. La Nese Wilson, Box -lOl, 
Cotton Valley. LA 71018. (318) 832-4251.

Ciasairied ads we FREE for current sufa- 
scribeis. The ads are subject to editorial 
selection and space availability. Hwy are 
limited to one-of-a-kind opportunities and 
small lot sales. Standard cornmn-cial prod
ucts are NOT eligible.

Free ads are limited to a maximum of 50 
words. The only payment is your current 
OHJ mailini UM to verity your subscriber 
status. Photos of items for sale are also 
printed free—spKe permitting. Just submit 
a clear biKk b white photograph along 
with your ad copy.

The deadline for ads U on the 51h. two 
months before the issue date. For example, 
ads for the December issue are due by the 
5lh of October.

LANCASTER. OH - Victorian built in 1900 and cen
trally located, this rambling 3500 sq.ft, home with 10 
rooms could be zoned commercial. Hand-carved oak, 
cberiv. and walnut appointments, one WBFP, 6 gas FP, 
new furnaces It roof, modern kitchen It utility room, 2 
modern baths, finished attic, bam/garage. $114,900. 
(614) 687-0942; 687-1202.

RICHMONDVILLK. Ml -SrhoolhousebuUt in 1883 . 
V4 acre of ground. Wooded, view of Lake Huron from 
house. Remodelled with 2 BR. bath, large kitchm, large 
country DR, 30-fL long LR. Dining area with natural 
krtotty birch panelling. Large FP heals whole house. 
Auxiliary oil stove. Financial needs causes sacriTice at 
$10,000. Needs some work. Call collect (217) 428-5955.

SPRING LAKE, Ml - Tum-of-the-century country 
home on 500 ft. of ^rine Lake (access to Lake Michi
gan). 5 BH, 2M baths, fully updated electrical, plumb
ing, heaths, and hsulaiion. Tastefully restored on 2- 
acre tree-shaded lot. $225,000. Brochure available. 
18777 Fiuitport Rd.. Spring Lake. MI 49456. (616) 
846-4373.

WINE COUNTRY. Calif. - The Hi^Merrill House It 
The Hope-Bosworth House B It B in heart of Sonoma 
County’s premium wine country. Award-winning Vic
torian homes, beautifully restored & furnished. Deli
cious breakfast, complimentaiy 
mi. north of San Francisco on Hwy. 101. Free brochure. 
PO Box 42. Geyserville. CA 95441. (707) 857-3356.

CEDAR CREST, a Vktorian Inn. One of the laigesi It 
most opulral residences surviving from Asheville's 1890s b^m pniod. 12 guest rooms decorated with an
tiques, some with fireplaces. Cbmplimeniary continental 
breakfast. Brochure. Cedar Crest Inn, 674 Bilimore Ave., 
Asheville, NC 28803. (704) 252-1389.

B It B IN FREDERICKSBURG. Virginia. Spacious 3- 
room suite plus bath It use of kitchen in lovely 1838 
Greek Revival home. Country atmosphere, fireplace. 
TV. phone, private entrance, stocked pond, (ull fresh- 
egg breakfast. Free brochure. La V'ista Plantation, Rt. 3, 
Box 1255 Fredericksburg VA 22401. (703) 898 8444.

wine in afternoon. 74

on

Write: Emporium Editor, Old-House Jour
nal, 69A Seventh Avenue. Brooklyn, NY' 
11217.
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THE TWO best heat tools 

FOR stripping paint
THE BEST 

Plastering Book 
Is Back! That’s a strong claim to make, but we stand byit.TheOHJ editors have tested 

the heat tools available, and these two are still the best: the strongest, most effi
cient, longest-lasting heal tools you can buy. The Heat Gun and Heat Plate are de
signed to provide years of service on heavy-duty jobs. The other paint-stripping 
tools now available don’t compare: They're not industrial quality, are made 
largely of plastic, have a lower heat output, and break down all too quickly.

Together, the Heat Gun and Heat Plate described below can solve your most 
difficult paint-stripping projects. Refinishing experts agree that, whenever practi
cable, hand stripping wood pieces is preferable to dipping them in a strong chemi
cal bath. The Heat Gun and Heat Plate are the best overall tools for taking paint 
off wood surfaces. They make paint removal safe, quick, and economical.

Heat is a fast method because the paint bubbles & lifts as you go along. There 
is no wailing for chemicals to soak in, no multiple recoatings, and far less cleanup. 
Unlike stripping with chemicals, all layers of paint are removed in a single pass.

As for economy; Because these tools are long-lasting, industrial products, the 
initial expense is made up in savings on the $18 to $22 per gallon stripper that 
you’re no longer buying in quantity. Even after heavy use, a worn-out heating ele
ment on a gun can be replaced by the owner for about $7.

Plastering
Skills

The Heat GunA Special Limited Edition 
published by

American Technical Publishers 
exclusively for 

The Old-House Journal!

Ideal for moulded & turned woodwork!
Over 10,000 OHJ subscribers have purchased the Heavy- 

Duty Heat Gun, and discovered the best tool for stripping paint 
from interior woodwork. (A small amount of chemical cleaner 
is su^ested for tight crevices and cleanup, but the Heat Gun 
does most of the work.) It will reduce the hazard of inhaling 
methylene chloride vapors present in paint removers. Another 
major safety feature is the Heat Gun’s operating temperature, 
which is lower than that of a blowtorch or propane torch, thus 
minimizing the danger of vaporizing lead. The Master HG-501 
Heat Gun operates at 500 to 750°F, draws 15 amps at 120 
volts, and has a rugged, die-cast aluminum body — no plastics!

%

Here's the book for anyone interested in 
the “lost art” of wet plastering. Whether 
you just want to re-create lOfeetofmiss- 
ing plaster cornice, ot need to replaster 
an entire wall, this is the how-to volume 
you've been looking for. This textbook, 
which has been out of print for 10 years, 
is a reprint of a trade school text original
ly published in 1953. It was written to 
teach apprentice plasterers all the basic 
skills of the wet plastering trade, from 
setting lath all the way to ornamental 
plaster. The book is acknowledged to be 
the best in the field, and those fortunate 
enough to have gotten the volume 15 
years ago have jealously guarded their 
copies. And well they should!

This book will tell you how to make flat j 
plaster walls and ceilings. It has a chapter 
on Special Finishes, with an excellent sec
tion on how to create various stucco tex
tures. But it’s the chapter on Ornamental 
Plaster which will excite people who are 
involved with old houses. It shows in de
tail how to make run-in-place plaster cor- ^ 
nices. All the steps are covered: making a ^ 
cornice-running mould, dotting & screed- % 
ing, running the cornices, mitering. This W 
chapter also teaches how to make coves, 
hang coffers, and run circular & elliptical % 
centerpieces. A

The Heat Plate
For any flat surfaces - even clapboards!I

After testing all of the available heat tools, the OliJ editors recommend the 
HYDElectric Heat Plate as the best tool for stripping clapboards, shingles, doors, 
large panels, and any flat surface, The Heat Plate draws 7 amps at 120 volts. Its 
electric resistance heating coil heats the surface to be stripped to a temperature of 
550 to 800°F. The nickel-plated steel shield reflects the maximum amount of heat 
from the coil to the surface. And among the Heat Plate’s safety features is a wire 
frame that supports the unit, so you can set it down without having to shut it off.

Both the Heavy-Duty Heat Gun and the HYDElectric Heat Plate come with 
complete operating & safety instructions, and are backed by The Old-House Jour
nal Guarantee: If your unit should malfunction for any reason within two months 
of purchase, return it to us and we’ll replace it.

The Heat Gun is available for only $77.95; the Heat Plate for only $39.95. 
(These prices include fast UPS shipping.) You can order either or both by filling 
out the Order Form in this issue, or by sending a check or money order to The 
Old-House Journal. 69A Seventh Avenue, Brooklyn, NY 11217,

I To get your copy of this special limited 
edition of Plastering Skills, just check the 
box on the Order Form, or send $24.45 
(includes fast UPS shipping) to The Old- 
House Bookshop, 69A Seventh Avenue, 
Brooklyn, NY 11217.



M The Old House Bookshop
THREE BASIC HOW-TO BOOKS-Thii»et 

*—' of books gives you ■ wealth of information 
on wiring, plumbing, and roofing. Total 484 
pages. Softbound. 822.45.

Rrpeinua fotWrn Books ■ -
r~| VICTORIAN ARCHITECTURE - A reprint 

edition of two classic architectural pattern 
books: A.J. Bicknelt's of 1873 A W.T. Com
stock's of 1881. Hundreds of illustratioiu of 
houses A ornamental details in the Mansard, 
Queen Anne, A Eastl^e styles. 192 pages. 
Jumbo 10 X 13 size. Softbound. 816.45.

pi THE COTTAGE SOUVENIR-Thesplendor 
'—’ of the Queen Anne Uyte is captured in this 

reprint ^ition of George F. Barber's 1891 
portfolio of mail-order bouses. Over 350 ele
vations, floor plans, and architectural details, 
includir^ large, striking photos. 200 pages. 
Softbound. 817.50.

Old House Woodwork Restoration 38
I I This is the first book we've found that deals exclusively with 
'—^ restoring architectural woodwork. It's filled with practiced do- 

it-yourself advke and detailed step-by-slep instructions, with a 
generous selection of photos explaining each phase of the vari
ous tasks. It hu the best infwmation of any book we know on 
stripping panit from wood and then selecting a finish. If you're 
going to start working on your floors, trim, siding, stalKases, 
doors, etc., this book is just what you need.

33

16

Sofleaver. 200pages. S^i x IJ 
8/-5.J5, inc/udes fiist l.'PS shipping and handling

S3
□ MODERN CARPENTRY - An ouUtanding 

textbook that clearly explains building mate
rials, tools. A construction methods, and the 
planning and sequenciim of major home re
pairs. 592 pages. Hardcover. 820.45.

WALLPAPERS and FABRICS - These two 
books hold carefully screened, valuable in
formation for thoae who are ready to deco
rate their homes. They list a range of sources 
for materials that are appropriate to the peri
od of your old house Wallpaper styles from 
1700 to 1910 are represented; fabric styles 
from 1790 to 1900. Total 287 pMCs. Soft- 
bound. 822.40.

ANTIQUES A ART - CARE A RESTORA 
TTON This book focuses on the toughest 
challenges facing a do-it-yourself restwalion- 
ist. It contains invaluable secrets for restoring 
ceramics, mirrors, marble statuary, oil paint
ings. photos, books, clocks, coins, and reed 
organs, as well as furniture, stencilling, and 
gilding. 255 pages. Hardcover, $20.45.

^ CENTURY OF COLOR - Authentic, histor- 
*—^ ically accurate paint colors for your house's 

exterior. 100 color plates depict house styles 
from 'plain' Victorian A vernacular Classic 
houses to showcase homes, covering the years 
1820-1920. 108 pages. Softbound. $15.50.

ri BUILDING KITCHEN CABINETS - Bask. 
*—^ straightforward instructions and over 150 il- 

hislrations make this complicated job a snap 
for any do-it-yourselfer with carpentry skills. 
Every step of the job is covered; buying hard
ware; estimating costs; constructing A install
ing cabinets. 144 pages. Softbound. $14.45,

THE MOTION-MINDED KITCHEN - This 
book surveys buw to design, plan, and con
struct a kitchen that's l>oth efficient and ap
propriate to your (Md house (without costing 
a fortune). 146 pages, Softbound. 812.45.

4047

□ VICTORIAN INTERIOR DETAILS - Fac
simile edition of a lavishly illustrated 1882 
book, with hundreds of patlerns for interior 
woodwork: mantels, mouMings, door A win
dow trim, panelled ceilings, bookcases, wain- 
scotting, and more. 96 pages. Jumbo 10 x 13 
size. Softbound 812.45.
New Books -
CURTAINS A WINDOW TREATMENTS - 
This book covers all the practical and appro
priate curtain choices for your old windows, 
it examines q>ecific types of curtains and ex
plains technkgoes for making them. You'll 
learn all about window styles; tracks and fit
tings. color, design, fabrics; tools; stitches A 
seams; linings; 120 pages. Haidcover. $18.95.

rn PLASTERING SKILLS - Thk outstanding, 
long-unavailable book was designed as a text
book for vocational schools. Its no-nonamse 
writing A wealth of illustrations explain all 
the basics of plastering, and take you up to 
running decorative cornices and making spe
cial finishes. 543 pages. Softbound. $24.45

n 5643

20

□
53

TASTEFUL INTERLUDE - Bare photo* of 
original interiors from the Civil War to World 
War One. Of great value to anyone decorating 
in a period style. Written by William Seale. 
284 pages. Softbound. 815.45.

A FIELD GUIDE TO AMERICAN HOUSES 
Comprehensive survey of the regional vari. 

ations in over 300 years of American vernac
ular architecture; Folk. Colonial, Romantic. 
Victorian, Post-Victorian, A Contemporary. 
Over 1200 line drawings and rare old-house 
photos 526 pages Softbound. $22.45.

□
la 42

n50 55
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The NEW 1985 OHJ Buyer s Guide Catalog Subscription To The Old-House Journal 
[ [ New Subacription Q Renewal (Enclose Current .Mailing Label) 

□ 1 Year - $18

□ This book is the ‘Yellow Pages' for pre- 
1939 houses: a comprehensive buyer's 
guide listing 1,348 companies. That's 
almost 10,000 hard-to-find, old-house 
products & services at your fingertips. 
From hand-printed wallpapers to mar
ble mantels, wooden porch ornament 
to brass lighting fixtures — all meticu
lously indexed and cross-referenced. 
All listings have also been carefully 
screened by the OHJ editors.

Softbound, 208 pages, x II 
$10.95 to currenf OHJ subscribers 

$13.95 to non-subscribers

13 □ 2 Years - $32 □ 3 Years-$39

Old-Houae Journal Yearbooks:
The Restoration Encyclopedia

Yearbook is a compilation of a full year's worth of OHJ Issues.
□ 1976-$10

??□ 1977 - $10 

1978-$12

7sQ 1979-$12 
soni980-$12 
»»0 1981 - $16

□ 1982-$16

saQ 1983 - $16
fliQThe Full Set-S69.95 

All eight Yearbooks at only 
2/3 the price. I'ou save $34

76 S3

OHJ Binders
P~] BINDERS — Brown vinyl binders embossed in gold with the 

OHJ logo. Holds a year of issues. 86.75 each.
Send My Order To: 33

Name
jSk OHJ Tool Shop —

NEW!rAddress

City State Zip

Amount enclosed: $ ' 090 .MAKITA PROFESSIONAL SCREW QUN - $99,50
NY Slate residents please add applicable sales tax

□ MASTER HEAVY-DUTY HEAT GUN - $77.95 
For stripping moulded and turned woodu-ork

NOTE- /f your order includes books or merchandise, you must give 
us 0 STREET ADDRESS — not o P.O. Box number. We ship uio 
United Parcel Semce fL'RSj, and they will not deliver to a P.O. fktx

II

□ HYDELECTRIC HEAT PLATE - $39.95 
For exterior stripping and large flat surfaces

10
Please clip this page and mail together with cheek payable to The Old-House Jburnof 
to THE OLD-HOUSE JOURNAL. 69A Seventh Avenue. Brooklyn. NY 1121 7.

All prices postpaid. 
Please allow 4 to 6 
weeks for delivery.Old-House

Journal
JAF85



For All Queen Anne Lovers:

'LATE VierORIAN 

INTERIORS &T)ETfllLS
Mantels • Wimscotting • Balusters & Stair Rails • Window & Door Trim • Ceiling Panels « Inglanooks 
Mouldings • Newel Posts • Sook Cases • Carved & Turned tVorlr • Chimrtey Pieces « Prcture Mouldings 
Stair Halls • Window Seats • Pilasters & Brackets • Archways * Panel Doors • Hall Furniture • Side Boards

individual interior details — from a single brack
et to an entire dining room. * Oesigns from 
15 Victorian architects including Burnham & 
Root, L. B. Wheeler, and Gould & Angell. 
* 16 pages of original trade advertisements — 

from furnaces to art wallpapers.

There’s also a delightful new introductory es
say by John Crosby Freeman (hat shows how 
the Queen Anne style was the culmination of 
the 19(h century fascination with historic 
ornament. The Queen Anne style was a 
“genial compromise” under which all historic 
styles had equal validity.

The Queen Anne style is more popular now 
than at any time since 1900. This practical 
and beautiful book illustrates why. I.atp V’ic- 
torian Interiors & Interior Details. Jumbo 10 
X 13 in. format. Softbound, 96 pages. $12.45 
postpaid. Use Order F'orm in this issue.

1^ IF YOU OWN a Victorian house ca. 1875- 
1905, or just happen to love late Victorian 
architecture, here’s an important new 
book. Late Victorian Interiors and Inter
ior Details is a reprint of a book originally published in 1882 by architect Wili- 

iam B. Tuthill. Previously available 
only on the rare book market, Tut- 
hill's work now exists in an afford
able reprint edition.
Besides being an enchanting “wish 
book,” this volume: (1) Is a god-send 

! if your late Victorian house has a re
muddled interior, It shows what your 
house should be like — especially the 
woodwork. (2) Provides an invalu
able reference for architects, cabinet
makers. and millwrights who are re

creating period woodwork. In
cluded are: * Drawings of 360

Queen Anne
House Plans & Elevations

In 1891, architect George Barber published (he 
ultimate Queen Anne pattern book: 120stunning 
designs for houses, stables, gazebos — plus fmres, 
gabte ornaments, newels & balusters, and brackets. 
Barber's fanciful designs were available as plans — 
or he'd even ship you pre-fabrkated omamenlal 
details if you wished. Many Barber houses were 
built, and those that remain are the most pictur
esque of all late Victorian homes.

Now available in a reprint edition, Barber’s plans 
sUil dazzle. Whether you want to re-create some 
exterior gingerbread for your Queen Anne, or just 
want to feast your eyes, you’ll love Barber's 
Cottage Souvenir IGSpages. softbound. $17.50 
postpaid I 'se Order Form in this issue

The Field Guide To American HousesPractical Window 
Treatments A Field Guide To American Houses ~~ -

is more than simply a field guide; it ^ 
isn’t a superficial pocket manual or 

oversized coffee-table book.
AHHi.na \\x:\oAMERICANWhat do you do with the windows of an old 

house? Cafe curtains, neo-coiontal ruffles, & 
Venetian blinds arc stock answers for newer 
houses, but they just don't do justice to old 
windows. Museum-quality drapery and wood 
valances are too expensive for many of us - 
and aren't always desired, either.
Author Angela Fishburn solves the dilemma 

in Curtains And Window Treatments. 
Her book covers all the practical, ap
propriate choices for old windows. It 
examines the broad categories: win
dow styles; tracks, fittings, & accesso
ries; color, design, & fabrics; tools & 
equipment; seams & stitches; linings 
& interllnings. The book covers the 
specific types of curtains & the tech
niques for making them. You’ll learn 
how to estimate & cut fabrics; make 
French pleats; design & construct pel
mets; shape valances, swags, & tails; 
build roller blinds, Roman blinds, fes
toon blinds. There’s even a chapter 
on the various types of tie-backs. If 
you're all for doing something appro
priate but simple for your windows, 
now you can do the job right.
To get your copy of Curtains And 
Window Treatments, check the box 
on the Order Form or send H8.95 
to The Old-House Bookshop, 69A 
Seventh Ave., Brooklyn, NY 11217.

some
It's a down-to-earth, fully researched 
overview of more thun 300 years of 
American vernacular architecture.

Are you disappointed by all the 
other field guides, which somehow 
manage to overlook your house? If 
so. we think you’ll love this book.
Authors Viiginia and Lee McAlester 
have covered the regional variations 
in architectural styles more compre
hensively than any book we’ve seen.
Everything's here • Folk, Colonial, Romantic, Victorian, Post-Vic
torian, Contemporary — the principal styles and their subgroups. 
And the book has over 1200 illustrations: rare and beautiful house 
photos as well as drawings that pinpoint detail.'; of windows, doors, 
cornices, porches, and much more.

HOUSES
li

' I lei ( M
tht plnrh^ <ft ppptrpm To get your copy of A Field Guide To American Houses, just check 

the box on the Order Form, or send $22.45 (includes UPS ship
ping & handling) to The Old-House Bookshop, 69A Seventh Ave., 
Brooklyn. NY 11217.

f
Curtains and , 

Windw Treatments I

• -ii



A New Tool For 
Old Houses:

The The Ultimate Where-To-Buy-Il 
Book for Old Houses

Makita
Professional
Screw Gun

Whether your house was buift in 1730 or 
1930, you’ve undoubtedly encountered 
sales clerks who insist, "They don’t make 
that anymore!” Well, they DO still make 
thousands of authentic products for the 
sensitive rehabilitation of old houses (or 
new houses with old-fashioned quality). 
Many of these companies are small, so 
you won’t find their products in hardware 
stores or building supply centers. But they 
have dealers near you or will sell to you 
by mail. The Old-House Journal Catalog 
tells you who these companies are, where 
to find them, and what they make.
The latest 1985 edition of the Catalog is 
216 pages long and lists 1,348 companies 
— which includes 255 NEW companies 
that didn’t appear in the previous edition. 
Almost 10,000 individual items and ser
vices have been compiled, and every list
ing has been carefully screened by the ed
itors of The Old-House journal.
The Catalog has all the information you 
need to do business by mail or phone — 
it doesn’t matter how far away the com
pany may be! Our Company Directory 
tells you the full address, phone number, 
and what literature is available (and the 
price, if any). You'll easily find whatever 
product or service you require (hanks to 
the meticulous cross-referencing of the 
Catalog Index. For example, if you're 
trying to find "ceiling rosettes,” the In
dex directs you to look under ‘‘celling 
medallions.”
Here are just a few of the hard-to-find 
items that are now easy-to-find with The 
Old-House Journal Catalog;

w

9
V

HROUGH our own experience restoring old houses, the OHJ |H
editors have discovered a contractor’s secret: the versatile, time- IH
saving Screw Gun. Once you own one, you’ll find that it will help you IB 

finish many old-house jobs quickly and neatly — and it’ll abo help you save IB
fragile plaster and cabinetwork. iBl
THIS IS an industrial-quality, electric-powered screwdriver, perfectly safe to |l
use. Unlike a nail gun, which actually shoots naib and can be dang«-ous if ^
used carelessly, the Screw Gun b always under your control. The Screw Gun 
operates on the same principle as a standard variable-speed electric drill. But instead of 
a chuck for a drill bit, it has a magnetic screwdriver bit surrounded by a little sleeve. 
You can adjust thb sleeve to control tbe depth to which you drive the screw. Set it once, 
and drive screw after screw to exactly the same depth in just seconds each. The Screw 
Gun’s motor isn’t subject to the wear & tear of stalling (which happens when you adapt 
an electric drill as a screwdriver).
THE SCREW GUN is used by contractors who have to fasten Sheetrock to metal or wood 
studs. With it, they can quickly drive many screws to the same depth, without ever tear
ing through the Sheetrock’s paper face. You’ll love its speed and control when you tack
le that job, too.

§

Why The Screw Gun le An Old-House Tool:
plaster washers and longer screws.

• It’s excellent for attaching furring or 
shelf nailers to existing plaster.

• It’s faft & strong for building new ply
wood cdiinetry.

■ If your old house has built-in cabinetry, 
it can strengthen them easily and profes
sionally, and resecure them to the wall as 
well — hammering in naib would only 
knock the c^inets apart even more.

• It will attach Sheetrock patches without 
damaging the already fragile surrounding 
plaster.

• If you make a mbtake installing a patch, 
it can instantly withdraw the screws,

• Using screws in combination with plas
ter washers, it can resecure plaster that 
has separated from its wood lath.
OR you can attach the whole plaster/lath 
assembly back to the studs or jobts with

Coliimns & Capitals 
Replacfinent Balusters 
GUss-SUined, Etched, Bevelled 
Mantels
Period Fabrics & Wallpapers 
Hinges Knobs & Other Hardware 
Peri^ Plumbing & Fixtures 
Lighting Fixtures & Parts 
Authentic Paints & Finishes 
Tools 4 Supplies 
Antique 4 Recycled House Parts 
Ceiling Medallions 4 CenterpiecesTHE SCREW GUN comes complete with operating instructions, written specifically for 

old-house own«s. It’s also backed by The Old-House Journal Guarantee: If your unit 
should malfunction for any reason within two months of purchase, return it to us and 
we’ll replace H.
THE SCREW GUN is available for only $99.50. (Price includes UPS shipping.) Check 
the box on the Order Form, ot send a check or money order to The Old-House Journal, 
69A Seventh Avenue, Brooklyn, NY 11217.

The Old-House Journal Catalog is $13.95, 
but as an OH) subscriber you can get it 
for only $10.95 (includes UPS shipping), 
just check the box on the Order Form, 
or send payment to

The Old-House Journal Bookshop 
69A Seventh Ave., Brooklyn, NY 11217

)



RmaM!!!* of the month

THE ADDITION, I suppose, is also clean and 
simple — notice how the three new front 
windows echo the original windows. And no 
doubt the new walls are going to be shingled 
to match, too. So there's an attempt at 
keeping in keeping. But look at the crude 
side windows, the bald new doors, the cement 
stairs, and the awkward vents and chimney. 
Where did these good people ever get the idea 
that one could, in any satisfactory way, hope 
to stick an immense addition onto the side of 
a small unified design, complete in itself?
If I were God, I'd move.

OST OF THE BUILDINGS featured on this 
page are residential, but a subscriber 

_ from Croton-on-Hudson, New Tork, submitted 
a non-residential remuddling we just couldn’t 
refuse.
M
DEAR RBMUDDLING EDITOR:

ENCLOSED IS HY CLAIM on your Remuddling boun
ty: An addition to one of God's old houses.

I CAME UPON THIS remarkable job at Clayton, in 
the extreme southwest corner of Massachusetts. 
The original church is, as you see, a very 
lovely little Shingle-style building — a 
beautifully simple composition in a small ru
ral center. Between the church and the road 
is an old burial ground with an iron picket 
fence, weathered stones, and fading flags.

YOURS TRULY,

David Roessler, Architect 
Croton-on-Hudson, New York
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THE COMFORTABLE HOUSE
Post'Victorian Domestic Architecture

By Clem Labine & Patricia Poore
THE PLAN of the early 20th-century house was 
open" and "comfortable;" large windows, per
golas, and porches provided "plenty of suns 
the indoor "sanitary bathroom," closets, and 
a kitchen with built-in cupboards became 
standard features. For the first time, too, 
central heating was designed into the new 
house; basements were equipped with laundry 
areas and clean-storage coal bins.

OST OF US live in houses that, though 
old, don't even get mentioned in archi
tectural stylebooks. This article is an 

. w appreciative look at the most familiar 
old houses in America--houses found on the 
East Coast and the West, in semi-rural areas 
and small cities, in revival neighborhoods as 
well as old ethnic ones. These houses have a 
history we need to understand, and so come to 
respect, if we want to preserve the familiar
ity of most of the country.

tf
ft

ON THE EXTERIOR, ornamentation far plainer 
than that of the Victorians made simple 
statements of "honesty" or nostalgia. The 
squarish dignity of many of these houses can 
be quite charming, especially when history 

is read into their appearance:
The apparent plainness might 

express the faint stir
rings of the Modern move- 
ment; it might be the ) J stripped-down result of 

J a generation fed up
with the conspicuous, 
overworked, expen
sive decoration of 
the Victorians; or 
it might just re- 
fleet economy.

POST-VICTORIAN" is an umbrella term for the 
styles we'll describe on the following pages. 
Rather than conjuring up a single image, Post- 
Victorian refers to the era, and a 
changing attitude that affected 
the look of built America 
in the decades around the 
turn of the century.

’“K

7
THE POST-VICTORIAN 
building boom intro
duced the house as we 
know it today. These 
homes were built with 
amenities we take for 
granted, and with an 
emphasis on serving 
utilitarian needs. Itwas an era of pattern-book designs, mail-order 
houses, and speculative building, but methods 
and materials were generally of better quali
ty than in post-World-War-II houses: Walls 

I were plaster, doors were solid wood. Many 
of the selling points recognized by today's 

home-buyer appeared in the builders' ads 
'^5 years ago.

»

k’l
■*—

DECORATION was by no means gone, though. We 
have only to think of architect-publisher 
George Barber's lavish late Queen Anne houses 
(1888-1915, see Dec. 1980 OHJ), or the 
half-timbered and rusticated Tudor Revival 
houses, to remember that ornament, if 
diverse, was still around.

contiiiued next page
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THE COMFORTABLE HOUSEF WE HAD TO CREDIT just a few of the forces 
sponsible for the look of early 20th-cen

tury domestic architecture, the list would 
look like this:

(1) Reaction against Victorian excess.
(2) Return to nature and basics--a renewed 
search for simple truths, honesty in workman
ship, and the rustic.
(3) The growth of the middle class, which 
meant a proliferation of single-family houses 
and the growth of suburbia.
(4) The 1876 Centennial Exhibition in Philadel
phia, which spurred patriotism and a nostalgic 
longing for an American identity that would 
extend back to the Colonies.
C5) The 1893 Chicago Columbian Exposition, 
which created the passionate desire for any
thing that was Classical and white.
NOSTALGIA came in two flavors just before the 
turn of the century: English and American.
The English Revival styles carried a connota
tion of taste and wealth, while the American, 
or Colonial Revival, styles were associated 
with patriotism and restraint. Nevertheless, 
plenty of English-inspired cottages were built 
by speculators, and the millionaire class often 
chose Colonial Revival for their mansions.
These romantic revival styles had emotional 
appeal for almost everybody.
ADHERENTS of the Craftsman ideal, however, were 
not "everybody, site direction from the romantic revivalists.
If the fashionable words of the Post-Victorian 
era were "comfort" and "utility," then Crafts
man-inspired architecture epitomized the era. 
Here was an intellectual philosophy based on 
comfort and utility.
THE CRAFTSMAN MOVEMENT was led by Gustav Stick- 
ley, the Roycrofters, and other designer/manu
facturers on the shoulders of William Morris 
and England's Arts and Crafts movement. The 
Craftsman magazine, published by Stickley from 
1901-1916, was perhaps the intellectual leader 
of the Post-Victorian era, becoming an arbiter 
of taste on every aspect of domestic life. 
Through the magazine, proponents of "the new 
art" influenced architecture, interior design, 
furniture, even the moral climate of America. 
The Colonial Revival was its antithesis in its 
reproduction of old forms.

I re The idea in planning a house is to make it comfortable.
“Comfortable" means that the arrangement of rooms should 
be convenient, that the heating system should be so that the 
hoiise can be made warm when one wishes, that the plumbing 
system should never fail to give hot water, that the windows 
should not leak, and that the cellar should be dry.
These thlnp when well done give bodily comfort.
There is, however, another comfort which has been called a 
“comfort of the eye.”
Ibou^ your plumbing system is perfect, and your cellar dry, 
and your house warm, we still ask: “la it attractive? Does it 
please the eye?"
The houses in which we live must not only answer the condi
tions of efficiency, but of good taste also. 9

From: The Honett House, by 
Ruby Ross Goodnow, New York. 1914

and the Colonial Revival, it wasn't uncommon to 
see a High Victorian drawing room with a spin
ning wheel in the place of honor. The spinning 
wheel was the reminder of the simple life, 
honest work, and the beginnings of America.
The most important thing--then as now--was the 
symbolism.

ANY MORE THINGS INFLUENCED domestic build
ing than just revival styles and the honest 
new architecture of utilitarian beauty, of 
course.They went in quite the oppo- By the time the Colonial Revival, 

Craftsman-inspired houses, and all the import
ed styles had filtered down to those vernacu
lar houses a generation later, they had been 
transmogrified into something very different 
indeed.
A NEW HOUSE Often spoke the answer to the 
builder's own question: 
could be the sweet appeal of an English Cottage, 
or the more ridiculous Craftsman Colonial, a 
sure-fire seller that neither builder nor buyer 
realized was a contradiction in terms. Now 
that time has blurred some of the philosophical 
distinctions, we can ask: Did it matter if its
proud new owner didn't understand Stickley's 
principles of usefulness and beauty, or the 
antecedents of real colonial homes? Both 
Craftsman-inspired honesty and the nostalgia 
for early America appealed to the buyer, and 
the house he bought is our record of what 
people wanted in 1915. Vernacular styles had 
become something in their own right.

What's selling? tr It

HE EARLY BUNGALOW is probably the type most 
often associated with Craftsman ideology. 
This extraordinarily popular house was 
known for its lack of pretension, use of 

natural materials, and integration of house 
with its surroundings, 
had become the preferred builder's model, made 
to carry all manner of incongruous "features" 
depending on what was selling at the time.
For us today, these vernacular structures are little capsules of the criss-crossed influ
ences of the time.
"THE NEW ARCHITECTURE" had by 1920 taken a back 
seat to the romantic styles and the Beaux Arts 
resurgence, particularly due to the Columbian 
Exposition. Besides, nothing changes overnight: 
Eclecticism and High Victorian hadn't been left 
far behind. For example, after the Centennial 
Exhibition fostered patriotic consciousness

The Styles
E'LL FIRST BREAK Post-Victorian houses 
into two major philosophical movements, 
both of which were born in the Victorian 
era: Romanticism and Utilitarianism. 

Romantics, or Revivalists, felt that houses 
should evoke an emotional response, based upon 
association with historical events. During 
the 1800s, the Greek Revival, Gothic Revival, 
Italianate, and Queen Anne styles were all 
associative romantic styles. In the early 20th- 
century, the Colonial Revival, Spanish and 
Mission Revivals, and the English Cottage and 
Country House styles continued the tradition, 
using symbols and archaeological references 
which summoned certain emotions in the viewer.

But by the 1920s, it

The Old-House Jouroal3



^ WHAT WE'LL CALL Utilitarian was reformist, 
rebelling against the eraotionalsim of the Ro

mantics. Led by William Morris and the Arts 
and Crafts movement in England, and publicized 
in this country chiefly by Gustav Stickley 
through his Mission furniture and The Crafts
man magazine, the Utilitarians sought to elimi
nate what they saw as useless decoration, and 
to focus instead on that which combined useful
ness and beauty. This intellectual/philosoph
ical movement had a great influence on the 
architects of the Prairie School and Southern 
California, and also affected almost all of 

America's domestic architecture to this day.

\i

g THERE ARE MANY WAYS to reshuffle houses into 
Architecture is not likestyle groups.

biology, however; we can't assign every house a 
genus and species name.

' ings is arbitrary.

ir
The true Colonial Revival Style was marked by a faithful adherence to 
the symmetry, proportion and restraint of the 17th century proto
types. This eariy 20th century house has the symmetry and window 
placement of a simple early Geoigian Colonial house. The doorway, 
with its fanlight and sidelights, is more characteristic of the lat« 
Federal houses.

Categorizing build- 
All we can do is group houses according to certain physical similari

ties, taking into account the events, people, 
and ideas that made them look they way they 
do. To that end, following are the major 
post-Victorian house types we've isolated.

Romantic Styles
Colonial Revival

ITH THE CENTENNIAL EXHIBITION of 1876, 
America began a romance with it architec
tural roots that continues to this day. 
People were seeking a purely "American" 

architecture to nourish their patriotic pride. 
It was natural that they should look back to 
the houses constructed by the Colonists, houses 
which had 
100 or 150 years.
Revival, of course, had been built on English 
prototypes. But the Post-Victorian Colonials that were built were interpretive, and them
selves became a very American house form.
THERE ARE TWO basic types of Colonial Revival 
buildings. First are the historically accurate 
reproductions. When well done, they are diffi
cult to distinguish from the originals. Need
less to say, this variety of Colonial Revival 
house Is a rarity.
THE SECOND, more common type of Colonial Reviv
al house was created when freely interpreted 
colonial motifs were applied to house types 
that were clearly Victorian or post-Victorian. 
For example, a very popular Colonial Revival 
house is really a large, asymmetrical Queen 
Anne house with grafted-on Georgian details, 
such as Palladian windows, quoins, swags and 
garlands, and classical columns. Such "free 
Colonial" houses are found all over the country.

been standing on American soil for
These models for the Colonial

The Dutch Colonial’s most reco^izable feature is the gambrel roof, 
which has been used here both for the main roof and for the front 
dormer. Wood shingles were a favored material for roof and sidii^[. 
The fieldstone foundation adds a note of cozy informality. Colonial 
details, such as a Palladian window and classical porch cohimns, 
often added to lend grace notes of elegance. were

N THE EAST COAST, the return to architec
tural roots meant a return to the English- 
based prototypes of the 17th and 18th cen
turies.

Southwest, the colonial precedents were Spanish. 
The Mission Revival--based on re-use of tne 
architectural forms of the Spanish missions-- 
had taken hold in California In the 1890's. 
However, the much broader-based Spanish Colonial 
Revival was given a major boost by the Panama- 
Pacific Exhibition held in San Diego in 1915.

i;On the West Coast, and in the

THE SPANISH COLONIAL HOUSE is most readily 
recognized by its low irregular massing, stucco 
walls, and red clay tile roof. High walls 
topped by a red clay tile coping, enclosing a 
garden or patio, are another popular feature.

THE DUTCH COLONIAL HOUSE is an important part 
of the Colonial Revival because it pre-dated 
other revival styles and became extremely 
ular for a long time. Its distinctive gambrel 
roof makes the Dutch Colonial instantly recog
nizable. A very flexible design feature, the 
gambrel roof was grafted onto everything from 
tiny cottages to voluminous two-Storey homes. 
The Dutch Colonial style, unlike the more 
formal styles, reminded people of early farm
houses, giving the style a cozy, informal in
timacy that's popular even today.

op-
THE SPANISH COLONIAL REVIVAL, of course,
most often built where its prototypes __
found: California, Florida, and the Southwest. 
However, home-buyers with a taste for the 
exotic had Spanish houses built all over the 
country--even in the Northeast, where low- 
pitched red tile roofs are hardly ideal for 
the harsh climate.

was
were
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The English Styles
VEN AS SOME AROTITECTS in the U.S. were 
striving for an "all-American” architecture, 
others in the romantic movement were loolc- 
ing back to the Old World for a sense of 

tradition and cultural values. Although there 
are some French, Italian, and Spanish proto
types that served as models for the revived 
interest in European architecture, most of the 
models came from England (as they did in the 
Victorian era). The new interest in English 
architecture began around 1910, after the cru
sade for an all-American architecture had peaked.
THERE WERE THREE basic English housing styles 
that found favor in the U.S. during the Post- 
Victorian era: (1) Tudor; (2) Cottage; (3) 
Country House. All can be termed "picturesque,” 
but they differ significantly in the details.

Tudor RevivalHie half-timbering and maaaive medieval chimneys are the hallmark of 
the Tudor Revival houses. They often have slate or tile roofs; en
trance doors are frequently of heavy plank construction, with only a 
small window—perhaps protected by bars. The pediment over the 
front door recalls the attempts by designers in Elizabethan England to 
adapt Renaissance forms to their medieval buildings.

HE TUDOR REVIVAL HOUSE is readily identified 
by its half-timbering. Other features in
clude numerous prominent gables, large med
ieval chimneys, and large, expansive windows

TheTwith small panes set in lead casements, nomenclature can get a bit confusing, however, 
since this house style can also be called 
"Elizabethan” or "Jacobean.” One architectural 
historian threw up his hands and settled for 
the tongue-in-cheek term "Jacobethan."
A MAJOR ATTRACTION of the Tudor house was its 
picturesque composition, coupled with its 
association with the "Merrie Olde England" 
legend that had been fostered by numerous 
writers throughout the 19th century. The 
Tudor house began attracting attention from 
American architects as early as the 1880s, 
four decades before the English Cottage and 
Country House styles reached equivalent popu
larity in this country.
THE MOST PROMINENT TUDOR DETAIL was the half- 
timbering, which suggested rugged, hand-hewn 
strength. Since in the Tudor originals, the 
half-timbering was part of the actual framing 
system, this gave tne Tudor house the added 
modern virtue of "honest expression of struc
ture.” (Of course, in the Tudor Revival build
ings the half-timbers were merely decoration 
applied over a conventional frame, 
the Revivals gave the illusion of honesty.)

The English Cottage Style is meant to be quaint and charming. Often 
of stone, stucco or brick construction, the cottage is dominated by its 
rooQine, which frequently has soft, flowing curves that recall the 
thatch roofs of the originals in the En^h countryside. As with this 
house, there are usually large expanses of wall space, pierced by rela
tively few windows. There's very little overtiang to the roofs.

But at least

Cottage Style

L
IKE THE TUDOR REVIVAL HOUSE, the English 
Cottage style is picturesque, but its proto
types are the all-masonry rural farmhouses 
of England rather than the larger timber- 

framed Tudor houses. The English Cottage house 
is described with words like "charming" and 
quaint,” and by emotional association embodies 
all the rustic honesty and simplicity of the 
English yeoman. It is a truly "homely" dwell
ing, suggesting hearth, family and all the 
domestic virtues.
THE ENGLISH COTTAGE looks as if it grew organically, suggesting that the owner built the 
house himself using stones that he tore from 
the land with his own two hands. Surrounding 
gardens and shrubs tie the cottage even more 
closely to the land.

The EngUah Country Home Style is a sophisticated and stylized rendi
tion of traditional English vernacular shapes, especially picturesque 
rooflinee pierced by prominent gables. Thne is usually very little roof 
overhang. The broad bands of windows in this home recall the fenes
tration in Tudor houses. I'he pergola porch to the left is a design idea 
bonowed from the Craftsman movement.

The Old-Bosse Jonraal5January 1982



Country HouboI /
i ■ '' QUITE DIFFERENT from the Cottage style is 

the more polished and sophisticated English 
Country House style. In England, during the 
period from the turn of the century right up 
to World War I, there v<as a great flowering in 
the architecture of country houses. Countryseats, once the province of the aristocracy, i became affordable to the newly prosperous bus- 

I iness class. Edwardian architects such as 
k Edwin Lutyens and Ernest Newton designed self- 
A assured if unintellectual houses for their If well-to-do clients.

fFOR SOME IN AMERICA, the English country house 
was the ultimate in good taste, traditional

“ values, solidity, and old world charm. ---
wonder, then, that many well-to-do Americans 
in the ’teens and 'twenties had their archi
tects design for them a North American version 
of the English country house.

Little

The modest second storey marks this as a semi-bungalow. The broad 
sloping roof recalls a Swiss chalet, whfle the knee braces on the eaves 
and the exposed rafter ends show some Craftsman influeitce. The 
large elephantine columns on the front porch are characteristic of 
many bungalows.

Utilitarian Styles

Craftsman
TILITARIAN HOUSE STYLES can be split into 
two broad groups. First are those that 
sprang from a well-articulated philosophy, 
such as the Craftsman movement. Then there 

are those houses that evolved from vernacular 
American building forms.
STICKLEY PUBLISHED plans for many types of 
houses in his magazine. Because of this, 
strictly speaking there is no single "Crafts
man" style--although there is a type of house 
that has come to bear this title, 
was more a philosophy than an architectural 
style, and many houses, from simple cottages to 
large two-storey dwellings, can rightly lay claim to being "Craftsman."
THERE IS ALSO a philosophical and stylistic 
connection between the "Rectilinear Style 
of the European Art Nouveau and the Craftsman/ 
Mission design that was being done in America. 
The work of architects like Mackintosh 
Great Britain and Frank Lloyd Wright of the 
Prairie School bears a striking similarity to 
the work of Craftsman designers, the Roycroft- 
ers, and to the appearance of the bungalows 
built in Southern California around this time.

Craftsman

This particular bungalow has been rendered in the Craftsman style, 
but you could find bungalows interpreted in just about any style you 
might fancy. The bask bungalow was a picturesque, one-storey house 
with a low overhanging roof and broad porches. Here, tbe fleldstone 
column bases, exposed rafter ends, knee braces under the eaves, and 
natural shingle skiing all proclaim the Craftsman influmtce.

If

in

CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS for the bungalow tended 
to be of the "natural” and "honest” variety. 
Fieldstones, shingles, stucco and the like 
were popular. Part of the bungalow ideal was an integration of interior space with the sur
rounding landscape. So In addition to broad 
porches, you often see attached arbors and 
pergolas; climbing vines reach up to embrace the bungalow. Fleldstone foundations and 
porch columns also enhance the illusion that 
the house sprang from the soil.

Bungalow
RAFTSMAN ARCHITECTURE has become identified 
with the bungalow. But the ubiquitous 
bungalow spread far beyond the confines of 
the Craftsman philosopny. The term "bunga

low" can be applied to any picturesque 
storey house with a low-pitched roof and sur
rounding porches. Although Craftsman-inspired 
bungalows were common, it adapted well to the 
Spanish Colonial style for California, the 
Southwest, and Florida. The bungalow also ap
peared in such styles as Prairie, Swiss Chalet, 
Japanese, Adirondack Lodge--and even Greek 
Revival 1

one-
ALTHOUGH THE BUNGALOW was unpretentious, its 
rambling, spread-out floor plan made it a more 
expensive house to build than a two-storey 
house of comparable floor space, 
termed the bungalow 
most money.

Some wagsthe least house for the 
Nevetheless, the open floor plan 

and convenience of having everything on a
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single floor made the bungalow extremely 
popular. The bungalow has disappeared 
from the builder's repertoire. A de- 
scendent, however, has replaced it--the 
modern ranch house.

American Foursquare
F THE BUNGALOW turned out to be the least 
house for the most money, then the popular 
American Foursquare was surely the most house

Not only did Its box- 
room

for the least money, like shape and hipped roof provide ample 
for America's growing family, but It also 
epitomized the Craftsman ideal.This simple two-storey house exhibits many of the features of the 

Craftsman Style: Expressed structure in the exposed rafter ends, 
prominent beams, knee braces at the eaves and large porch columns. 
Natural materials, such as fieldstone and wood shingles, relate the 
house to the soil; the expansive porch integrates exterior and interior

ALTHOUGH we don't today associate these unpre
tentious houses with the "Craftsman Style," 
Foursquares did in fact appear regularly in 
Stickley's magazine. And going by Stlckley's 
dictum that "The ruling principle of the Crafts
man house is simplicity," the Foursquare measures up admirably. The American Foursquare is 
simple, honest, substantial, practical and 
economical.
BUILDERS had a good time with it, too. ersatz Palladian window in the dormer, and you 
could advertise "Colonial styling." all-important porch of fieldstone, shingle the 
sides and call it "artistic." Extend the roof 
eaves, stretch out the porch, stucco the ex
terior and you've got a Prairie Style house.
BECAUSE THE FOURSQUARE was so adaptable and 
so practical, many thousands were built from 
the turn of the century through the 1920s. You 
can find this house in practically every neigh
borhood.

Put an
Make the

Combining Bimplicity, economy and venatilUy, the American Four
square wis one of the most popular house styles in the early 20th cen
tury. It’s characterized by a two-atorey boxlike shape, topped by a 
low hipped roof. There is usually a dnmep in the ^nt portion of 
the roof, and a porch extending across the full firont of the house.

Prairie
FTEN ASSOCIATED with Louis Sullivan and 
Frank Lloyd Wright, the Prairie style flowed 
from the same reformist wellspring as Bung- 

_ alows and Craftsman houses. It is identi
fied by its emphasis on the horizontal line.
In its classic form, the building is low and 
spread out, with broad low roofs cantilevered 
over walls and porches. Solid walls around 
porches and walks, as well as the massing of 
the house, create deep recesses and shadows.
STUCCO was the most common material used for 
siding on prairie houses, followed by Roman 
brick, coursed stone, and wood. With the ex
ception of stucco, all siding materials were 
arranged in ways to emphasize the horizontal. 
In brickwork, for example, often the horizon
tal joints are deeply raked (creating dark 
horizontal shadow lines), while the vertical 
joints would be flush.
MATERIALS generally had an integral finish. 
That is, if the stucco were to be colored, the 
coloring agent was added to the stucco mix, 
rather than applying paint after the stucco 
had dried. Wood siding was often stained, 
rather than painted.

Emphasis on the horizontal line distinguishes houses influenced by the 
Prairie Style. Broad cantilevered roofs with flat eaves, solid walls with 
horizontal openings, and windows set in wide horizontal bands all 
heighten the effect. Stucco or Roman brick were favorite materials. 
In this example, the porch columns are much thicker than pure 
engineering would require, adding a note of solidity to the structure.
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Homestead House
N ADDITION to the styles that had firm in
tellectual foundations, another type of 
house was popular in the early 20th cen
tury- -the Homestead House. Its various 

forms derived not from philosophical theories 
printed in monthly magazines. Rather, it was 
an evolved style, having developed over a cen
tury of trial-and-error building by owners and 
contractors alike.
HCWESTEAD HOUSES had been built throughout the 
19th century as farmhouses--the most utili

tarian of all house types. The rectangular 
shape of the house body made it easy to frame 
and sheathe. The straightforward gable roof, 
lacking hips and valleys, was likewise easy for 
the country carpenter to lay out. And two 
storeys under one roof provided an economical 
ratio of floor-space to building shell.
THE HOMESTEAD HOUSE variants here, therefore, 
came from the suburbanization of the ubiqui
tous country farmhouse. Its distinctive shape, 
along with a lack of pretense to any "style" 
at all, makes the Homestead house a recogniz
able style all its own.

1

Hie Princess Anne house is a direct deececdent of the Queen Anne 
style. It retains the asymmetrical massing, complex roofline and laige 
chimneys of earlier Queen Anne houses. In keeping with the early 
20th century desire for simplicity and restraint, however, the Prin
cess Anne house exhibits little of the exterior ornamentation of its 
more exhibitionistic parent.

Princess Anne
Y CALLING this style Princess Anne, we*re 
emphasizing that it is a direct lineal de- 
scendent of the Victorian Queen Anne style. 
Queen Anne houses were immensely popular 

during the 1880s and '90s, but by the turn of 
the century, the style was falling out of 
favor because of its elaborate exterior.
TASTEMAKERS at the turn of the century 
urging simplicity and restraint as the hall
marks of good taste. When they railed against 
the vulgarity and pretentiousness of earlier 
decades, the Queen Anne house was one they 
had in mind. Nevertheless, the asymmetrical 
plan of the Queen Anne allowed a lot of flexi
bility, and its ample interior space was still 
popular with home-buyers. So it was updated: 
Builders stripped off much of the ornamentation 
and simplified the exterior. This way, the 
house was also cheaper to build.

were

Tbe most bask of all the house styles of the early 20th century is the 
Homestead House—a style that had evolved oo numerous farms in 
tbe U.S. in previous decades. The body of the house is square or 
rectangular, topped by a simple gabled roof. The unselfconscious 
absence of any “style details" makes it a style unto itself.

This survey artkie is only the beginning! In the coming year, well 
be running a whole series of articles about Post-Victorians, with 
more pktures that show variations of each style. Next month: Hie 
American Foursquare. A book about eaily 20th-century houses 
will he puNished by The Oid-House Journal this year.

Images Of American Living by Alan Gowans looks at American 
architecture and furniture as cultural expression. Neither a style- 
book nor a conventional art history book, Images Of American 
Living is a book to be thoughtfully read. It covers our history 
from the nth century to 1960. Those who want to know the 
“vrtto and what" behind architecture will fuid it fascinating, as 
we did. You can order the book from Harper & Row Publi^ers, 
Mail Orda Dept-, 10 E. 53rd St., New York, NY 10022. Phone 
(800)638-3030. The book costs $15.95 postpaid.

A familiar variation of tbe Homestead House is tbe Tri*Gabled EIL 
Here, the bouse takes on a simple ell sh«q>e, and the roof now hat 
three gables instead of two. In some versions, the porch is tucked 
into the space formed by tbe two legs of the ell.
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Preservation's Rejected Floor Covering

JBy Leo Blackman and Deborah Dietsch

IM
EXPERIMENTS IN THE MID-19TH CENTURY were tried 
in order to develop more durable and resilient 
floor coverings. Exotic combinations, such as 
coconut fibers impregnated with cement and 
shredded sponge mixed with paper pulp, met 
with little commercial success. An exception 
was Kamptulicon, invented by Elijah Galloway 
in 1844. It was produced by heating India rub
ber, mixing it with granulated cork, and forc
ing the mixture between smooth cast-iron

Although more permanent than its 
predecessors, Kamptulicon was very expensive 
to produce, so it was used only by the wealthy, 
or in public institutions. Linoleum was an outgrowth of this search for a more substantial 
and less expensive floorcloth.

IfllUj INOLEUM DESERVES renewed atten- " tion as a floor finish in its 
own right, reflecting an impor
tant period of American taste 
and history. Although it was a 
commonly used floor covering in 
turn-of-the-century houses, it 

T~~ iiM I !■ is rarely considered in today’s
interior restorations. Viewed as an enemy by 
restorers searching for hardwood finishes, 
countless yards of linoleum are enthusiasti
cally ripped off floors. Discarding it in 
favor of tile or carpeting, many homeowners 
fail to realize its historic importance.

rollers.

THE ORIGINAL APPEAL of linoleum was based on 
its qualities as an inexpensive, adaptable, and 
resilient flooring. Patterned to resemble more 
expensive finishes such as tile, wood, stone, 
mosaic, and carpeting, it was offered in a 
myriad of styles. By 1918, it was being mar
keted for use in every room of the house. Not 
only was linoleum used to cover existing floors, 
but it also became standard flooring in new con
struction. Its popularity stretched from its 
invention in 1863 until 1974, when Armstrong 
discontinued its production.

Floorcloths
AINTED FLOORCLOTHS, the precursor of lino- 
elum, were used throughout the 19th century. 
The earliest description of a floorcloth

late as 1909, similarP
dates from 1760; as oilcloths were still being offered in Sears 

catalogues. Floorcloths were made by water
proofing coarse fabric, woven of hemp or flax, 
with oil paint. First, the fabric was stretch
ed and coated with hot starch to stiffen and 
seal it. Once dry, the surface was smoothed 
with a pumice stone and paint was thickly ap
plied to both sides of the fabric. After 
several applications, a final coat of higher 
quality paint was brushed on. Colored patterns 
were painted by hand, stencilled, or stamped on 
the surface with wooden blocks. After drying 
for several days, the cloth was varnished. This 
made the floorcloth waterproof and relatively 
easy to maintain, but its painted surface wore 
off quickly.

HE WORD "LINOLEUM” comes from two Latin 
words: linum, flax,and oleum, oil. 
seed oiTT a~Tieavy, amber-colored fluid

linoleum's chief
Lin-

pressed from flax seed, is ingredient. When exposed to air, it begins to 
thicken, changing into a tough, elastic mate
rial. Recognizing this quality, English
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manufacturers applied linseed oil and fillers 
to a cloth backing in hopes of creating 
superior floorcloth. Frederick Walton was the 
manager of Staines Co., a rubber and linoleum 
factory in England. While it's not clear who 
the original inventor of linoleum was, Walton 
can be credited with bringing the process and 
the product to America.
WALTON'S PROCESS used linseed oil and gum mixed 
with ground cork or wood flour, pressed onto 
burlap or canvas. He obtained an American 
patent for this process (but not the name) in 
1869, when he formed the American Linoleum 
Manufacturing Co. in New York. (If Walton's 
name sounds familiar, you might recall his 
famous wallcovering--Lincrusta-Walton.)

To Market,To Marketa

/v\ ARKETING GENIUS was partially responsible 
for the popularity of linoleum.
1917, linoleum was generally considered 
a sanitary flooring for use in kitchens, bathrooms, and public institutions, 

attempt to change linoleum's drab, utilitar
ian image, Armstrong staged a massive adver
tising campaign after World War I.

Prior to

In an

THE ARMSTRONG COMPANY in Pittsburgh, Penn., 
founded in 1860, was primarily a manufacturer 
of cork bottle stoppers when it began produc
tion of linoleum at its Lancaster plant. 
Linoleum manufacturing, first thought to be 
an easy way of using leftover cork, soon be
came the company's most profitable line.
Other companies were involved in the early 
manufacturing of linoleum: Michael Nairn, a 
Scottish manufacturer of floorcloths who 
started a plant in Kearny, NJ (1870), and 
George Washington Blabon, who installed the 
first linoleum calendering machine in the U.S. 
in his Trenton plant (1886).

THE COMPANY provided its salesmen with pocket- 
size pattern books containing color plates of 
available stock and offered courses in 
structive linoleum sales." Advertisements 
were placed in magazines such as Ladies Home 
Journal. Women's Home Companion, and McCall's 
to acquaint the woman of tTie~house with the 
decorative, economic, and labor-saving poten
tial of linoleum. It was promoted as an 
"artistic" yet "sensible" flooring that would 
blend with any color scheme or decor, 
easy to clean because, unlike wood, 
tained no cracks or crevices to catch dirt, 
and was promoted as sanitary for the kitchen 
or bathroom. Linoleum patterned to look like 
Brussels carpet, encaustic tile, or wood par
quet was considered suitable for living 
dining rooms, or bedrooms.

con-

It was 
it con-

rooms ,The perfect"modern" material, it was also used for auto 
running boards, countertops, and boat decks.

Inlaid linolaum paiterns

tttti
ixttt
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THE RESULTING PLASTIC MASS, resembling wet 
clay, was transferred to a calendering ma
chine, which consisted of a series of heated 
rollers. The cork and the cement mixture were 
fed into the top of the machine, burlap enter
ed at the bottom, and the materials were 
pressed tightly together, 
then hung in drying rooms and 
three to four days before being printed and 
throughly inspected.

Its Manulacture
INOLEUM MANUFACTURING changed very little 
during the hundred years it was produced. 
It required the assemblage of raw materi
als from distant lands and their trans

portation to American factories. Linseed oil, 
pressed from Siberian flax; cork, stripped 
from trees in Spain; kauri gum, unearthed in New Zealand; and jute, harvested in Indian 
swamps, were the chief ingredients.

L
The linoleum was 

seasoned” forII

Linoleum TypesOME PATTERNS were available throughout 
the history of linoleum, others changed 
with current styles.
"wood planking" linoleum became popular 

during the Colonial Revival period; the 1930s 
and '40s saw the advent of Moderne-inspired 
patterns, A linoleum catalogue from the 1950s, 
while offering the mock-Jackson Pollock spat
tered effect, still featured standard Brussels 
carpet, jaspe, and wood designs.
OFTEN LINOLEUM was manufactured to a specific 
sire, and printed to resemble a bordered car
pet. Called a linoleum "rug,” it was popular 
after 1910. Linoleum was also sold to be 
placed between a rug, either fabric or lino
leum, and the walls. These linoleum borders 
were usually printed to resemble wood parquet 
or planking, and were sold in narrow rolls.
PRIOR TO 1927, linoleum was never textured and 
had a backing of canvas or hemp, 
several manufacturers patented a process for 
calendering cork and linseed oil onto asphalt- 
impregnated paper. These products--such as 
Congoleum and Quaker rugs--were less durable 
and less expensive than canvas-backed linoleum. 
They were intended to make resilient flooring 
available to lower income groups.

S Hooked rug" and

RAW LINSEED OIL was boiled, pumped into con- 
and dripped onto sheets of scrim, or 

, that hung from ceiling to floor in
The oil thus absorbed oxygen

veyors 
gauze.oxidizing sheds.from the air, achieving the consistency of

The oil-soaked scrims, called 
The pulp wascaramel candy,

"skins," were reduced to pulp, heated with resins and kauri gum (fossilized 
sap from pine trees) to form a "cement." 
After cooling, chunks of this mixture were 
ground with cork flour.

In 1913-14,

UNTIL 1930, when embossed linoleum was intro
duced, five types of linoleum were available, 
each distinguished by the way it was manufac
tured. PRINTED LINOLEUM was patterned by 
machine painting with oil paints--one block 
for every color--on sheets of plain linoleum, 
typically brown, sidered lower quality because the pattern was

Many of the floral pat-
Printed linoleum was con-

on the surface only, 
terns were done in this manner.The calendering machine
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to camouflage scuffing. Gone are the more 
charming attempts to capture the look of plush 
carpeting, encaustic tile, or oak parquet on 
a two-dimensional plane. Solid color and 
simple geometric patterns, resembling plain 
or inlaid linoleum, are also absent. However, 
faux-marble vinyl is standard and similar to 
jaspe linoleum. Armstrong has re-issued its 
most popular linoleum pattern, in vinyl, 
tS352, a red flooring used primarily in kitch
ens. Perhaps they could also be encouraged to 
revive other 19th and early 20th century pat
terns. In the meantime, some contemporary 
vinyl patterns can be adapted to resemble lino
leum in old houses.PLAIN LINOLEUM was manufactured in various 

thicknesses and solid colors such as 
brown, brick red, and olive, 
grades of plain linoleum, known as BATTLESHIP 
LINOLEUM, ranged from 3/16 in. to 1/4 in. thick 
and were primarily used in public institutions.
INLAID LINOLEUM has a simple geometric pattern 
which goes through to the backing. Two types 
were produced. STRAIGHT LINE INLAID, identi
fied by its sharply-defined pattern, was made 
by mechanically cutting sheets of plain lino
leum into solid color "tiles, 
reassembled as a mosaic on burlap and bonded 
by heat and pressure. To produce GRANULATED 
INLAID, plain linoleum was pulverized into a 
colored powder and sifted through metal sten
cils onto an oiled paper sheet. This was re
peated for several colors, then a canvas back
ing was placed on top and calendered. Next, 
the paper was peeled off, revealing a geometric 
pattern with soft, fuzzy borders.

^ grey. The heavier

Linoleum’s Fall-& Rise?
ATERIALS WHICH GAVE LINOLEUM its strength 
and resiliency also imparted certain prob
lems of longevity, and use. 
oil continues to oxidize over time, the 

material tends to grow brittle and crack.
Its amber tint also restricted the color range 
of linoleum-'Whites, rich blues, and purples 
were impossible to achieve. Staining was 
caused by the tannic acid in cork reacting 
with iron furniture. Linoleum's canvas back
ing made it sensitive to standing water.

/v\ As linseed

These were

PLASTIC PRODUCTS developed after World War II 
were rapidly applied to flooring. Vinyl, a 
colorless, waterproof, and monolithic material, 
could easily be patterned and textured. It 
was composed of synthetic materials and could 
be given a permanent no-wax shine. By the 
1960s, linoleum was seen as an inferior 
duct.

JASPE LINOLEUM has a striated pattern, typi
cally in two colors. It was most popular after 
1900; it's described in advertisements as hav
ing the appearance of moire silk. Early jaspe 
was produced by rolling two sheets of colored 
linoleum up like a jelly roll, slicing it, and 
then calendering these pieces together.

pro-It could no longer claim to be the most 
inexpensive, maintenance-free, durable, and 
resilient flooring it once was.
IN 1974, ARMSTRONG DISCONTINUED manufacturing 
linoleum because of reduced demand. However, 
the current high cost of manufacturing petro
leum products makes an organically-based 
flooring more appealing and could prompt new 
interest in linoleum.

GRANITE LINOLEUM was a staple of the early 
20th-century catalogues. Described as appear
ing "like Terrazzo," it has a mottled surface ^ was produced by rolling out various colored 
chips of linoleum.an<

Next month, we will talk about preserving, restoring, and 
(if you were lucky enough to find some) installing linoleum.

□ 0
□ □

LEO BLACKMAN has a Masters degree in Architecture from 
Columbia University. This articie is based on extensive re
search Leo did while at Columbia; his thanks go to Professor 
Norman Weiss of the Historic Preservation program there. 
DEBORAH DIETSCH, also a graduate of Columbia, has Joint 
degree »n Architecture arrd Historic Preservation. She 
co-editor of "Precis," the School of Architecture journal. The 
authors are presently working for an architectural firm in 
New York City. They would like to thank Herbert Mitchell 
at Columbia’s Avery Library, the Research Dept, at The Arm
strong Co., and Mildred Longo at Fortunate Finds Books.

Vinyl Flooring
wasTODAY, VINYL FLOORING PATTERNS are still 

imitative of tile, stone, and wood--but 
there is a significant difference between 
vinyl and linoleum. The linoleum manu

factured in the late 19th and early 20th 
tury had a flat surface. 
verite and with the development of embossing 
machines, textured floors were introduced. 
Modern resilient flooring almost always has 
sculpted surface to eidphasize the pattern and

cen-In the search for

- ifil ^0 0a
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J^ack 0n A
J^oof

Some Tips 0n Cflimney Qape

By Joseph V. Scaduto
AVING ONLY TWO HANDS becomes quite a prob
lem when you find yourself precariously 
perched on a roof. This fact was point
edly brought to my attention several 

years ago. 1 had been thinking about repair
ing the chimney on my home. From the street, 
it was evident that the mortar joints between 
the bricks had eroded and a dangerous condi
tion now existed.
IN THE PAST, I had done several pointing and 
repair jobs on the chimneys of buildings that 
I owned. But there was a major difference be
tween my home and those apartment buildings:
The apartment buildings all had flat roofs. 
These flat roofs did not pose the gravity prob
lem that I was now facing on my own residence.
GETTING UP ON THE RIDGE of my roof was not a 
major problem.how to maintain my balance and at the same 
time use both hands to work on the chimney.

I also wanted to keep the bucket of mortar and 
all my various tools from falling off the roof. 
I figured that I would need one hand to hold 
the pointing tool and another to hold the 
trowel with the mortar. But I'd also need a 
hand to hold the bucket of mortar and possibly 
another hand to help me maintain my balance.
If my arithmetic serves me correctly, I would 
need a minimum of three hands 1

-Angle iron
Bolts

The real difficulty would be

' \ O

Wooden bar on which plaitk is screwed.
Metal plate from 
roof bracket.

The round hole has been 
rtewly drBled to receive 

the second bolt.

I HAVE ONLY TWO HANDS, so I decided to ask for 
advice from the experts. I checked with sev
eral local masonry dealers and contractors, 
and received many different suggestions. Some 
told me to hang the bucket of mortar from the 
chimney. Others suggested that I build stag
ing adjacent to the work area. A few told me 
to hire a mason to do the job.

— Metal plate 
used to nail 

roof bracket 
to roof. Note 
holes in plate 

for receiving bolts.
*0.

It wouldNONE OF THESE ANSWERS satisfied me. be difficult to work on the chimney and at the 
time have the bucket of mortar hanging 

Moreover, the chimney was directly
0 same from it.in the center of the house, and so building 

staging would not serve my purpose, became a challenge to me, and 1 decided to 
create my own extra hands.

This jobRoof Bracket
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HAT I CAME UP WITH worked better than I 
had anticipated. I hope that some of 
the readers can use it not only for work 

on their chimneys but for any repairs that 
have to be performed on a high-pitched roof. Cllimney Tips
MY CREATION WAS SIMPLE. I merely took an existing item and slightly modified it. I 
used two roofing racks or brackets (the type 
used by roofers when they plank a roof). I 
made up two pieces of angle iron that I bolted 
to the metal ends of the roof brackets. With 
the addition of the angle irons» the roof 
brackets could now be hung securely 
ridge of the roof. They could also be adjusted 
to any pitch that might be required. I then 
added a short plank across the two mounted 
roof brackets, screwing it onto both wooden 
bars. Voilal I had solved my problem. 1 
could safely set on the platform not only my 
mortar, but also any tools that I might need. 
The possibility of anything sliding off the 
roof was now eliminated. And there was no 
potential.for an accident from having tools 
underfoot. I only needed two hands after all-- 
and a little imagination.

On Repair

1 SAFETY FIRST: When working on a roof, wear
soft-soled shoes--preferably high-top sneak
ers with good ankle support. If the roof ison the especially steep, lay a ladder on the roof and 

secure it with a safety bracket hooked over 
the ridge. You should also wear a nylon safety 
belt with a nylon lanyard. But if heights 
frighten you, have someone else do the job.

Lanyard

2CUT IT OUT:Roof ridge line—■ Repointing a chimney involves 
the removal of all loose mortar, to a depth 
of at least an inch, and replacing it with 

Once the defective mortar is

Angle irons bohed to plates.

new mortar, removed, be sure to brush out all dust and 
loose material.

'•i Using a hand chisel, rake 
out the mortar joints to a 
depth of at least 1 inch.

■'1*. -"'i'.-i
s. Pbnk•

i

Roof brackets

The Finished Product 3 DON'T FORGET TO FLUSH: Be sure to hose
down all areas that will be repaired. 
Flushing with water will help get rid of 

any remaining particles of mortar, as well as 
moisten the areas that will be receiving the 
mortar. Failure to wet down these areas may 
result in the adjacent bricks absorbing mois
ture from the mortar. This in turn can create 
weak joints.

THIS RACK IS INTENDED to hold only tools and 
supplies, not people. DO NOT STAND ON IT. If 
you need a larger platform to support yourself 
as well, and you're willing to spend some 
money, then a chimney scaffold such as Gold-

Or you could hire a mason--roany people find it far more 
pleasant to remain on the ground than to climb 
around on the roof. But if you're a do-it- 
yourselfer who is not at all squeamish about 
heights, then I think you'll find that this 
portable rack can be a great help. It's cer
tainly been a help to mel

blatt's is an excellent idea.
^ MATCH THE MORTAR: Nobody can really see 

the joints in masonry way up on the roof, 
so why bother matching the existing mortar? 

Well, there's a practical reason as well as an 
aesthetic one. Some mortars are too rigid for 
certain types of brickwork, 
expand in hot weather, they'll break on the 
hard mortar; when they contract in the cold, 
they'll crack away from the mortar, For more 
information on matching mortars, consult The 
Repointing of Historic Masonry Buildings by

When the bricks

CHIMNEY
SCAFFOLD

nils scaffold is designed to 
support you as well as your 
tools and supplies. It is 
available from the Goldblatt 
Tool Ccn^any. To obtain 
their free catalog, write to 
Goldblatt Tool Coiqtany, 511 
Osage, Dept. OHJ, Kansas 
City, K5 66110, or phone 
(913) 621-3010.

The hazards of using a too-hard 
mortar. Top: Breaking of bricks
when they expand in hot weather. 
Bottom: Cracking caused by the
contraction of bricks in cold 
weather.

• CHIMNEY SCAFFOLDS —OuKkly AdjuM to any roe<
pilch ScaHoiOinf can ba naiiad di- 
rtctly to root o, to planha that hoM over 
roo* hdM. Piattonr on up to S' 110. 
Hada of umI intn mood Mnat Folds 

tasy handiini I'M slorafc S^f- 
'oNihg comH WTihout mod planks, 
waithi 59 Ibi.20 600 E4 . .SSO.OO
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It's availableRobert Mack and James Askins. 
for $3 from Preservation Resource Group, 5619 
Southampton Drive, Dept. OHJ, Springfield, VA 
22151.

On Maintenance
TV ANTENNAS: Don't use your chimney as an
anchor for a TV antenna. A great many chim
ney problems are directly related to the 

structural stress placed on them by the anten
na's movement in strong winds. An additional 
problem occurs when the rusting metal starts 
to stain the chimney.

1C703) 323-1407.
USE THE RIGHT TOOLS: I use two trowels, a
broad one to hold the mortar and a thin one 
to push it in. Don't be afraid to use a 

lot of mortar and really pack it in hard. You 
should strike the joint for weather-tightness 
and a neat appearance. 1 prefer concave 
joints, which should be made with a convex 
jointer.

5
Many older homes do not have 

Mortar and bricks inFLUE LININGS: 
chimney flue liners.an unlined flue are directly exposed to the 

action of flue gases and will disintegrate. This disintegration, along with harm caused by 
temperature changes, can open cracks in the 

These cracks will reduce the draft

2
masonry.and increase the fire hazard. They also permit poisonous flue gases to escape into the 
house. If you presently have a chimney that 
is not lined, then you should seriously consi
der having a liner installed.

CHIMNEY FIRES: If you are burning wood in
either a fireplace or a wood-burning stove, 
then the formation of creosote is unavoid

able. The chimney should be cleaned frequent
ly; never wait more than a year between manual 
cleanings. Some people clean their chimneys 
by burning a very hot fire for a period of 
time each day. If you are burning wood in an 
air-tight stove, then consider cleaning after 
every 3 or 4 cords of wood. Failure to clean 
out creosote buildup will result in a fire. A 
professional chimney sweep will clean your 
chimney, fireplace, and stove for a very rea
sonable fee.

CHIMNEY FLASHING: You should have strips
of metal around the chimney/roof line.
This flashing sometimes pulls away from 

the chimney. Many chimneys have lead flashing, 
which can be gently tapped back into place. 
Other types of metal flashing can be repaired 
by applying roofing cement both under and over 
it. (This procedure is what we call "the black^-gunk 
solution." It worJcs*"at least for a while—but i/ou 
have to check it and maintain it diligently. At some 
point the metal flashing itself will require replace
ment. Just remember never to use the black-gunk solu
tion on visible areas of the roof.—The Editors!

3Yi' Topi Convex jointer. 
Left: Concave joint.

PRE-HYDRATION?: Many masons pre-hydrate
the mortar to prevent it from shrinking ex
cessively. To pre-hydrate, you first have 

to mix up your ingredients with just enough 
water to produce a damp mass that will retain 
its form when compressed into a ball. Then 
let it set for an hour. Afterwards, mix it 
with the amount of water required to produce a 
stiff but workable consistency. This technique 
is still rather controversial, however. Con
servation experts and professional masons say 
that pre-hydrating is an unnecessary procedure 
that weakens the mortar. Today's Type S lime 
has many advocates; it's already pre-hydrated 
and so doesn't require this procedure.

CURE IT: Concrete work is usually cured;
that is, the cement is kept moist until it 
develops its maximum strength. I think 

even mortar joints should be cured as well, to 
ensure that they don't dry out too rapidly. 
There are a couple of ways this can be done.
One way is to hose down the chimney for 3 con
secutive days. Another way is to keep the 
chimney draped in damp burlap for at least 3 
days--but don't do this if the chimney is in 
operation*

MURIATIC ACID: No matter how diligent you
are when you work with cement, you will get 
some stains on the bricks. Wait a day or 

more after working on the chimney repairs, and 
then use a solution of 1 part muriatic acid 
and 10 parts water. This solution should 
remove any cement stains. Please note that 
this acid is strong, so carefully read and fol
low the directions on the container. Be sure 
to hose down the chimney afterwards, to remove 
any remaining salts.

6
4

7
Go over your chimney once 

Repair those minor problems before
If you have5 ANNUAL CHECKUP: 

a year.
they become major headaches, any suspicions about the safety of your chim

ney, then consult a professional. Check your 
local directory under the headings for masons, 

chimney sweeps, or a professional group such 
the American Society of Home Inspectors. ^as

8
JOSEPH V. SCADUTO is a general contractor, 
builder, and hcxae inspector working in the 
Boston area.England chapter of the American Society of 
Home Inspectors, and President of Tri-Value 
Consultants, a firm that deals with the 
inspection and renovation of older homes. 
He's worked on a lot of roofs, too.

He is Secretary of the New
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Refinishing Clinic
Using The Right Products

OMEOWNHRS WORKING WITH WOOD frequently feel 
that they are confronted by a multitude of 
fillers, sealers, stains, dyes, putties, 

shellacs, lacquers, waxes, oils, and varnishes, 
each potion with its own devotees and detrac
tors. This Refinishing Clinic should help to 
demystify these products. We'll be examining 
what they are, what they can do, and which 
woods they're appropriate for.

In a pinch, synthetic glazing compounds work 
as well.
(2) WAXY FILL STICKS: These are crayonlike sticks that come pre-tinted to the final color. 
Msnuftciurtrt of glizin^ compounds and non-bardonlng olUbssad 
putty includt Dap, Six, Rutland, and Ourham’i. Manufacturars of 
waxy fill sticks Includa Minwax and H.F. Staples & Co.

PLASTIC WOOD is a hard-drying cellulose com
pound used to fill larger voids. While often 
sold to fill nail holes as well, it is not 
nearly as good as the softer putties. 
Manufacturers of plestic wood Include Boyle-Midway/S-in-t.Filling Compounds

OME WOODS, such as oak, mahogany, and ash, 
have an open grain. These "large-pored" 
woods have an exposed cellular structure 

and will need to be filled with paste wood 
filler prior to varnishing. Without this fill
er, a smooth finish is difficult to achieve. 
Generally, filling will not be done if you'll 
be using an oil finish. Sometimes renewed old 
wood doesn't need filling the way brand-new, 
unfinished wood does. Test in an inconspicu
ous place.
FILLING COMPOUNDS come in three varieties: 
paste wood filler, putty, and plastic wood,
PASTE WOOD FILLER is used before varnishing, 
but not with penetrating oil finishes. It 
packs the small, exposed cell structure of 
open-grain wood in such a way that finish 
nish flows over the surface, f 
ficult to get a smooth varnish job on open- 
grain wood without filling.) Be sure to read 
the label: Some paste wood fillers are sup
posed to be applied after the stain; others, 
prior to staining. It's generally recommended 
to choose a product used prior to staining, as 
it avoids the greyness that occurs in certain 
woods. Paste wood fillers also come in many 
colors. In making a selection, you should try 
to approximate the basic color of the wood.This stuff is not intended for use as a crack 
filler; there are other compounds for that 
purpose.
Manufaeturtrf of paste wood flllar includa Daly’s, Behtan, Zar, Gulf, 
Ouratite, and Elmar’s.

PUTTY is best for filling nail holes, and is 
to be used after staining and sealing. Use it 
last of all if you're doing an oil finish.
Use it after the first coat of varnish, but 
before the last coat. If you use it before 
the finish is applied, you may stain the wood. 
There are two basic types of putty.
(1) NON-HARDENING OIL-BASED: This kind is
tinted to the final color by the user. It is 
the same as the putty used for glazing windows.

s Interior Prime-Sealers
OODS SUCH AS pine, fir, hemlock, and maple 
are close-grain woods. They have a smooth 
texture and need not be filled prior to the staining and finishing steps. Old, previ

ously finished wood which has been stripped 
probably won't need prime-sealer either, 
wood or heavily-sanded old wood should be 
"sealed" prior to staining or finishing.

New

A NOTE ABOUT interior prime-sealers:
"sealer" is somewhat misleading, 
text of priming surfaces, these products 
should not be confused with finishing com
pounds such as penetrating oil finishes, which 
actually "seal" the surface with a coating. 
What these products do instead is set the wood 
grain prior to the application of stains or 
finish coats. Without priming, the final re
sult can be rough and uneven (especially when 
bare or sanded wood is stained). Without the 
prime-sealer, dark, spotty areas can appear 
where wild-grain areas absorb more stain or 
finish than the rest of the wood.
Manufacturtrs of intarlor prima>Halari includa mosi major paint 
companiai.

The word 
In the con-

var- (It's very dif-

Interior Stains

There are two general types of interior 
stains: surface and penetrating. Surface
types come in either a brushable varnish 

base, or a spray lacquer. Both surface types 
are hard to handle when working on fine pieces, 
so this discussion will center on the penetrat
ing types, which can be applied with a rag.
PENETRATING STAINS are available in two types.
(1) PIGMENT: The major advantage of this type
is that it is colorfast and easier to wipe.
(2) DYE: This type has excellent color depth
and brilliance, but sun-fades badly. Dye 
stain is available in both a water-soluble i
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Interior Finishes(sometimes alcohol) and an oil-soluble base, 
both of which are non-grain-raising, 
of their depth of color, dye stains are often 
used in advance of a pigment stain as a pre
color and then treated with the pigment type 
for colorfastness and durability, 
instances, dye stains are best finished with a 
varnish system.
Minufacturars of pigmant stains Inciuda Daly's, Bahian, Banjamin 
Moora, and Zar. Manufacturars of dya stains inciuda Bahian.

Because NTERIOR FINISHES come in two major catego
ries: penetrating and surface. Penetrating 
finishes are usually dull or satin; surface 

finishes, gloss or semi-gloss. Surface fin
ishes include lacquers, shellac, and varnishes.
PENETRATING FINISHES come in two types.
(1) WAX: Because waxes remain very light in
color over a long period of time, they are 
excellent for panelling. They're also useful 
as a final polish to varnished wood. However, 
waxes tend to waterspot, and so require

I
In most

I
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too soft and slow-drying.
Manufactur«r( of pliitic varnish includa Plarca It Stavarts (Fabulon) 
and McCloskay.

maintenance. Waxes also will build up if too 
many thick coats are applied*-especially spray 
waxes. Avoid these; beeswax too, which is 
quite soft, fingerprints badly, is not neces
sarily water-resistant, and builds quickly to 
a sticky surface.
(2) DRYING OIL FINISHES: Usually tung and lin
seed oil-based, these finishes are easy to 
apply. (There are no brush marks or dust to 
contend with; just rag on and wipe off the ex
cess.) They have excellent wear characteris
tics and can be renewed easily. They also 
tone unstained woods. We don't suggest using 
straight linseed oil, however. It will darken 
with age and offers no resistance to alcohol, 
water, or mildew. It's also very slow to dry 
and tends to be sticky.
Manufacturtrs of wax finishaa Inotuda Trawax, Butchar'i Wax, and 
Mlnwax. Manufacturtrs of drying oil flnlihat ineludas Daly'i, Hopa's, 
and Mlnwax.

0 Non-Plastic Varnish--Although softer and 
slightly slower to harden than the urethanes, 
these varnishes will bond to most surfaces and 
are available in a wide variety of products 
to answer almost every need (floors, panelling, 
etc.). Should you decide not to use a pene
trating oil finish, then this type of varnish 
should be used on antique wood items. (In 
another clinic, we'll give tips for dealing 
with dust specks and brush marks, which are 
hard for the novice varnisher to avoid.) 
Minuftcturcn of non-plattic varnish Includa McCloikay, Bahian, and 
Hopa’i.

• Water-Based Varnish--At this time, water- 
based acrylic varnishes need further develop
ment if they are to be considered an adequate 
wood finish. Most of those tested don't har
den well enough and tend to feel sticky. They 
don't level well either, so brush marks show 
up even more than they do with traditional var
nishes. Their best feature is that they hold 
color well with little yellowing, and so would 
be good for panelling.
Manufacturers of watar>basad varnish Includa Banjamln Moora.

SURFACE FINISHES are available in three types. 
(1) LACQUERS: The one advantage of lacquer is
that it's fast-drying. However, it isn't rec
ommended for amateurs, who generally lack both 
the equipment and the experience needed to ap
ply it successfully. There are some good 
brushable lacquers that can be successfully 
applied by a novice, but there are still draw
backs. Most lacquers have poor resistance to 
water and grease, and tend to be thin and 
brittle.
Manuficturcrs of laequtrt includa Bahian and Daft. The Big Finish
(2) SHELLAC: It is usually found on very old
pieces of furniture, as well as some hardwood 
floors and woodwork. Shellac will discolor 
with age, is quite brittle, has very poor 
resistance to water, alcohol, and abrasion, 
and is very scratch-prone. So even though it 
is fast-drying and easily stripped and renewed, 
it should not ordinarily be thought of as an 
alternative to slower-drying varnishes--at 
least where high resistance to wear is needed. 
(It's OK for non-wear items such as picture 
frames.) Shellac may be used when you wish to 
duplicate an older finish for the purpose of 
color-matching, but a standard oil-based var
nish should then be applied for maximum wear. 
(DO NOT use a urethane varnish over shellac; 
they are not compatible.)
Mtnuficturers of ihtlltc Include moit major coatings manufacturari.

aF COURSE, we aren't claiming that now you 
have been told everything about all these 
products--no brief article could do that.

If any of the definitions still seem contradic
tory or confusing, look over the chart on the 
previous page: We've presented the various
products in a simple hierarchy. Good luck 
with your next project!

V
PRODUCT INFORMATION

You can go Into any hardware stora and find fill sticks and 
plastic varnish without any difficulty. Obtaining certain other 
filling compounds, prlma*faalars, stains, or finishes can be 
more problematic. If the reguler hirdwere or peint stores 
don't have what you want, then try a building supply store 
or a lumberyard. You can also approach these manufacturers 
directlyi Bahian, McClosky, Daly's, Banjamln Moore, Deft. 
Mlnwax, and Hope's are all listed In the OHJ Catalog.

(3) VARNISHES: The three basic types of var
nish available are plastic, non-plastic, and 
water-based.
• Plastic Varnish--called polyurethane or 
just urethane. These are very hard and very 
useful on new interior work such as cabinets 
and children’s furniture. They are fairly 
fast-drying and harden quickly. BUT--ure- 
thanes may not bond well to older surfaces, 
especially if the older surface was shel
lacked (which is very common on antique wood). 
If the item has an older shellac job, and you 
plan to use varnish, then don't use urethane; 
use a standard oil-based varnish instead. 

Urethanes do not do well on areas exposed 
to weather, especially direct sunlight. Thus 
they should never be used on front doors, 
exterior smooth siding, window trim, railing, 
or marine surfaces. The proper treatment for 
varnishing exterior surfaces is to use a stan
dard marine spar. But don't use a spar var
nish on interior items because the product is

MUCH OF THIS ARTICLE was adapted from a 
booklet written by Jim Daly, president 
of Daly's Wood Finishing Products, 
a free catalog detailing his full line 
of products, write to Jim Daly, Daly's 
Wood Finishing Products, 1121 N. 36th 
Street, Dept. OHJ, Seattle, WA 98103. 
(206) 633-4204.

For

f i
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Restorer’s Notebook Remote*Control Inspection
HERE IS A WAY to examine closely the steep, 
high roof of an old house without climbing 
up there and risking damage to both the 

roofing material and yourself: Use binoculars.
Just go across the street, a good distance away 
so you can get a good view of the roof. (An 
upper-storey window of a neighbor's house is 
ideal.) You can then easily sight roof details 
close-up through the binoculars.

Cheap Alcohol
ECAUSE YOU ARE ray favorite, most useful 
magazine, 1 thought I'd share a tip with 
you.

DENATURED ALCOHOL is used by the gallons when 
restoring. I use it for taking off old shel
lac and rinsing off paint remover. It costs 
about $8 per gallon, so I'm not surprised that 
so many old houses are left to crumble.
MANY GAS STATIONS sell gasahol, a mixture of 
gas and denatured (or "wood") alcohol. I asked 
a gas station owner if 1 could use gasahol.
When he found out that I was restoring a 10- 
room home full of golden oak woodwork, he un
derstood my cost-conscious attitude. It turned 
out that he mixed his own gasahol, as many gas 
station owners do. He had plenty of denatured 
alcohol on hand, and sold it to me dirt cheap:
I saved about $5 per gallon!
SO ALL YOU HOME RENO'S,stop going to your hard
ware store and start going to your nearest gas
ahol station instead--and save a bundle. If 
more old homes are to be saved, let's spread 
the news of cheaper ways of doing it before it 
turns into a rich person's game instead of the 
average person's dream.

B
Maxine J. Kyle 

Decatur, IL

Defeating Contact Cement

After I removed the linoleum from my kitchen 
countertops, I discovered that there was 
■contact cement underneath them. Every 
flooring store in town told me that it was im

possible to remove contact cement, and that 
some kind of covering would have to go back on. 
I tried using paint remover, mineral spirits, 
lacquer thinner, and shellac thinner, all to 
no avail. But I finally came upon the answer: 
isopropyl alcohol, which is available at any 
local grocery or drug store. Just pour on a 
couple of coats--each coat about five minutes 
apart--and the contact cement will lift up.

Kris A. Layman 
Cheyenne, WY

Karen Lang 
North Judson, IN Polishing Screw Heads

ERE'S how 1 POLISH brass screw heads safe
ly and rapidly. I insert them in short 
lengths of rubber tubing, about 3 or 4 in. 

long, and hold them thus secured against the 
buffing wheel or wire brush. (The tubing has 
to be of a diameter that will just accommodate 
the shaft of the screw.) After polishing, I 
place the screws, heads up, in a length of 
wood 1 in. X 2 in. x 3 ft. long, in which I have bored a series of holes, 1/8 in. and i in. 
in diameter and all i in. deep. Then I spray 
them with spray lacquer or clear spray. When 
they're dry, I tip the board over and all the 
screws fall out, ready for assembly in the 
proper place.

Sculpture & Paint

f: HAVE FOUND THE ULTIMATE SOURCE for 
tools to pick paint out of mouldings, 
carvings, etc. It's a sculptor's sup

ply house. They have literally hundreds of 
high-quality metal tools in every conceivable 
shape. We've also used some of their small 
files for reshaping replacement details in 
plaster.
OUR FAVORITE TOOL has been the "#155 Wax Tool" 
(page 18 in their catalog) which we've used to 
scoop paint out of all the mouldings on our 
parlor floor. The tool cost $7. The company 
also stocks polishing compounds and buffing 
wheels for refinishing marble; we've put them 
to good use too.
THE ONLY CAUTION is that many of the tools are 
imported, which means that sometimes they are 
out of stock and it takes a while for replace
ments to arrive. It's best to visit the store 
and see what's available, but they also do a 
brisk mail-order business. You can get their 
catalog by sending $1 to Steve Eisenberg, 
Sculpture Associates, 114 East 25th Street,
New York, NY 10010.

Mark E. Leistickow 
Green Bay, WI

■J !■
Got Any Tips?

Do you have any hints or short cats that might help other old- 
house owners? WeTI pay $15 for any short how-to items that are 
used in this “Restorer’s Notebook" column. Send your hints io.‘ 
Notebook Editor. The Old-House Journal 69A Seventh Avenue, 
Brooklyn, N.Y. 11217.Elliott Gerber 8 Helene Greece 

Brooklyn, NY ii
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Helpful Publications drawings, is "...likely to become one of the 
standard works on the subject for some years to 
come(William Morgan, University of Louisville)
AMERICAN SHELTER IS A USEFUL resource for the 
architect, designer, builder, and others inte
rested in the different major and minor styles 
of the American home. It centers on the impor
tance of the free-standing single-family dwell
ing as shelter and as a symbol of American cul
ture. The text briefly outlines the basics of 
the origin, evolution, architectural detail, 
and construction methods and materials of each 
major style and vernacular variation. The book 
is primarily a picture book, one which depicts 
the American home as a three dimensional object through the use of 1000 exploded diagrams, Hoor 
plans, and side elevations,
LESTER WALKER, architect, teacher, and author, 
portrays 110 kinds of single family homes, from 
conventional styles (Saltbox, Georgian, Italian- 
ate, and Shingle), to more uncommon types (In
flatable, Fantasy, Underground, and Floating). 
Quips architect Charles Moore, it's "...a genu
ine feast for the eyes and mind.
To order American Architecture, send $30.00 plus $2.25 postage to:

The MIT Press--Dept. OHJ 
Massachusetts Institute of Technology 
Cambridge, Massachusetts 02142 
(617) 253-2884

To order American Shelter, send $22.95 plus 
$2.00 postage to;

The Old-House Bookshop 
69A Seventh Avenue 
Brooklyn, New York 11217

The Antiques Book of Victorian Interiors
Compiled by Elisabeth Donaghy Garrett
1981 (160 pp., profusely illustrated) Cloth

OR EVERYONE INTERESTED in the interiors of 
Victorian houses, this colorful, pictorial 
account features the interiors of America's 

most famous Victorian homes. These opulent per
iod rooms include those of Olana in Church Hill, 
New York, the Mark Twain house in Hartford, Con
necticut, Biltmore in Asheville, North Carolina, 
Chateau-sur-Mer in Newport, Rhode Island, the 
Theodore Roosevelt Birthplace in New York City, 
and selected early interiors of designers Car- 
rere and Hastings.

F

THE ARTICLES are a compilation from the maga
zine and focus on Victorian architec-Antiques
ture as well as furnishings, wall and floor cov
erings, fabrics, window treatments, and other 
decorative ornaments.

ft

Also included with the 
historical descriptions are insights into the 
lives of the people who lived in them. The full 
character of these homes is revealed by 240 col
or and black and white photographs.

ff

To order, send $19.95 plus $1.50 postage to: 
Crown Publishers, Inc.
One Park Avenue--Dept. OHJ 
New York, New York 
(212) 532-9200

10016

AmeTican Architecture 1607-1976
Marcus Whiffen and Frederick Keeper
1981 (495 pp., generously illustrated) Cloth
American Shelter: An Illustrated Encyclopedia 
of the American Home 
Lester Walker
1981 (320 pp., profusely illustrated) Cloth

HESE BOOKS ARE VALUABLE additions to the 
resources in the vast and varied field of 
American architecture. The chronological 

survey format of each book is, however, charac
terized by a wholly different view of America's 
building heritage.
FOR THE STUDENT of architecture, American Archi
tecture 1607-1976 is a comprehensive scholarly 
examination of America's building periods and 
styles. The emphasis is on examples of Ameri
can architecture which have a certain historical 
and architectural significance, and as a result, 
forgoes other examples of the built environment. 
The text is detailed and authoritative; its 
straightforward, building-by-building survey is 
an excellent basic reference source.

New Energy From Old Buildings
National Trust for Historic Preservation
1981 (208 pp., illustrated) Paper

This book, the result of a national sympos
ium on energy conservation and its relation
ship to preservation, gathers together the 
ideas and recommendations of nationally known 

preservation architects and energy professionals. 
They suggest ways to reduce energy consumption 
(by combining the innate energy efficiency fea
tures of old buildings with new energy conserva
tion systems) while retaining America's archi
tectural heritage.
THE ARTICLES include discussions of the inher
ent energy saving features of old buildings, 
the concept of embodied energy, passive and ac
tive retrofit techniques, and the legal impli
cations of using solar devices in historic 
buildings. Especially helpful is the article 
entitled, "How to Save Energy in an Older House," 
which contains an exhaustive chart of conserva
tion techniques. Also included is an energy 
glossary and energy information sources.
To order, send $9.95 plus $2.50 postage to:

The Preservation Bookshop 
1600 H Street, N.W.--Dept. OHJ 
Washington, D.C. 20006 
(202) 673-4061

T

MARCUS WHIFFEN examines America's buildings from 
1607 to 1860 with an historical perspective, 
adding many comparisons of American and Euro
pean architecture. Frederick Keeper studies the 
works of individual architects to describe the 
period 1860 to 1976. The book, amply illustra
ted with black and white photographs and line
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1

ERE’S THE PROBLEM: My house is made o£ \
wood and has a painted brick foundation 
wall; there is a 2-foot crawlspace under I the entire house and verandah. There are two 

downspouts at opposite ends of the northwest 
wall. For years they have emptied out onto Itwo splash blocks. But midway between these ]
splash blocks is a depression in which a large • 
puddle has settled. I believe it has caused 
the brick foundation behind it to settle and 
leave a 3-inch x 8-foot space between the top 
of the foundation and the bottom of the wooden 
sill. Recently, the interior wall along the 
stairway has begun to show signs of stress: 
cracks and falling bits of plaster. What can 
I do about this nasty gap between the sill and 
the foundation?

Cracked Houses

on]
Scagliola

0 YOU HAVE ANY INFORMATION on a process 
called scagliola? 
of hand-painting plaster to resemble mar- 

I would like to know how to do it, and
I believe it is the art

ble.
what tools and materials will be required. 
Unfortunately, my library has not been very 
useful.

--Maureen Wilke Buffalo, NY
--Kenneth Koskela Zephyrhills, FL

CAGLIOLA is a specialty plastering method 
that uses colored plaster to create the ap
pearance of marble. The color is part of 

the material itself in this method (as opposed 
to marbleizing, where the color is painted 
onto the surface) . Scagliola is a highly-spe
cialized finish that is rarely practiced today. 
It’s very difficult to do, and so is not gen
erally a do-it-yourself craft. There are plas
tering books that can be found in libraries 
and technical schools which will give you more 
information about this process. But we don't 
know of any book currently in print that des
cribes the process in any detail.

s IRST YOU HAVE TO WEDGE THE CRACK. (The 
December 1981 OHJ explains this procedure.) 
Then dig a hole to check the foundation. 

After redirecting the water flow away from the 
house, use telltales to see if the crack is 
still moving. If it has stopped, then fill in 
the space with drypack mortar; if it hasn't, 
then you'll have to have an architect go over 
the house.

F

Rescuing Lincnista(As you can see, we don't have a great deal of informa
tion ourselves. Can any of out readers recosMoend a 
good ctaftsperson who still practices scagliola? How 
a2>ouC an authoritative book on the subject?—The Editors)

S THERE ANY SAFE WAY to remove layers of 
paint from Lincrusta-Walton? The exquisite 
details of this beautifully-patterned materi

al in my entryway are obscured by several lay
ers of paint, including the "classic" glossy 
dentist-office greenl

I

Insulating The Attic --K.E. Possler Lancaster, PA
Y HOUSE IS 60+ YEARS OLD, with a well-ven
tilated, wooden-floored attic. Under the 
floor there is about 3 inches of rock wool 

insulation, with no vapor barrier. The attic 
is unheated and unused, and will remain so for 
at least another 15 years. I have purchased 
enough 6-inch, foil-backed insulation to cover 
the attic. My question is, where should I 
place it, on the floor (foil down) or in be
tween the roof rafters?

T HERE IS NO SAFE WAY THAT WE KNOW OF to com
pletely remove paint from Lincrusta. The 
methylene chloride in chemical strippers 

will dissolve the linseed oil in the paper; 
and you certainly don't want to use heat on 
paper. But you can safely remove some of the 
paint by applying lacquer thinner and rubbing 
with 0 steel wool. (We'd still recommend try
ing this out on an unobtrusive test patch, how
ever.) When you've removed enough paint to 
have restored some of the detail, you should 
refinish the Lincrusta. First put down a 
ground coat of oil-based paint—one which simu
lates the original look of the Lincrusta.
Then apply a glaze over it, as the original 
owner would have. Glazes are available from 
Wolf Paints, 771 Ninth Avenue, Dept. OHJ, New 
York, NY 10019. (212) 245-7777.

--Glenn Stein Great Neck, NY

OU WON’T BE HEATING THE ATTIC, SO you 
might just as well lay the insulation down 
on the floor. The problem here is that 

you shouldn't put foil-backed insulation down 
over the other insulation; the vapor barrier 
will trap moisture in the house. See if you 
can exchange the foil-backed for the unfoiled 
kind. If you can't, then slash the foil 
before laying down the insulation. When you 
are ready to heat and use the attic, you can 
reuse that insulation with a new polyethylene 
vapor barrier facing indoors.

Y

General interest questions from subscribers will be answered In print. 
The Editors can't promise to reply to aN questions personally—but we 
try. Send questions with sketches or photos to Questions Editor, The 
Old4fouse (oumal, 69A Seventh Avenue, Brooklyn, NY 11217.

)
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Why would over 8,000 OHJ subscribers buy 
The Master Heavy-Duty Heat Gun?

r aye Spiddl of Eugene, Oregon, restores 
old houses in her spare time. Here’s 
what she said in an umolicited letter 
about the Master Heavy-Duty Heat

Gun;
“/ read each usue very carefully and 

have used quite a few hinta from the Journal. 
The niceat thing, though, wa» being able to 
buy a heat gun. Thia laat house had built-in 
bookcatee, large window!, an archway be
tween the living room and dining room, and 
the original cupboard*, which had been 
moved to the back porchAitiiity room. They 
all look lovely now, but / tell friend* that 
there are at least two acre* of woodwork in 
the house. / could have never done it with a

chemical paint remover. / have not been so 
pleased with any toolt've bought!”

Laura Lee Johnston, a homeowner 
from Long bland, New York, said this about 
the Master gun:

“Your heat gun is just what we needed 
to attack our heavily paint-laden newel post. 
It can't be removed (it is probably holding 
up the house!) and the thought of using 
chemical removers on it and coping with the 
mess has deterred me from getting to it since 
we moved in.”

Patricia and \Ydkie Talbert of Oakland, 
California,are the OHJ subscribers who first 
told us about the Master Heavy-Duty gun;

"We wouldn’t be without it! Interest- 
ingly, the more coats of paint, the better the 
gun works! The heat-softened paint film 
tends to lift off intact out of cracks and 
crevices, rather than being dissolved and 
soaked back into the wood as often happens 
with liquid removers.”

What it will do:
♦ The Master Heavy-Duty HG-501 
Heat Gun is ideal for stripping paint 
from interior woodwork where a clear 
finish is going to be applied.

Use the heat gun for stripping 
paint from:

(1) Doors (2) Wainscotting (3) Window 
and door frames (4) Exterior doors 
(5) Porch columns and woodwork 
I6| Baseboards (7) Shutters and 
(8) panelling.
« In addition, the Master heat gun can 
be used for such purposes as thawing 
frozen pipes, loosening synthetic resin 
linoleum pastes, and softening old 
putty when replacing window glass.

I
Faye SpidelJ, Laura Lee Johnston and 

the Talberts are no special cases. Over 8,000 
OHJ subscribers have purchased the Master 
Heavy-Duty Heat Gun. And the raves keep
coming m. Note these 

outstanding 
features:

We sell this heat gun because it’s the 
best one money can buy. It makes your job 
a lot easier . . . and minimizes inhalation of 
dangerous methylene chloride vapors, given 
off by most chemical removers.

The electric-powered heat gun softens 
paint in a uniform way so it can be scraped 
off with a knife. A small amount of chemical 
remover is suggested for clean-up and tight 
crevkes, but the heat gun takes care of 
almost ^ the woik.

In addition to minimizing chemical use, 
another important safely feature is a lower 
operating temperature than a propane torch 
or blowtorch. Thus the danger of vaporizing 
lead is eliminated, and fire danger is greatly 
reduced,too.

(Precautions should be taken when 
handling scrapinp from lead-based paint and 
caution should be observed with wall parti
tions that contain dust.)

The HG-501 is an industrial-gauge tool. 
That means it isn’t cheaply-made or cheaply- 
priced. But paint remover is going for $12 to 
$20 per gallon ... so if you use the Master 
Heat Gun just a few times, it pays for itsdf.

« Heavy-duty industrial construction 
for long life

- Pistol-grip handle; 3-position finger
tip switch with guard for added safety

- Rubber-backed stand keeps floors 
from scorching; stand swivels 90°; has 
keyhole for harming and storage

* Adjustable air intake regulates 
temperature between 500°F & 750°F.

* Rugged die-cast aluminum body — 
no plastics

« 8' -long 3-wire cord, grounded, with 
molded plug

-• No asbestos used in construction

* Double-jacketed heater

* Rated at 120 v. and 15 amps

-• Approved by Underwriters Labor
atories

The Old-House Journal Guarantees U your 
heat gun should malfunction for any 
reason within two months of purchase, 
return it to The Old-House Journal and 
well replace it.

What it won’t do:
The heat gun is not recommended for:
(1) Removing shellac and varnish;
(2) Stripping paint on window mul- 
lions (the glass might crack from the 
heat); (3) Stripping the entire exterior 
of a house (too slow); (4) Stripping 
Early American milk paint (only 
ammonia will do that); (6) Stripping 
exterior cornices (could ignite dust or 
animal nests inside).

When it comes to stripping paint, there 
are no magic wands — but we think this is 
the best method and best gun for the job.

$64.95 postpaid, shipping via UPS

You may order your Master heat gun by 
filling out the Order Form in this issue, or by 
sending S64.95 to The Old-House Journal. 
69,4 Seventh Avenue, Brooklyn, NY 11217.
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This month—a selection of products 
especially appropriate for the 

tum-of-century house.

5189 or 449-2690. (2) The Aetna Stove 
Co., 2nd & Arch Sts., Dept. OHJ, Phil
adelphia, PA 19106. (215) 627-2008.

These two companies—among the 
country’s largest and oldest stove distrib
utors—have an extensive inventory of 
replacement parts for every kind of 
stove and heater. They do not offer any 
literature and would prefer that you call 
rather than write so that they can deter
mine exactly what you need.

Craftsman Wallpaper
Richard E. Hiibaut, Inc. and The 

Historic House Association of America 
have collaborated to produce a line of 
authentic reproduction wallpapers. All 
19 designs, each available in 3-5 color- 
ways, are very reasonably priced from 
$14.95 to $18.95 per roll. Many of these 
54-inch wide screen prints also have 
matching fabric.

The patterns were taken from his
toric homes throughout the country, 
mostly from 19th-century documents; 
however, the eariy 20th century is also 
represented. Shown here is an Arts & 
Crafts pattern taken from the Roycroft 
Campus, E. Aurora, NY (1890s).

Each wallpaper in Thibaut’s Historic 
House collection is accompanied by a 
brief history of its origins—a nice histor
ical touch for the old-house owner. A 
free brochure and the name of a dealer 
is available. Richard E. Thibaut, Inc., 
315 5th Ave., Dept. OHJ, New York, 
NY 10016. (212) 481-0880.

Help For Your Hoosier
A “Hoosier” could usually be found 

in tum-of-century kitchens. These handy 
cupboards, which often had a sugar dis
penser and a flour sifter built in, are 
once again becoming popular. However, 
replacement parts are often difficult to 
find. One source we managed to locate 
was Furniture Revival & Co. Here you 
can find a complete selection of 

Hoosier” hardware including the brack
ets needed to attach the top section to 
the lower cupboard. (They stock both 
the top- and side-mounted styles.) These 
brackets ,$56.10/pair, are made of 16-18 
gauge stamped steel 
and painted dull 
metallic silver. Also 
available are solid 
brass
door latches and 
hinges. And, to com
plete the restoration 
of your “Hoosier”— 
flour and sugar dis
pensers (about $63 
and $56).

The company also carries many 
other hard-to-flnd hardware items in
cluding icebox and roU-top desk hard
ware. A catalog ($1.50) is offered. 
Furniture Revival & Co., PO Box 994, 
Dept. OHJ, Corvallis, OR 97339. (503) 
764-6323.

An inventory of 40-50 completely 
restored stoves can usually be found at 
Agape Antiques. The selection offers 
parlor or cooking stoves from 1830 
through 1930. Wood, coal, or gas models 
are available with a price range of $400- 
$3,700, and Dave Wells, the owner, will 
be happy to ship anywhere.

They also stock stove replacement 
parts. Although their parts selection is 
limited to Glenwood Stoves, it’s very 
complete. The best way to get informa
tion is to call Mr. Wells directly. Agape 
Antiques, Box 43-OHJ, Saxtons River, 
VT 05154. (802) 869-2273.

(4

Hoosier”

Turn-Of-Oentury Lighting
Tum-of-century lighting can 

be difficult to find. Heirloom Brass 
offers two chandeliers which are 
reproductions, with slight changes 
to meet the electrical code, of 
1924-1926 models. Both flxtures 
are solid brass, coated with lacquer 
to reduce tarnishing, and sold with

a choice of 4 different glass shades.
Heirloom Brass supplies to 

wholesalers, but they will give you 
the name of a dealer in your area. 
Heirloom Brass, PO Box 146, 
Dept. OHJ, Dundas, MN 55019. 
(507) 645-9341.

Keeping Warm
We have received many inquiries 

from readers concerning old stove and 
heater parts, especially radiants for the 
Humphrey gas heater. If you are one of 
the many people trying to locate a source 
for these and other hard-to-find replace- 

b ment parts we suggest you try the 
following two sources: (1) Empire Stove 
and Furnace Co., 795 Broadway, Dept. 
OHJ, Albany, NY 12207. (518) 449-

U
a

4-arm chandeliersugg. retail $250 3-arm chandeliet^ugg. retail $190
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After installing a metal ceiling, be 
sure to clean it with denatured alcohol 
or mineral splriU (a must for proper 
paint adhesion), and coat it with an oil- 
based paint or clear lacquer. A free 
brochure of patterns and installation in
structions is available. Shanker Steel 
Corp,, 70-32 83rd Street, Dept. OHJ, 
Glendale, NY 11385. (212) 326-1100.

The 20th Century Bathroom
Sterline Manufacturing Coip. 

has established a retail subsidiary, 
Barclay Products, in response to 
OHJ readers’ interest in their 
wholesale products. Barclay carries 
a full line of bathroom accessories 
including high-tank toilets, shower 
rings, and shower curtains (stan
dard and custom siz^). Barclay’s 
line of solid brass faucets, manu
factured by the Chicago Faucet 
Company, are almost exact repro
ductions of the patterns used by 
Chicago Faucet in the 1920s and 
30s; minor changes were made in 
compliance with modem plumb
ing codes.

Basin cocks (sold in pairs) 
suggested retail—$117

Their 10 different faucet 
models have a non-lacquered, 

polished brass flnish 
and white porcelain 
handies. Barclay also 
sells Never Dull (5 oz. 
for $5), an alcohol- 
based brass polish that 
is alkaline and non- 
abrasive.

For their free cat
alog contact: Barclay 
Products Co., PO Box 
12257, Dept. OHJ, 
Chicago, IL 60612. 
(312) 243-1444.

Fine Hardware
Deck-mounted sink faucet sugg. retail—$186 Horton Brasses manufactures over 

500 solid brass hardware items in a vari
ety of styles covering the period from 
late 1600 to about 1920.

Unlike many other companies, this 
one offers furniture hardware for the 
Ampler late Victorian & tum-of-century 
home. Included in this selection is the 
golden oak style drawer pull ($4.50), 
shown here, and cast brass knobs in the 
sunflower design ($3.25—$4.25). They 
also stock an unusual item—a moulding 
hook (30^). When attaching your picture 
hanger to the moulding, this brass-plated 
hook fits securely onto the moulding and 
is much more appropriate than a nail.

In addition, owner Mrs. Kirtland is 
willing to make replacement tiles or 
create a new design for you. There is a 
design fee of about $100 for this addi
tional custom work, which usually re
quires 3 months. The cost and the time 
depend on the number of tiles, the dif
ficulty of the design, and the even 
greater difficulty of matching colors. (If 
your design is one that Mrs. Kirtland 
would like to stock, she is willing to 
share the cost of the custom work.)

For a free brochure, send a self- 
addressed stamped envelope to: FerGene 
Studio, 4320 Washington St., Dept. 
OHJ, Gary, IN 46408. (219) 884-1119.

Embossed Tiles
FerGene Studio offers embossed 

tiles for your fireplace and hearth. Most 
of these tiles have a relief design which 
is copied from, or influenced by, late 
Victorian tiles. Plain tiles are also avail
able for those who feel that a continous 
pattern is too busy.

Reasonably priced stock patterns 
include the Virginia Creeper, which is 
designed to 
around the fireplace; It 
is comprised of running- 
vine tiles, corner tiles, 
and end-vine tiles. The 
cost of these and other 
regular relief 6 x 6 in. 
tiles is $10/tile. Many 
other sizes are available, 
including small hearth 
tiles and rectangular 
tiles. Prices for smaller 
tiles range from $3-$5.

The tiles can be glazed to match a 
color in your room. Another option is 
Crackletone glaze, which imitates the 
crazing seen in antique tiles.

grow

Overhead
The textured metal ceilings found in 

many tum-of-century homes are both 
decorative and fire retardant. Shanker 
Steel, who has been manufacturing tin
plated metal ceilings since 1912, is still 
using the original patterns and methods. 
Their ceilings are available in 22 different 
patterns, with coordinating cornices. 
These patterns may be purchased in 2-ft. 
X 8-ft. sheets, at a cost of $22.30 each.

Mr. Jim Horton, the owner of this 
company, is willing to do custom hand- 
reproduction of hardware. There is an 
additional charge for this service, but 
the order will usually be completed 
within three to four weeks. A catalog is 
available for $2. Horton Brasses, Nooks 
Hill Rd., PO Box 95-OHJ, Cromwell, CT 
06416. (203) 6354400.

(
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on the other side to conveniently get quality 
mail order merchandise tor the old-house 
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Please Send The Following:
Master Appliance HG-501 Heat Gun — $64.95 
(N.Y. State residents add local sales tax)

Subscriptions to The Old-House Journal 
[ ] New Subscription
! 1 Renewal
(Please enclose current mailing label}

□ lYear-$16 

n 2 Years-$24

□ 3 Years - $32 
NOTE; Please allow 8 weeks for your first issue to arrive

updated PacVage'Newest
r~l "The Everything Package” — A terrific money-saving package ^ 

which includes; Back issues from January, 1976 through present; 
all Indexes to those issues; the 1982 Old-House Journal Catalog; 
plus a subscription running through December, 1982. In all, you 
get 84 issues+the Catalog. All for only $59.95, (You save $55!)

&
&

I

The Old-House Bookshop 0 <1

□ 1982 OHJ CATALOG—Comprehensive 
buyers' guide to over 9,000 hard-to-find pn^ucts It services for the old house. Tbis 
''Yellow P^s” for restoration I: main
tenance — 25% larger this year — is the 
most complete, up-to-date aouicebook 
available. Softcover. $11.95.
$8.95 to current OHJ subscribers.

ers Save $5fNe>w-
The Amoion Shdtcri An lUusIraled Encyclopedia of the American 
Home chrartologic^ly charts the devdopmertt of houses in America 
fnxn a designer’s perspective From the time of the settlers to projection 
into the hoim of the future, author Lest« VVilka’surveys ana describes 
over 100 different house styles with more than 1.000 illustrations, 
including exploded diagrams, floorplans and side elevations.
The aithor has simpfafied the urxlentatding of floce plans and structure 
has also included the bases for each house design iiKiuding factors as 
siting, fonrv materials and building methodology. All produce the 
most pervasive man-made ol^ect on the Ameican landupe — the 
sirtgle-family dwrilingOHJ Subs^ber prke: 922.99 + 92 postage A handling

320 pages. 8V^ X 11, hardcow

□ CENTURY OF COLOR-Authentic painl 
colors for your home’s exterior. Corers 
1B20-1920; all house stylet—from plain 
to fancy. Ties in with availtble commer
cial colors. Softbound, $12.00
TASTEFUL INTERLUDE-Rare photo- 
naphs of or^,al Interiors from the Civil 
War to WW 1. Of great value to anyone 
decorating in a period style. Written by 
William Seale. Softbound. $14.95.
BINDERS—Brown vinyl binders embossed 
in gold with the OHJ logo. HoMi a year 
of issues. $5.25 each.
THE OHJ COMPENDIUM-CoUection of 
the most helpful articles from the OHJ’s 
first 5yeanot publkatkm(1973 to 1977). 
312 pages. Hardcover. $21.95.

g
90

Reg. retail price; $27.95 □
13

□□□ THE AMERICAN HOUSE-Comprehefl- 
sive guide to house styles,covering formal 
and folk budding genres from 17th century 
through cofttemporsiy vanguard archi
tects. By Maiy Mix Foley. Great as a style 
manual or coffee table conversatlon- 
sUrter. 299 pages. Softbound. $14.95.

PALUSER'S LATE VICTORIAN AR- 
CHITECTURE-Ltffest collectkMi of late 
19lh century house plans fc ornamen
tal details. Contains 2 books published by 
architectural firm of Palliser <c Palliser in 
1878 ti 1887. Over 1,500 plans b details. 312 pages-Jumbo 10xl3.Softbd.$21.9S.

I3219 35

□
□ VICTORIAN ARCHITECTURE-R^rint 

edition of 2 classic irchltectural pattern 
books: AJ. Bickneli'i of 1873 4 
Comstock's of 1881. Hundreds of illustra
tions of houses b ornamental details in the 
Mansard, Queen Anne b Eastlake styles. 192 pgs.-Jumbo10xl3size.Softbd.$15.95

□ CUMMINGS b MILLER-Two srchitec- 
tursl pattern books from 1865 b 1873 
draw house plans A ornamental details 
in Mansaid, Itslianste Ic Bracketed ityles. 
Over 2,000 designa 4t illustrations. 248 

-Jumbo 10 X 13" sise. Softbound.

□ MOULDINGS b ARCHITECTTURAL DETAILS OF THE LATE 19lh CEN
TURY—R^rint of a mouldinn 
work catalog published in 1898 
doors, mantHs, etched glass b many hundreds of other srchiteclural elements used 
from 1870's thru 1900. Over 1.200 illus
trations. 288 pages. Softbound. $14.00.

W.T.16la b mill- . Showsn
9

□ HOLLY’S HOUSE BOOK-Style book b interior decorating guide for the 1860'i 
thru 1880's. Contains reprints of 2 influ- 
ential books by Henry Hudson Holly; 
"Country Seats" (1863), b "Modem Dwellkigi (1876). 389 pages.Softbound. 
$13.95.

□ PAINT MAGIC-Beautiful how-to guideEiainling and gazing, covering 23 
tional techniquea. FuU-color photos, 
vetion introductions and step4>y-step 

methods makes Uiis an indispensable 
idea b reference book. Hardcover.$31,95.

I to 19trad34

□ THE AMERICAN WfELTtR-Over 100 U- 
kuatratlons dvonologkalJy chart the develop- 
ment of 100 stn^e-famtly home styles, with 
exploded diagrams, floorplans and side 
elevations, charting styles from the UOlYa-to a pro)eGtian for the haioe. A dcsiffwr'sddi^. 
320 pages. Hardcover. 924.95

31&
N.Y. State residents add applicable sales tax.All prices postpaid.

NOTE: If your order includes books or merchandise, you musf give us a STREET 
A DDRESS — not a P. O. Box number. If'e ship via United Parcel ^ruice (VPS), 
and Niey will not deliver to a P.O. Box.

Name,Send My Order To:

Address

,Zip.StateCityAmount Enclosed $

.^^The
This page forms its own postpaid envelope. Just check the boxes, and clearly print your name and address. Cut out 

Old'House the page and fold, as indicated on the reverse side. Enclose your check and drop it in the mail.
Journal



Tour Search Is Over!
gsl|»ixiDg up your old house? Looking for a dazzling brass 

chandelier for your Queen Anne? Pulling out your hair 
(^ing to And dn ceilings for your turo-of-century home? 
Have you been toying with the idea of getting one of those 
spoke-handled porcelain faucet sets?

Don't get out your walking shoes and canteen to go 
searching for those elusive products or services. Make life 
simple for yourself. Get the one indispensable sourcebook for 
old-house lovers — send for a copy of The 1982 Old-House 
Journal Catalog. □ Authentic paints 

and finishes

□ Hinges, knobs and 
other hardware

□ Replacement balusters

□ Architectural miliwork
□ Antique and recycled 

house parts
□ Furniture and fumishinp

□ Mouldinpand- 
^gerbread trim □ Columns and capitals

□ ... AND MUCH MORE1
□ Ornamental plaster

□ period fabrics 
and wallpaper

This new edition has 176 pages of descriptive information on 
almost 10,000 hard4o-find items from over 1200 companies across the nation. It is the 

most comprehensive directory available.

The 1982 Old-House Journal Catalog helps 
owners restore and preserve houses that are old ~ 
but the information is up-to-date. All listinp have 
been painstakingly screened and edited by the staff 
of The Old-House Journal. Included are descriptions 
of products & services, details on brochures, and 
addresses and phone numbers.

The Latest
Edition Features:

176 pages4

almost 10,000 products A services✓Everything is extensively cross-referenced, to 
make sure you don’t go crazy looking for "chimney 
collars 
and fitting.

practical, descriptive write-upswhen that’s listed under "stove pipe ✓

Product & Service Directory4You may have thought finding rolls of custom- 
designed, hand-printed 19th century wallpaper at 
814 to $18 each would be impossible ... but that’s 
just one of hundreds of exceptional fuids in The 
1982 Old-House Journal Catalog.

Company Directory4

Alphabetical Index4

helpful product advertisingWhen store clerks insist ‘They don’t make 
that anymore . . ." turn to the pages of The 1982 
Old-House Journal Catalog.

4

new design4
$11.95, poBtpaid 

$8.95, postpaid, to current subscribers 
Shipping via UPS commentary that puts products 

and thdr uses in perspective
✓

To get The 1982 Old-House Journal Catalog 
delivered directly to your home, send $11.95 

— $8.95 to current subscribers — to 
The Old-House Bookshop 

69A Seventh Avenue, Brookl)m, ^fY 11217 
.. .or Use The Order Form fa This Issue

over 1200 hard-to-And companies4

4 latest information available



r Ihe Old-House

1870 STEINWAY roiewood square grand p 
No. 21412.40 b). a 80 bi. X 36 in. high.
Uct: B. Saunden, &815 Ohio St., Vennilion, OH 
44089. (216) 967-9685.

2 FRENCH DOORS with 30 panes of button glass, 
c. 1920. 2 ft. X 4 ft. iheetf of ceding tin: 27 in Roman 
eroas pattern, 10 in douUe 
Imgths of flooring beaded 
cl^board. A. Cu^nun,
StephenviUe, TX 76401. (817) 965-504&.

MEETINGS fc EVENTSiano. Solal 
3,000. Con-

CITY LIVING-Rehab Fair. Hartford, CT. Sept. 25 Ir 
26, 1982. Exhibitors want^ f« fab for home repw, 
maintenance, L restoration. 200 exhibitors displaying 
products b terrkes for restoration, stiucturd i^sb, 
decoratiTe improTemmts, etwrgy conservation, as well 
as manufacturers, craftsmen, distributors, designers, 
consultants, architects. Workdiops and demcmstra- 
tions in practical hands-on coruervation techniques, 
preservation methods, mamtenance tips, home fi- 
nsTKing, contractor nc^tiations. For details contact: 
Sandy Hamer, 16 Lewis St., Hartford, CT 06103. 
(203) 247-6849.

FREE ADS FOR 
SUBSCRIBER/MEMBERS

Qaasified ads are FREE for current mem- 
ber/subscribers. The ads are subject to 
editorial selection and space availabdity. 
They are limited to one-of-a-kind oppor
tunities and small-lot sales. Standard com
mercial products are NOT eligd)le.

Photos of items for sale are also printed 
free—space permuting. Just submit a clear 
black Ie white photograph along with your 
ad copy.

Examples of types of ads eligible for free 
insertion: 1) Interesting old houses for sale; 
2) Architecture sah^e Ci old house parts 
for sale; 3) Restoration positions wanted 
and vacant; 4) Hard-to-fuid items that you 
are looking for; 5) Trades and swaps; 
6) Restoration and old house services; 7) 
Meetings artd events.

Free ads are limited to a maximum of 60 
wordx The only payntent is your current 
OHJ mailing Islm to verify your number/ 
subscriber status

3iaie patt«n. Alio odd 
ing, and some cypress 

1092 West Tarieton,

11 RED OAK BEAMS, haird hewn, from demoliihed 
barn of Hendrlkut Du Bob, c. 1790. Mostly tn excel- 
leit Gonditicm. iMgths from 12 ft. to 28 ft., width
12 in. to 16hi., thicknessapprox. 10 in. Beams located 
In New Paltz, NY. For appointment to inspect, iMve 
phone message on tape at (212) 769-0840.

HOUSE RESTORATION fie ANITqUE SHOW June 4, 
6, b 6, 1982. Kansas City Trade Ma^ Old Municipal 
Airport Bldg., Kansas Clw, 
contact: Dolores Wagrter, Waxne:
Box 162, Platteburg, MO 64777.
639-3305.

MO. For booth mace, 
r Promotions, Rt. 2, 
(816) 532-0194; orWOODEN SHUTTERS with movable flaps and P^ed 

comeit: 38 at size 16 in. x 54 hi.; 4 at sze 16 in. x 
62 in. Excellent condition but need deaning. Best 
offer. (203) 4S&8932. COURSES b SEMINARS-Feb. 24, Blowing Money 

For Real Estate Projects; March 10, Fundamentals Of 
Effective Property ManMement; March 27, Home 
Coostnictioa: Conbacts To Completioo. For further 
information, contact: Unhrertrty ^tension, University 
of California, Davis. CA 95616. (916) 752-0880.

ANTIQUE HARDWARE, c. 1910. Bram, other metals,K* iss, poKelain: ice box locks, hinges, door b cabinet 
ol^ hooks, draw pullt, iMks, and much more. 

Hardware supplies for restoration needs, Odd Hud- 
Jamsksware. 76-16 

296-0163.
Ave., Queens. NY 11421. (212)

A CENTURY OF SURFACE DBCORATION-1820- 
1920: 7th AnnusI Hisloric Presuvstion Conference, 
April 22-24, in lovely Jonesboro, Teon. Speakers will 
be Qcm Labbie It Patricia Poore, Brace Bradbury, and 
Mikotm Robson. Topics include interior paint colon 
<i wallpapers; stencillLag, grsining. & marbleizing; and 
prepuation of surfaces. Lectures st workshops, nitlc- 
Ipatlon Is limited. For information contact: The 
JonesborouA CIvk Trust. PO Box 180, Jonesboro, TN 
37659. (615) 753-6281. Cosponsored by The Jones- 
borough Ctvk Trust, Appslachian R^iond Buresu of 
Government, Appalachian State University, and The 
Old-Houw Journal.

Deadline wiB be on the 5th, 2 months 
before the issue. For exanmle, ads for the 
December issue are due by Octobu 5th.

Write: Emporium Editor, Oid-House Jour
nal, 69A Seventh Ave., Brooklyn, NY 
11217.

FOR SALE
D4NS b HISTORIC HOUSES

ROOKWOOD FIREPLACE tile. Enough for sUndard- 
dze fireplace front Duk green with loiu-stemmed 
rote motif for eitberadeof opening. Each tile stamp^ 
“Rookwood” on back. $350 plus shipphig. Regenetis, 
2712 North Henderson, Dallas, TX 76206. (214) 
833-3241.

BACK BAR: OriginaBy from drag store c. 1900. Oak, 
8 ft long, 7M ft. high (two pieces) glass panel doors 
above, wood doors It drawers below. FuDy, profes- 
dooally restored. Pkturcs available. $2500. Mhery 
can be arranged. Dui Dkhl, 6374 Waterloo Rd., 
Atvriter, OH 44201. (216) 947-3385.

VICTORIAN MIRRORS, a spectacuUr pair; origtoial daas. 86 In. hi^ by 68 In. wide. $960/pair. Sam Stone, 
19 The I^fayette, 333 Commonwealth Ave., Boston, 
MA 02116. (617) 636-5395; 363-1690.

SPRING HOUSE. Bed b Breakfut In a cozy 18th 
century restored stone houee n the valley of Muddy 
CMek in the Pennsylvania countrydde. Neu York, 
Lancaster. Two hours from Philadelphia, Washington. 
(717) 927-6906.

REAL ESTATE

LOVELY BUILDING LOT (60 x 125) in staid red- 
dential section of Attleboro, MA. Build your own 
veer round or vacation borne here neu the Cape. 
$2600 cash or trade. K. A. Cooper, 193116th Street 
N.W., Washkigton, DC 20009. (202) 667-0819.
PARKE CO., IN-Impresdve 1883 2-storey brick home 
on 6'A acres, neu Turkey Run State Parii. Italian Vila 
style architecture. Authentic lestoration 90% eom- 
pj^. 10 rooms, IVibaths,pantry, large rooms, 6 fire
places. Central facet, well insulated. $1M,000. intact 
Felkner Realty. RockviUe, IN 47872. (317) 669-3186.

SOUTHWEiTTERN MICHIGAN: c. 1860 brkk Italian- 
ale farmhouse, 10 spacious rooms, beautiful walnut 
staircase to second floor and atlk, ori^al palnted- 
grain woodwork, fuB ceDu with stone floor, 2 acres 
with old trees. Essy drive to South Bend, SL Joe, 
Benton Harbor, Kidaroazoo. Needs complete, loving 
rmtoration. $20,000. Call (713) 696-7041.

SPECTACULAR ART DECO MURALS-8 different 
hand-carved in relief in 1936,11 ft. x 12 ft. to 11 ft. 
X 15 ft. in size with built-in Indirect li 
have 13 pine offke putitlon dowa with i 
3 swinging doors It trim. John A. Neff, 417 Pine St., 
Greenville, OH 45381. (613) 648-9894.

ighting. 
mrsted glass,

Also
UNIQUE BATR 2 parU: the Inner b the outer glazed 
sections are sep vated to leave an air space, keepmg the 
water hot longer. C. 1898 American Standard. Price 
$800. (613) 526-1818.

2 PAIR POCKET DOORS, reddish-coior with bras 
keyhole ftxtures: 30H bi. wide x 7H ft. high 
thkk. Alto sevwal other paoeUy^doors in

BEVELLED PLATE GLASS; nine pcs., SOin.x 32 M.; 
thirteen, 26 x SO; two, 20 x 32; two, 25 x 27; one, 
24 X 28. The above are all M In. thkk or more; bevels 
are 1*5/6 bi. wide, c. 1900. NeDe MuDini Butterfield, 
908 S. 24th SL, Quincy, IL 62301.

X 2 in. 
varying 

Pocket Doors, 
3rd Ave., Belmar, NJ 07719. (201) 681-5752;

dirnensions, approx. 30 In 
409
681-1927.
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GEORGIAN REVIVAL MANSION. WatMkj, IL. Buih 
in 1912, iU 5,500 tq. ft. Include 4 bedroonu, 2t4 
b^hi, Hiring room opening to iaqK Porch, paneled 
dining room with butler’s pantry, oaOrooRi, library, 
and 2 fireplaces, le acre city lot with mature trees. 
$125,00. Brochure no. OHA75446. Previews, Inc., 
222 South Riverside Plasa, Chicago, IL. (312) 
648-0313.

ATHENS, NY—Elegant 6-room 1878 Federaliit home 
In hktoric district offers large living room and dining 
room, fuU attic and basement, new roof and furnace, 
private porch and yard, garage, and liberal 
ancing. Asking $30,500. I,and Resources,
St., Athens, NY 12015. (518) 946-1303.

JIM THORPE, PA. One of the 13 original millionaire 
homes in this historical town. Usted on the National 
Register. Suit in 1900; 5700sq.ft OrMnal beautiful 
wo^work, ftiturcs, and wall k c^mg cowings. 
Origmal bluepruits L specs. Located in downtown 
area undergoing restoration. Asking price $39,900. Gme Durigan l^al Estate, (215) 377-4488 or (717) 
386-2408, eveninp.

MAPLEWOOD, NJ—1907 Builder’s model. Impressive 
architecture, construction, neighborhood. One of the 
town’s originals. 9 generous rooms; 3rd floor suite; 5 
batbs; excelent condition rnlh oak floors, recent re
furbishing. Walk to town; 35 min. WTC. Immediate 
occupancy, $119,500 with fmanclog/rental consider
ations. Burgdorff, (201) 356-5200 or owner (617) 
359-6539, p.m.

BUILDING made into living quarters. living room, 
kitchen, 4 bedrooms, bath, workroom. Built in 1893. 
Total 3000 sq.ft., IS ft. ceiUngiL brick w^, wood 
floors. In snail town near Austin. $27,500. Mrs. Lioyd 
E. WheeK 1813 Madison Ave., Austin, ?8757.

FARM HOUSE 200* years old. 7 rooms, new kitchen, 
2 new baths. CarefuDy preserved. Some wide board 
floors. Urge lot. $129,000. (201) 538-1331.

THE CRAFTSMAN is a skilled mechanic who will help 
you to recreate or retain the histoikal grandeur and 
warmth of your home, stripping and leflnUhng wood- 
worL My skill and profes^n Jism are guaranteed to 
please. (212) 663-3334.

PUBLIC RELATIONS-HOU^ TOURS. A praflUble 
house tour takes planning. House Toun, lac. can tell 
you how to do it. Cost U nominaL Write 11251 South 
rorreatviUe Ave., Chicago, IL 60628.

HISTORICAL RESEARCH-If they lived n your 
house at the itartofa decade in the 19th century, then 
we can tell you the a«, sex, and occupation of the 
house ownes and lunUy. Giva the full name of the 
owner, complete address, induding viSage and state, 
and known dates of occupancy. Searchat $10 per 
hour. Anciunw Research, 12s Central Ave., Staten 
bland, NY 10301.

IS YOUR HOUSE ANTIQUE or just old? Either way, 
we can h^ you deal whh it: ruD preservation and 
architecture services, resesrch, pro)^ planning, de
sign. technicd consuHing, pre-purchase Inspection, b 
more. Alim Chstles Hill, AlA, Historic PrenffvaUon b 
Architecture, 25 Englewood Rd., Windiester, MA 
01890. ($17) 7294)748.

ST. LOUIS, UO—Fine fumituio 4 architecture itrir 
pkig 4 lefhrUiini done, Also restoration, rtpw, 
caning, caning. All hand WMk done by craftsmen with 

25 years exp«lence. Please come by our shop. 
Finishes, 4173 JuniaU SL, (314) 773-1706.

BOB SMITH Decorating 4 Repak. ^ate 4 tile 
roofing, custom copper work, mete fabrkatkig, 
concrete shkigles. Restoration work, carpentry—reh» 
work. (312) 238-2113.

I owner fln- 
, 28 Second

FEDERAL BRICK HOME with Itaibnate porch and 
other deteiing. 30 min. south ot Indianapolis on 
large, wooded comer lot in FYanklin, IN. Restored, 8 
rooms ready for occupancy. Nomkiated for Natione 

10. Realtor Kenn Chesser, (317)Register. $72,000 
736-5663.

6000 SQUARE FEET of glorious Victoriana in Inman 
Park, one of Atlanta's most active rest<wath>n areas. 
Many origkte excitmg architecture features, dentil 
moulding, 9 flieplaces, heart pine floors, more. 
Good systems, structureiy sound, in-ground p<wL 
Contact agent: Ann Roberts, Downtown Properties, 
313 N. Highland Ave., Atlanta, GA 30307. (404) 
688-2050.

over 
Artistic

WEST KINGSTON, Rl-House built in 1725.1 acre of 
land, 2-stall horse bam. Houk has 2 apt&, both now 
rented. 4 open fireplaces, wideboard floors. Asking 

rice, $42,000. Ms. Barbara Williams, 1401 StanwoM(lane. Hendersonville, NC 28739.

WANTED

PAIR OP ARCHED DOORS with centre height 130 
inches 4 base 77 inches when closed. Arch has radius 
of 38 Inches. Contact: P. Courts, 5225 Sycamore 
Ave., Rlverdde, NY 10471. (212) 884-7114.

VICTORIAN IRON FENCING-Apptox. 40 ft. pre
ferably “hairpin” motif. Abo desire matching gate 4 
pair of omale, bram wall Konces, preferably oper 
gas or ps/elwtrie. R Ballance Jr., 3891 Fairfax 
Court. AtlanU, GA 30339. (404) 436-2120.

UPSTATE NY ITALIANATE, 1900, brick home on 
lovely ^acre. 9 rooms, modem kitchen, bay windows, 
wood-bumlng flreptace. Well insulated, complete 
stoims. By owner—will cany contract with $20,000 
down %l\% for 25 yean. 3<ar garage. Lovely resi
dential in quiet viDage. 114 his.—Montreal, Canadi. 
(315) 353-2188.

CRAGSMOOR, NY (Ulster County). 90 mi. to NYC 
16^. dilapidated tum-of<entuiy 
places, 4 baths, 2 large porches, 5 ch 
zoned nature preserve, historie stone entrance. Located 
4 ml. from EUenvUle, NY. Also 100-yesKld, 3 bed
room Colonial in EUenville, NY. $18,000. Needs much 
work. J. Hester. PO Box 395, Bronx, NY 10471. 
(212) 549-0896.

SAN FRANCISCO MANSION with 2 income units. 
Miin house offers grand Uvkig. Oversized rooms, inlaid 
hardwood floors 4 bedrooms, 314 baths, new plumb
ing, new wiring, nnthouae suite is 2 bedrooms snd hat 
downtown view. Old stables have been converted Into 
high-tech designer living. $340,000. Call Lee Jones, 
CatdweU-Jones Real EsUte, (415) 821-6110.

ORANGE. VA; "Rebel HaB,” Oassical Revival (1849| 
brick residence on 14 acre town lot Handsome Interior 
woodwork. 4 bedrooms, 2 baths. Hot water heat 
Owner financing. $72,500. Royer 4 McGivock Ltd., 
Realtors, 3 Boar’s Head let, Chariottesr^e, VA 
22901. (804) 293-6131. Evenfargs and weekends 
(804) 589-3083 or (703) 672-4171.

RESTORATION SERVICES

STONE MASONRY-ArchltectunJ restoration, re
building, repoint of stone buildinp, steps, structures, 
fireplaces, etc. ConsuRing. NY SUte Historical Associ
ation 4 NYC Parks Dept leferencev Have trowel, will 
traveL William R Parsons, Jr. 4 Associates, 19 Eagie 
St., Coopeistown, NY 13326. In NYC areac^l (212) 86^3330, olhn areas, (607) 547-9639.

^le
cottage. 2 fire- 

imneys. 1.1 acres;

HEARTLANDS PRESERVATION SERVICES for 
bouses, commercial bufldlngs, etc.: Inspections for 
siptiflcance and condition of architectural, plumbing, 
electricalAuechaiucal systems; code compliance; 
adaptive uae feasbility studies;research. National Re
gister and tax certiflcations; measured drawings; 
mamtenance programs and speciflcatioiu for paints, 
colors, exterior facade materials. Contact Building 
Conaervation, Box 89, Evanston, IL 60204. (312) 
491-0882.

If your issue of The Old-House Journal arrives 
dog-eared or damaged, let us know: We'll send 
out a replacement i^ht away.

ANTIQUE HOUSE CONSULTANTS who have work
ed on National Repiter propMties and historic bouK 
museums now offer their technic^ expntise to the 
prirate homeowner. Our servkec include: restoratloa 
planning, research 4 documentation, paint andy^ 
aelection of appropriate wallpapers 4 mouldings, help 
ki Andkig craftsnan 4 architects, ^chure available. 
Contact: Antique Home ConsuHaDts. 242 Dalmeny 
Rd., Briardiff Manor, NY 10510. (914) 763-4858.

ORNAMENTAL PLASTER RESTORATION. H 
quality restoration, reproduction, 4 new work 
plaster coves, moulding, ceilings, and wall panek. Hb- 
torkal restoratioiu ki original materials, first period- 
Coionlal to late Victorian. Custom casting of medal
lions 4 other architectural pieces. Russel Restoration 
of Suffolk, Dean M. RumelT, Rte. 1, Box 243A, Mat- 
tituck, NY 11952. (516) 765-2481 or 298-4982.

rejriacements. 
stock or will

t
QHJ Assistant Editor Writes A Book

Journal readers interested in serious 
contemporary mu«c may want a copy 
of a new book co-written by our assist
ant editor, Cole Gagne. It’s a book of 
interviews and photographs of 24 
American composers, including Aaron 
Copland, Lukas Foss, and Philip Glass. 
Soundpieces: Interviews With Ameri
can Composers, by Cole Gagne and 
Tracy Caras, (quality hardbound, $24 
ppd) Write to Scarecrow Press, PO 
Box 656, Metuchen, NJ 08840.

OLD-HOUSE RESTORATION, repaks, 
renovation, remodeBng, accessories. We 
find 4 install antique or r^ioduction materials. His
torical research 4 sightseeing tours.'
The Hbtory Store, 418 N. Union i 
19805. (302) 654-1127.

INTERIOR STRIPPING 4 reflnishine. Doors, wu- 
dows, baseboards, etc. You name it! All paint^ sur
faces. Free estimates. References available. NYC ana. 
Cal: Lawrence Brown, (212) 676-3921.

Brochure available. 
St., Wilmington. DE

NEWARK, DE—2-storey flame house on National 
Re^er offered for relMStion 4 restoration by the 
Delaware OepL of Transportation. Local kilerestsKeferred. Must be remov^ from site no later than 

ay, 1982. For information, contact: Nkk Blmdy, 
Project Planning, PO Box 778, Dover, DE 
(302) 736-3085.

WOOD INTERIORS-PresCTVBtlon and adaptation. 
ArtUt/craflanan with portable power tools for on-alte 
work, including floors, wkidows, and doors. Judson, (212) 2^5-1094.19901. Hobi
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Walk right into 269 Victorian rooms . .
William Seale’s expertly-analyzed and interpreted collection 
transrerses 57 years of evolving American interiors, during the 
Civil War to Worid War I period. His well-chosen photo^phs 
present objects as documents, and interiors as asays in history.

Originally published in 1975, Tasteful Interlude has been out-of- 
print for 4 years. Now — actually back “by popular demand” — 
the second edition is available, with additional photos and com
mentary. You can now explore the book’s gamut of reridential 
fuhions, from moneyed Manhattan drawing ro(Mns to a seedy 
shanty in Colorado’s silver mining country.

This broad range, from ostentatious opulence to stark simplicity, 
provides an excellent brainstorming guide to the decorative 
styles of the Umes. Anyone enamored with American decorative 
traditions will delight in this unique photographic expedition 
into Victorian and turn-of-century life and culture.

288 pages, 269 originai period photoffaphs. So^bound.

Use the Order Form in this issue, 
or send $12.95 + $2 postage & handling to 

The Old-House Bookshop 
69A Seventh Avenue, Brooklyn, NY 11217

graphs of Tasteful Interlude.
These portals to the past will ignite the decorative imaginations of 
old-house owners, preservationists, restoration architects, interior 
designers and history buffs. r *-»-4 *•■*•***■»•-*■*■** *^*-** *-*■•■*

r*4r^

Spread
The

I Word!Planning a meeting?m
m

If your preservation or neighborhood organiza-
tion is planning a meeting or workshop soon,
you might want to spread the word about The
Old-House Journal. If you're a subscriber, youm
already know the practical value of the OHJ ~
why not let your neighbor! in on it!

Free copies of sample issues are now available to 
organizations such as yours. To get these free 
copies (up to 100), just drop a letter in the mail 
on your stationery telling us about your event. 
Mail the letter to Sally Goodman at The OHJ.

• ‘ * •• • • •
• * ■ « • 5L"
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The Shapes And Character Of America's 
Homes . . . From A 3-D Perspective

4A6T I nan ncof »VA&
VSKV

charts the What, Where, When, Why 
and How of our architectural land
scape.

n*NSAP.O

Over 100 single-family house styles 
that have surfaced in America are examined 
from a humanistic perspective, relating the 
architectural forms to people’s need for 
shelter.

AND fATVCKNK9
TiS PLATfe^TQ c^vmR.

. haksaap RMP«viTM C«r«0^
>5

COMMCN
SMALA. MACACTBO " 

'«M7vcM eupe
PArMP (VINCCMf
•vAftS fpPULAA Among the traditional house styles 

surveyed in this 5-year product of architect/ 
author Lester Walker’s work are:
* Dutch Colonial

, Fk«5fl-TO- ^

TAtv OAfCH ftAfre
* Saltbox
* Greek Revival 

* Steamboat Gothic * [talianate
* Cape Cod

* OcU^on
* Eastlake
* Mission

* Second Empire
* Romanesque
* .. .& many othersThe O

AND PAffU0A COUtD crS£D AS DN4DY PPBMNd

1100 M
American Shelter is unhampered by 

arbitrary editorial '*bookends” — such as 
cutoff dates, materials used, geographic 
region, or style categories, as most books 
on houses are. It draws on diversity, from 
the prosaic to the peculiar.

Complex information critical to under
standing, such as structure and floor plan 
growth, has been simplified. Sketches of 
house geometry, and how architects see 
spatial relationships, as well as close-ups of 
building elements round out this 3-D per
spective.

OP tL»O«N0
MAS.

New!

From pueblos and
English Cottages, to

High Victorian Gothic
and Georgian Revival,

to Post Modern and geo- Many books, Including this one, can 
function as a field guide, but American 
Shelter is more a dimensional study of the 
formation and character of single-family 
homes. American Shelter is an outstanding 
book for anyone interested in how and why 
houses look the way they do, and Is invalu
able to architects, builders and contractors.

320 pages, 8^ x 11, hordcover
Reg. retail price: $27.95 

Special OHJ Subscriber Price: 
$22.95, + $2 postage & handling

desic domes, the shape and 
development of homes from 

the settlers* time to today 
are presented in the new 

American Shelter.
SAVE $5! 

Offer Good Only 
Until Feb. 28! With over 1000 illustrations, in

cluding exploded views, floor plans, 
and side elevations, this book avoids 

scholarly analysis to see single-family 
homes from a designer’s perspective. 
American Shelter shows how building 
elements combine to form style, with 
such factors as siting, form, materials 
and the construction technology of 
the period included.

This “Illustrated Encyclopedia of 
the American Home” chronologically

7b get your copy of American Shelter, use 
the order form in this issue, or send $24.95 
(indudes UPS shipping, plus handiing) to 

The Old-House Bookshop 
69/1 Seventh A venue, Brooklyn, NY /1217

1



HE CAPTION for this photo 
could be, "The siding con
tractor strikes again! 

makers of vinyl and aluminum 
siding keep insisting that their 
products can be applied to old 
buildings in a sensitive fash-

T

Reiniiddliii^
k _Of The Month-----

TheM

Maybe they've neverion.bothered to point that out to 
the contractors who slap the 
stuff on buildings, 
based on the photo evidence 
we’ve seen, a sensitive job is 
the rare exception.

Because

THIS SIDING contractor committed 
the following: (1) Removed the 
ornamental caps over the two 
central windows; (2) Covered 
over the corner quoins; (3)
Used a "clapboard" twice the 
width of the original--complet* 
ing his trashing of the build
ing's exterior.
THE POOR OLD HOUSE now has a 
badly split personality. Any
one know a good house psychia
trist?

Submitted by: (Name Withheld) 
Portland, Maine

TAKE YOUR CAMERA ALONG.. .

. . . the next time you are strolling 
through an ok) neighborhood. Be on 
the lookout for harmful or thoughtless 
thinp that have been done to old build- 
in0i. We're looking for object lessons... 
photos that will help others avoid the 
same mistakes.

IF YOU SPOT some classic remuddling, 
sn:q> away. We'Q award $50 if your 
photos are selected as the monthly win
ner. The message is more dramatic if 
you aim send alon^ a photo of a similar 
unremuddled building.

SEND YOUR ENTRIES to: Remuddl
ing Editor, The Old-House Journal, 
69A 7th Ave., Brooklyn, N.Y. 11217.
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